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Chapter 1
INTRODUCTION
As a pastor in the Free Methodist Church regularly responsible
for planning corporate worship, the author became concerned about
structuring worship consistent with the historic freedoms of the
denomination. Therefore, this study focuses upon the meaning of the
freedoms and their effect upon the worship patterns of the Church, not
only in the first ten years of its existence, 1860-1870, but also in
1984. Having arrived at some conclusions concerning the meaning and
influence of the freedoms upon the young church, the author turns to
the consideration of requisites which incorporate those historic
principles for today.
The Statement of the Problem
The burning freedom issues confronting the founders of the Free
Methodist Church in 1860 have long since cooled so that many Free
Methodists are unaware of their relevance to life and worship. This
study reviews the issues at the founding of the Church and seeks to
learn how they affected the early worship patterns of the denomination
(1860-1870). Then the focus shifts to contemporary worship and its
relationship to these essential qualities of earnest Christianity. The
results of a survey sent to thirty-six Free Methodist pastors have been
tabulated. They reflect responses of these ministers regarding their
awareness of the denomination's founding principles. In addition.
1
2McPherson Free Methodist Church members were given the same survey to
learn their perception of these freedoms in relation to worship.
The thesis of this study is that the church's historic free
doms influenced worship patterns of the denomination. To clarify the
issues and to discover how they relate to contemporary worship, the
author proposes to answer the following questions: (1) What consti
tutes the historic freedoms of the Free Methodist Church? (2) What
Biblical bases support these freedoms? (3) How did the historic free
doms influence the patterns of early Free Methodist worship? (4) Do
the historic freedoms influence contemporary patterns of corporate
worship in the Free Methodist Church? (5) How does the McPherson Free
Methodist Church perceive the relationship of the historic freedoms to
their patterns of corporate worship? (6) What suggestions from this
study may assist pastors in structuring worship consistent with the
Church's freedoms?
The Theoretical Framework
Certain basic assumptions and specialized terms form the
theoretical framework of this study.
Basic Assumptions
The author assumes that God instituted the church and that
denominations, including the Free Methodist denomination, form Christ's
Church. As a part of the Church, denominations have responsibility to
organize and govern themselves in harmony with Scriptural principles.
The author further assumes that the historic freedoms have signifi
cance for the mission and worship of the Free Methodist Church. These
3freedoms provided the lenses through which the author views Free
Methodist worship in this study.
Definition of Terms
For this study these terras and phrases carry these specific
meanings :
Consistent . Harmonizing with, especially in principle, an
historic freedom.
Historic freedoms. At the organization of the Free Methodist
Church, controversy centered around several issues which formed the
basis for "free" in naming the denomination. Those issues became
identified as freedoms:
1. Free pews in all churches,
2. Freedom from slavery,
3. Freedom fran episcopal domination,
4. Freedom from secret societies,
5. Freedom' of the Spirit in worship.
These five freedoms constitute the historic freedoms.
Free Pews . The requirement of the Free Methodist Church that
every pew in the place of worship is available to anyone without
charge .
Freedom from slavery. The prohibition of the buying, selling,
or holding of a human being as a slave by members of the Free Methodist
Church .
4Freedom from episcopal domination. The organization of the
Free Methodist Church provided for (1) equal lay and ministerial repre
sentation in legislative councils, (2) the election of general super
intendents (bishops) for a term of four years with re-election possible
rather than election for life with consecration or ordination, (3) the
election of district chairmen (superintendents) by the Annual Confer
ence rather than appointment by the bishop, and (4) the election of
class leaders by the members rather than appointment by the pastor.
These provisions limited the authority of ordained clergy and allowed
"freedom from episcopal domination" for Free Methodists.
Freedom from secret societies. The requirement that members
of the Free Methodist Church abstain from membership in oath-bound
secret societies.
Freedom of the Spirit in worship. A quality of worship desired
by Free Methodists allowing departure from the planned order of service
when spiritually moved to do so and characterized by freedom for
spontaneous, heart-felt response to God's spirit whether silently,
verbally, or through physical demonstration.
Corporate worship. Regularly scheduled public meetings for
Christian worship by a local congregation on Sunday morning and
evening .
Suggestions for Free Methodist worship. Recommendations to
Free Methodist pastors for developing present-day worship for the
propagation of the spiritual meanings of the Church's historic
freedoms .
5Context of the Study
The Free Methodist Church, McPherson, Kansas, provided the
context for this study. Incorporated in May, 1880, the Church has
enjoyed a long and stable ministry in the McPherson community. Since
1914 when Orleans Seminary moved from Orleans, Nebraska, to McPherson
and became Central College and Academy, the congregation of the
McPherson Free Methodist Church has included Central students as well
as people from the local community. The author has served as pastor of
the congregation siace August, 1969.
Relationship to Central College
When Central College located in McPherson, the congregation
sold their church building and worshiped in college facilities. In
1955, the congregation moved across the street from the campus into
their own church facilities. Two additions to those facilities have
been made, including an educational annex in 1960 and an 800-seat
sanctuary in 1981. Due to the close proximity and the close relation
ship between college and church, the congregation of the McPherson
Church regularly includes many college age youth, some Free Methodists
representing wide geographical areas, and others having different
denominational backgrounds. The significance of providing authentic
Free Methodist worship for this strategic segment of the congregation
becomes apparent. In addition to their need for spiritual devotion
while in college, these youth spread across the nation perceiving Free
Methodist worship through the eyes of their experiences in the
McPherson Church.
6A Growing Congregation
Since 1974 the congregation has grown from 361 in morning wor
ship attendance to 602 in 1983, and from a membership of 358 to 518.
Therefore, a crucial task faces the pastor who must provide for the
people new to the Free Methodist Church favorable conditions for growth
and maturity through understanding and appreciation for their Free
Methodist heritage as it relates to Biblical principles and standards.
Center for Area Free Methodists
Central, as the area college for seven Free Methodist confer
ences, hosts many denominational events. Some long-time Free
Methodists move to McPherson upon retirement in order to benefit, not
only from college programs and activities, but also denominational
happenings. As a result, the congregation of the McPherson Church
includes some people accustomed to traditional Free Methodism. Meeting
the needs of a diversity of people adds to the complexity of struc
turing worship for the local congregation.
Faced with this challenge, the author realized a fresh need to
study Free Methodist worship.
Review of the Literature
Unpublished materials and various primary sources gave color
and individual insight into issues surrounding the historical freedoms.
Church historians and other writers widened the vistas to freedom
implications for contemporary worship in the Free Methodist Church and
have helped to clarify some issues .
7Unpublished Materials
The Marston Memorial Historical Center, Winona Lake, Indiana,
contains minutes of the General and Annual Conferences (Conventions)
of the denomination. Records of actions pertaining to the historical
freedoms appear often in such minutes recorded during the years
1860-1870 and give helpful background material for the study. Minutes
of both the 1866 Genesee Annual Convention and the Illinois Annual
Conference of 1867 contributed specific information to the issues of
slavery and secret societies.
James Lester Garlow' s doctoral dissertation entitled "John
Wesley's Understanding of the Laity as Demonstrated by His Use of the
Lay Preachers" (Ph.D., Drew University, 1979) makes a thorough study of
John Wesley's development of lay ministry. "The New Testament
Background for the Concept of Ordination," a paper prepared by Paul W.
Livermore for the Free Methodist Commission on Doctrine (1981), finds
scriptural principles supporting ordination. Garlow and Livermore
furnish balance to the Free Methodist concern for episcopal domination.
Periodical Literature
The Earnest Christian and Golden Rule, edited and published
monthly by B. T. Roberts, pledged to support reform movements as well
as Bible teachings of conversion and Christian holiness. The magazine
furnished a ready platform from which Roberts and other early Free
Methodists could proclaim their message of freedom as understood by the
founders of the Church. The Free Methodist, privately owned by Levi
Wood and Joseph Mac key during the years ,1868-1871, but recognized as
the denominational magazine, also contributed pertinent information.
8Issues of these two magazines from 1860-1870 supplied information for
the historical setting of the freedoms and gave firsthand glimpses of
worship in the infant denomination.
In the September/October 1981 issue of Your Church, Robert
Rambusch, consultant in Liturgy, Art, and Architecture, emphasizes the
significance of tradition in designing and remodeling church buildings.
Ben Patterson, in "Worship as Performance," (Leadership, Summer, 1981),
describes worship as ritual drama and relates structure to spontaneity
in worship. Win Arn gives helpful suggestions for ministry to people
having differing characteristics, racial or otherwise, in his article,
"A Fresh View of the Homogeneous Unit Concept" (The Win Arn Growth
Report, Vol. 1, No. 1). Material distributed to pastors by Bishop Elmer
E. Parsons in preparation for the observance of Ethnic Awareness Week,
February 12-19, 1984, through the Free Methodist Church, reported
current statistics and information regarding ethnic ministries of the
denomination.
Historical Study, Primary Sources
Elias Bowen's History of the Origin of the Free Methodist Church
contributes a thorough discussion of the issues leading to the organi
zation of the denomination. Writing from personal experience and obser
vation, Edward Payson Hart, in Reminiscences of Early Free Methodism,
focused on the various influences which molded the character and
produced the distinctive features of the Church. John S. M'Geary's
work, The Free Methodist Church, A Brief Outline History of its Origin
and Development, gives a concise description of the principal events
leading to the organization of the denomination and an outline of its
early growth. Twenty years after expulsion from the Methodist Episcopal
Church, B. T. Roberts wrote Why Another Sect to present from his per
spective an apologia for the organization of the Free Methodist Church.
Matthew Simpson, in A Hundred Years of Methodism, included with the
history of Methodism, an explanation for the circumstances which led to
the conflict with the reformers who founded the Free Methodist Church.
These original sources lead readers directly into the turbulent times
and issues giving birth to the Free Methodist Church.
The early issues of the denominational book of discipline. The
Doctrines and Disciplines of the Free Methodist Church, enabled the
author to clarify the Church's method of legislating areas of concern
and also outlined expected procedures for pastors in conducting public
worship. Insight into rules and practices of the denomination in its
early years also came through A Digest of Free Methodist Law, prepared
by the Board of General Superintendents as ordered by the 1898 Free
Methodist General Conference. Intended to serve as a guide for younger
preachers of the Church, it contained specific instruction for public
worship and rituals.
Historical Study, Secondary Sources
Bishop Wilson T. Hogue completed the first major historical work
of the Church, History of the Free Methodist Church of North America, in
which he detailed events of the first fifty-five years of the denomina
tion. In another volume, The Class Meeting as a Means of Grace, Hogue
presented valuable insight into the role of the class meeting in the
early worship life of the denomination. Benjamin Titus Roberts: A
Biography, written by his son, Benson Howard Roberts, reveals fresh
insights into the spirit of Free Methodism as communicated through the
life and experiences of the Church's first general superintendent.
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The History of the American Methodist Church, a three volume
work edited by Emory Stevens Bucke, shows excellent perspective on Free
Methodism as related to the larger Methodist movement. In Volume II,
Walter Benjamin explains the Methodist perspective of the issues
resulting in the new denomination. Carl Leroy Howland narrates The
Story of Our Church, giving in capsule form an outline of Church history
from the time of Christ to the birth of Free Methodism, and uses the
major part of his book to describe the origin, growth, and character of
the Free Methodist Church to about 1950.
Leslie R. Marston' s interpretation of Free Methodist history,
entitled From Age to Age A Living Witness, has a place of its own in
Free Methodist literature. Written during the centenary period of the
denomination, Marston' s work does not follow chronological sequence, but
helps the reader feel the heartbeat of Free Methodism from its founding
through the Church's first one hundred years.
Theological Study
Writing in Revivalism and Social Reform, Timothy Smith holds
that revivalism and perfectionist aspirations during the years 1840-1865
provided strong impetus for the attack upon American social problems
such as slavery, poverty and greed. While not directly pertinent to
this study. Smith's work offered a fresh viewpoint on issues at the
founding of the Free Methodist Church. Ronald Sider also speaks to the
theme of Christian responsibility in Rich Christians in an Age of
Hunger, establishing a strong case for drastic action by Christians to
contribute toward relief of world hunger. Sider's biblical case for
Christian responsibility to the poor harmonizes well with the historical
Free Methodist understanding of responsibility to the disadvantaged.
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A Theology of the New Testament, by George Eldon Ladd, gave
biblical context for the themes for which Free Methodists contended.
Also, Ladd's description of the evolvement and organization of the
New Testament Church yielded helpful understanding. Lesslie Newbigin,
in The Household of God, also discussed what constituted the Church,
contributing additional understanding to the biblical view of the
Christian community. Taken together, Newbigin and Ladd shed light on
concern for a scriptural view of both church membership and an ordained
ministry, a view that articulates well with Free Methodist under
standings .
Worship Study
In his book. Integrity in Worship, Paul Waitman Hoon looks at
worship theologically and provides a solid foundation upon which pastors
may structure worship. Charles P. Price and Louis Weil, writing Liturgy
for Living, from the Anglican position, describe the historical develop
ment of worship and emphasize the interdependent relationship between
worship and everyday life. Surveying worship with the experienced eye
of an educator, James White records historical background and contem
porary meanings to worship practices in Introduction to Worship. Anne
Ortlund writes brief, pithy chapters with practical ideas for those
responsible for leading worship, in her book Up,With Worship.
The Method of Study
The author used historical, descriptive and contextual research
for this study of Free Methodist worship. Historical research uncovered
the issues expressed in the freedoms of the Church and discovered how
these freedoms affected worship patterns of the new denomination in its
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beginning years, 1860-1870. Books, periodicals and articles written
during the founding and early years of the Church provided relevant
information. Material collected by Free Methodist historians gave
important data. Upon learning the issues giving birth to the Free
Methodist Church, research isolated biblical and theological principles
supporting the convictions of the Church's founders.
In his descriptive research, the author utilized a survey
instrument designed to indicate perception of devotional practices and
congregational attitudes related to the basic issues of the freedoms.
Given to thirty-six Free Methodist pastors, the survey provided insight
regarding pastors' views of contemporary worship in the light of the Free
Methodist heritage expressed in the freedoms. Appendix A contains the
survey instrument used with denominational pastors.
The contextual study focused upon worship in the McPherson Free
Methodist Church. Research included discussion of worship by the
Congregational Reflection Group, made up of twelve adults representing
all ages, and surveys of the congregation. First, the congregation
completed a pre-test survey. Then, after teachings on the meanings of
the freedoms and services giving opportunity to experience worship
patterned after historic Free Methodism, members of the congregation
completed a second survey form identical to the pre-test survey. These
surveys suggested areas of strength and weakness in communicating the
spiritual meanings of the church's freedoms through worship as presently
conducted in the McPherson Church. Appendix B contains the survey
instrument used with the congregation and the description of the special
services experienced by the McPherson congregation.
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After analyzing the surveys given to pastors and the surveys
given to the McPherson congregation, the author formed suggestions to
pastors designed to assist them in structuring Free Methodist worship
which he believes will propagate the spiritual meanings of the historic
freedoms of the Church.
Chapter Titles and Divisions
Chapter One � Introduction
This chapter includes an introduction and statement of the
problem, the theoretical framework for the study with basic assumptions
and definitions, a review of the literature related to Free Methodist
history and worship, and the method of research used for the study. The
chapter titles and divisions conclude the chapter.
Chapter Two � The Historic Freedoms and
Their Spiritual Meanings
Beginning the investigative phase, chapter 2 seeks to answer
the question, "What constitutes the historic freedoms of the Free
Methodist Church?" by presenting the historical setting and the spir
itual issues of the freedoms. Literature written by people contemporary
with the founding of the Free Methodist Church and pertinent material
from the Church historians supply the sources for the interpretation of
these critical issues.
Chapter Three � The Biblical Bases
for the Historical Freedoms
A biblical study related to the spiritual meanings of each of
the freedoms seeks to answer the question, "What biblical bases support
the historical freedoms of the Free Methodist Church?" A biblical and
theological perspective for the freedoms results from this study.
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Chapter Four � Patterns of Early Free Methodist
Worship and the Historic Freedoms
This chapter focuses on worship of the infant denomination in
the years 1860-1870. Periodical reports provide the primary source for
information to answer the question, "How did the historic freedoms
influence the patterns of early Free Methodist worship?"
Chapter Five � The Historic Freedoms and Contemporary
Patterns of Free Methodist Worship
In this chapter, the author considers the question of the
influence of the historic freedoms on contemporary Free Methodist
worship, especially of the McPherson Free Methodist Church. Responses
to surveys by both denominational pastors and by people of tVie McPherson
congregation indicate their perceptions of the meanings of the historical
freedoms. Responses by the McPherson people reveal their perception of
the freedoms in worship structured by the author. After being taught
the spiritual meanings of the freedoms and experiencing services pat
terned specifically after early Free Methodist worship, the congrega
tion's responses to a second survey seeks to demonstrate specific areas
of need for attention by the author.
Chapter Six � Conclusions and Integrations
The generalization stage of the study begins in chapter 6. The
author draws conclusions and formulates implications from this study of
Free Methodist worship.
Chapter Seven � Suggestions for
Free Methodist Worship
Representing the fruit of the study, chapter seven lists sug
gestions which the, author believes will assist Free Methodist pastors
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in structuring contemporary worship for the propagation of the spiritual
meanings of the historic freedoms.
Chapter Eight � Summary
This chapter contains a brief description of the thesis of
the study, the research method, and the findings.
Suimnary
In this chapter, the author introduced the area of study and
stated the problem, including analytical questions. The theoretical
framework, context of the study, review of the literature, design of the
investigation and a summary of chapter titles and divisions concluded
the study.
Chapter 2
THE HISTORIC FREEDOMS AND THEIR SPIRITUAL MEANINGS
The desire for freedom resides in every human heart. Organ
izers of the Free Methodist Church embodied their longings in the name
of the new denomination. Methodists in doctrine and contending for
free pews, freedom from slavery, from secret societies, from episcopal
domination and for freedom of the Spirit in worship, these men estab
lished the Free Methodist Church. In this chapter, the author focuses
on the historical setting surrounding these crises concepts.
Free Pews
Early writings of the Church's leaders included prominent
mention of the issue of free pews, or free churches as it was sometimes
called. Although in the beginning the Methodist Episcopal Church had
not allowed the selling or renting of pews, in 1852 this restriction
was removed. 1 The founders of the Free Methodist Church viewed the
removal of this restriction as a corruption of Christianity.
They believed that churches should be as free as the grace they
preached! 2 Pews sold to the highest bidder eliminated the poor to whom
the gospel was especially sent. Levi Wood, editor of The Free Methodist
iMatthew Simpson, A Hundred Years of Methodism (New York:
Phillips and Hunt, Cincinnati: Walden and Stowe, 1876), p. 164.
^Elias Bowen, History of the Origin of the Free Methodist
Church (Rochester, New York: B. T. Roberts, 1871), p. 239.
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magazine, cited an example reported in the Chicago Post in which pews at
Grace Church were auctioned. The highest priced one went for $2,190.00
and the lowest one at the extremely low price of $400.00. Wood con
cluded that a poor man who labors with his hands or a poor woman lacking
money for a seat would be excluded to make room for the glittering one
who can pay.^ Therefore, Free Methodists required free churches, not
with some seats free, but with all seats forever free so that the gospel
could be preached to the poor.
Furthermore, Free Methodists insisted upon free pews, not only
because the poor should have the gospel preached to them, but also be
cause, in principle, the sale or rental of pews excluded some from
worship. Provisions of the gospel include all, rich or poor, bound or
free, black or white. To limit access to the house of worship was wrong
in principle, according to the founders of the Free Methodist Church.
No one should be denied the privilege of worship.^
Renting pews also showed partiality. A wealthy person, having
rented a good seat, never feared losing it no matter how late he arrived
at church. But a stranger who attended a church service never knew when
it might be necessary to move to make room for a late arrival who had
rented the pew in which he sat. In some instances, the stranger would
be asked to change pews several times in the course of one service in
order to make room for someone else. The early Free Methodists believed
this practice inconsistent with the gospel of Jesus Christ.^
^Editorial, The Free Methodist, 2:15:6, April, 1869.
^Bowen , loc . cit .
5g. W. T. , "The Rented Pew," The Free Methodist , 2:2, January
14, 1869.
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A proper view of money and its use also concerned Free
Methodists in their position against renting pews. Preaching the
gospel, they believed, should be supported by voluntary offerings, not
compulsory taxes. Roberts said that paying for the right to worship
God amounted to serving "mammon." Then he asked, "Did not our Saviour
say, 'Ye cannot serve God and mammon?'"^ Agreeing with Roberts, Free
Methodists held that sacrificial commitment to God would result in
adequate finances for the proclamation of the gospel.
Sometimes the sale and rental of pews assisted in raising money
to build churches more expensive than necessary. Participation in the
competition among denominations to erect impressive churches caused
some congregations financial problems. Timothy Smith says such finan
cial pressure led to" the removal of the Methodist prohibition against
pew rentals.^ But founders of the Free Methodist Church understood
spending more than necessary for constructing church buildings was poor
stewardship and squandering the Lord's money. To prove the point,
Roberts reported on the dedication of a Free Methodist Church in
Marengo, Illinois, which cost only $850.00 and was as "convenient,
plain and neat�as comfortable a place of worship as any true follower
of the meek and lowly Jesus could desire. . . ."^
Early Free Methodists also felt the selling or renting of
pews contributed to formality in worship. Pewed churches tended to
"B. T. Roberts, ed., The Earnest Christian and Golden Rule,
3:5:133, May, 1862.
^Timothy L. Smith, Revivalism and Social Reform (Baltimore and
London: The Johns Hopkins University Press, 1980), p. 164.
^B. T. Roberts, ed., The Earnest Christian and Golden Rule,
4:5:158, November, 1862.
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accomodate select congregations who expected worship to conform with
their own ideas of order. Earnest prayers and devout praises of the
spiritual worshiper displeased such select congregations, so even the
spiritual worshiper felt restrained. Roberts concluded, "We were never
able to keep up a high tone of spirituality in a pewed church for any
length of time, and we never saw it done. We do not believe it is
possible ."^
Freedom From Slavery
In addition to the political implications of slavery current in
1860, the reformers who became known as Free Methodists saw slavery as
a spiritual issue. The call for a convention to organize the new
denomination clearly specified freedom from slavery as one of the con
ditions for participation.^^ In the Book of Discipline adopted by the
Free Methodist Church, the rule against slavery of the Methodist
Episcopal Church was rephrased to forbid unequivocally "the buying,
selling, or holding of a huroan being as a slave ."�'��'� The report on the
state of the country, given at the seventh session of the Genesee
Annual Convention at Allegany, New York on September 27, 1866, clari
fied Free Methodists' reasoning for rigid opposition to slavery:
The Bible makes as much provision for slavery as it does for
murder, and no more. Both are equally prohibited by the Divine
Law. To favor human oppression in any form is insulting to God,
^B. T. Roberts, ed . , The Earnest Christian and Golden Rule,
3:5:135, May, 1862.
^^Leslie R. Marston, From Age to Age a Living Witness (Winona
Lake, Indiana: Light and Life Press, 1960), p. 253.
lllbid, p. 261.
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and debasing to human nature. We not only abuse the poor slave,
but our wives and children; for in the debasement of hujnan nature
we debase them, for they possess such a nature. �'^^
However, such servitude not only resulted in debasing human
nature, it also disrupted family relationships and family ties.
William Goodell claimed that, in essence, slavery annulled marriage and
severed paternal and filial ties, for when a slaveholder sold a slave's
spouse or son or daughter, the family unit was shattered . �'^^ hqw could
an institution be right, or condoned by the church, when it violated
these sacred relationships?
Founding fathers of the Free Methodist Church also opposed
slavery on the scriptural principle of the body as the temple of the
Holy Spirit. They believed it inconsistent to sell the temple of the
Holy Spirit as chattel property, or to make the temple of the Spirit an
inmate of the slave holder's harem. Therefore, the organizers of the
Free Methodist Church required the absolute prohibition of slaveholding
by the membership of the new church.
Further, early Free Methodists saw that the universal appli
cation of the gospel included all people of whatever race. James
Matthews went so far as to say that anyone who despises an individual
because of his place of birth, color, or sex is not even saved I^^ A
�'�^Minutes of the Genesee Annual Convention of the Free
Methodist Church, seventh session, Allegany, Cattaraugus Co., New York,
September 27-October 1, 1866, p. 79-80. (Copies on file at Marston
Memorial Historical Center, Free Methodist Headquarters, Winona Lake,
Indiana . )
^^william Goodell, "The Sacredness of Slavery," The Earnest
Christian and Golden Rule, 3:5:144, May, 1862.
l^James Matthews, "To the Front," The Free Methodist, 2:39:1,
September 30, 1869.
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strong statement for that day, but many Free Methodists believed it.
Though not popular to take such a strong position against slavery,
these founding fathers felt compelled to do so . A "gospel" which sided
with oppression was worse than no gospel at all.
Episcopal Domination
Freedom from episcopal domination also concerned founders of
the Free Methodist Church. 3y episcopal domination they meant undue
authority by the ordained clergy to control the affairs of the church
and to determine who its members were.
Although B. T. Roberts and som'e other ministers were expelled
from the Methodist Episcopal Church through trial, many lay people were
simply read out of their local churches though they had made no such
request and had no opportunity to contest the action. �'�5 M'Geary cites
an instance when thirteen were read out as withdrawn by the pastor for
going two Sundays in a row to hear John Wesley Red field preach in a
church other than their own.^^ Methodist clergy had authority to expel
the laity from the church and the laity were powerless to prevent it.
According to founders of the Free Methodist Church, these
expulsions could not have occurred if lay persons had been able to
participate in the decision making process of the church. But as
Mackey lamented regarding the organizational structure of the Methodist
Episcopal Church, "The vast and powerful ecclesiastical machinery is
^^Marston, op. cit., p. 213.
l^John S. M'Geary; The Free Methodist Church, A Brief Outline
History of its Origin and Development (Chicago, Illinois: W. B, Rose,
1908), p. 45.
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run entirely by the preachers. The preachers make the laws and the
preachers administer them."^^ Therefore, one of the bases for organi
zation included in the call for a convention to adopt a Discipline for
the Free Methodist Church was "an equal representation of ministers and
members in all councils of the church, "�'�^
Added to greater protection of the rights of individual members
and the provision for lay participation in church councils, the
founders of the Free Methodist Church desired greater control over the
power of the episcopacy. The Methodist Episcopal Church elected
bishops for life with consecration or ordination to that office. In
contrast, the Free Methodist organization provided for the election of
a general superintendent for a term of four years with re-election
possible at the next general conference. Titling the office general
superintendent rather than bishop implied less authority and the
limited term assured accountability to the electing body.
But Free Methodists remained uneasy with the office of general
superintendent. Though no problem had yet appeared, the possibility of
abolishing the office entirely was still under consideration at the
1870 General Conference . Interestingly, the 1870 General Conference
not only continued the office, but in addition, gave the general
superintendent authority to fill vacancies in the office of district
chairman until the next district quarterly conference. Even so,
organization of the Free Methodist Church provided lay persons equal
�'^^Joseph Mackey, ed., The Free Methodist, 3:131:2, November 24,
1870.
l^Marston, op. cit., p. 253.
l^Levi Wood, ed., The Free Methodist , 3:24:4, August 18, 1870.
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representation with clergy on all boards and conferences. Structure of
the new denomination abolished the episcopacy and presiding eldership
and carefully protected the sacred right of every accused person to an
impartial trial and appeal. Marston describes the establishment of
equal lay and ministerial representation in annual and general con
ference bodies as Free Methodism's major reform in church polity.
Full participation by both clergy and laity was their intended goal and
that goal was largely met!
Secret Societies
Historical circumstances surrounding the organization of Free
Methodism made abstention from secret societies a requirement for
church membership almost inevitable. The founders of the denomination
believed their expulsion from the Methodist Church due to the influence
of a group of ministers v^no belonged to secret societies, and who
decided in secret hqw to influence other members of the conference
against them.^^ Therefore, the organizers of the Free Methodist Church
were determined to prevent a similar possibility, in their new church.
Other essential concerns, however, contributed to the membership re
quirement of freedom from secret societies.
The very nature of secrecy in an institution causes concern.
Secrecy awakens suspicion by giving opportunity for plans and activities
20wilson T. Hogue, History of the Free >lethodist Church of
North America, Vol. I (Chicago: The Free Methodist Publishing House,
1915), p. 332.
^�'�Marston, op. cit., p. 256.
^^Hogue, op. cit., p. 69.
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not acceptable in the light of the public. It therefore encourages
unacceptable actions. As stated in the 1866 Discipline, "A bad insti
tution ought not , and a good one need not be secret. "^^ Furthermore,
to bind one's self with an oath to unknown future actions reveals moral
and spiritual carelessness. Elias Bowen spoke strongly against the
right of any man to take a "leap in the dark" by committing himself to
a course of action in utter ignorance of its moral character. He
pictured the end result of such commitment as disastrous, leading to
jeopardy of life itself if one's vow to secrecy were violated. A
Christian must keep himself free to follow the Lord. 24
These founders also argued against secret societies because
joining would bind a person in a brotherhood with ungodly men possibly
including infidels, Jews, Muslims, and pagans. They believed such a
covenantal relationship inconsistent with the Scriptural injunction
against being mismated with unbelievers.
Masonic and Odd Fellow Societies were also identified as for
midable barriers to Christian communion because of their infidelity.
In an article in The Free Methodist magazine, William Selby referred to
material published in the June 29, 1859, issue of the Masonic Mirror
and Keystone which declared prayer in the name of Jesus Christ a vio
lation of the principle of Masonry. Though he readily acknowledged
that prayer is sometimes offered in the lodge in the name of Jesus
Christ, that did not change the fact that such prayer violated the
23The Doctrines and Discipline of the Free Methodist Church
(Rochester, New York: General Conference, 1866), p. 89.
^^Elias Bowen, History of the Origin of the Free Methodist
Church (Rochester, New York: B. T. Roberts, 1871), pp. 272-273.
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principles of Masonry. Therefore, the infidelity of Free Masonry is
evident, and Selby claimed that Odd Fellowship is identical with Free
Masonry in this regard. ^5
The report on secret societies given at the Illinois Annual
Conference, September 18-21, 1867, summarized the Free Methodist
Church's position:
Believing secret society influence to be a subtle and insidious
foe to spirituality by its substitution of a Christ-less religion,
a system of semi-biblical rites, and a specious charity for the
regenerating power of the gospel, we will in all proper ways and by
all proper means oppose its blasphemous pretensions, its arrogant
assumptions, and its silent influence. ^6
Freedom of the Spirit in Worship
The founders of the Free Methodist Church desired "freedom of
the Spirit" in their worship. The first discipline of the new denomi
nation, in reference to the men expelled from the Methodist Episcopal
Church, contained the following statement: "The issue on which they
were thrust out was between dead formalism, and the life and power of
godliness. . . ."^^ Formalism, they felt, stifled the Spirit's work
in the life of the church. Bowen, while still a Methodist minister,
lamented, "The responsive 'Amen' of the devout worshiper is no longer
looked for or desired among us . . . . Much less do we tolerate the
25Levi Wood, ed . , The Free Methodist, 1:10:2, March 12, 1868.
^^Free Methodist Conference Minutes, 1861-1870, Illinois Annual
Conference of the Free Methodist Church, Sept. 18-21, 1867, p. 17.
^^The Doctrines and Discipline of the Free Methodist Church
(Buffalo, New York: B. T. Roberts, 1860), p. 5.
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old-fashioned Methodist shouting in our congregations. Such manifes
tations of pious joy would be esteemed quite disorderly. . . ."28
Freedom for the responsive Amen, old-fashioned Methodist
shouting, and physical manifestations of the Spirit's work marked early
Free Methodist worship. Though not believing in mere noise, when the
Spirit came like a "rushing, mighty wind" as on the day of Pentecost,
Free Methodists did not oppose the manifestations of His presence.
However, freedom of the Spirit in worship required genuine
Christian experience. Downing, in a letter to Levi Wood, editor of The
Free Methodist, affirmed his personal belief in the manifestations of
the Spirit, but also concluded that much of what he had seen among some
Free Methodists in the Allentown, Pennsylvania, area was mere animal
excitement. He believed that when God blesses people, causing them to
jump, shout, fall down, scream, etc., he also blesses the mad, hatred,
pride, and the love of sin out of them. 29 Roberts, in a letter dealing
with those who regarded physical demonstration as identical with spir
itual freedom, suggested that it would be better to leave the worship
service quietly with solemn truths ringing in their ears than to have
some good person scream or dance or jump or hoot, and divert them from
the truth. 30 So the dilemma confronting early Free Methodists involved
allowing freedom of the Spirit in worship and avoiding mere "animal
excitement" or fanaticism.
2oBowen, op. cit., p. 29.
29Levi Wood, ed . , The Free Methodist, 2:15:6, April 15, 1869.
30Benson Howard Roberts, Benjamin Titus Roberts: A Biography
(North Chili, New York: The Earnest Christian Office, 1900), p. 327.
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Criteria Roberts used to discern true freedom can be seen in
a note from his diary in regard to a fringe group which he believed
wrong, for:
First, they do not appear to aim in their meetings at the
conversion of sinners and the sanctif ication of believers, but they
direct their efforts at having what they call "a free time. . . ."
Second, they exalt being "led by the Spirit" above the Bible,
sometimes claiming Divine inspiration for doing things which the
Word of God especially forbids.
Third, they appear to seek reproach and to glory in it rather
than purity and power. . . .
Fourth, some of them have given way to a strong will and
indulge in a wrong spirit. . . - ^1
But when congregational meetings aimed at the salvation of sinners and
the sanctif ication of believers, daily living evidenced genuine
Christian character, and worship and life proved consistent with the
clear teaching of the Bible, Roberts felt no need to fear freedom in
Christ. One may as well speak against the rustling of the leaves when
the wind blows as to speak against the manifestation of the Spirit, ^2
Founders of the Free Methodist Church viewed choirs and instru
mental music as major hindrances to freedom of the Spirit in worship.
It should be noted that Free Methodists believed they followed the
spirit of John Wesley and earlier Methodism in their position against
choirs and instrumental music. According to Walter Benjamin, Methodist
historian, a committee on discipline of the 1846 Genesee Conference of
the Methodist Episcopal Church stated a preference for vocal singing
and recommended that a "company of singers" be trained to guide the
congregation and that instrumental music be used only to regulate the
31lbid, pp. 321, 322.
32wood, loc. cit.
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key or assist the weaker parts. ^3 The committee's recommendation came
as a mediating position between some who wished to prohibit choir and
instrumental music, and others who supported its use. So, although not
taking a definite position against it, concern about the use of choir
and instrumental music existed in the Methodist Episcopal Church at the
time of the founding of the Free Methodist Church.
Founders of the Free Methodist Church chose to prohibit choir
and instrumental music entirely. Three factors contributed to their
decision, all of which relate to the central issue of freedom of the
Spirit in worship.
First, true worship involves the heart. Free Methodists felt
that a choir accompanied by an instrument detracted from heart involve
ment. One pioneer Free Methodist scoffed, "After being asked to 'join'
in singing, the congregation must wait to hear a select choir, at a
distance from the audience, sing a 'new-fangled' tune that nobody
knows� to the edification of nobody. "34 complaints against the organ
included sometimes drowning the voices of the singers, playing an
interlude between stanzas, and playing an introduction before beginning
the hymn, all of which tended to check the spirit of devotion. 35
Second, early Free Methodists spoke against choirs in worship
because they believed it amounted to worship by proxy. God commands
worshipers to sing His praise. Therefore, "to worship God by proxy,
33walter J. Benjamin, The History of American Methodism, Vol.
II, gen. ed., Emory Stevens Bucke (New York: Abingdon Press, 1964),
p. 357-
34ibid, p. 341.
35Levi Wood, ed . , The Free Methodist, 1:15:2, April 16. 1868.
giving up a very important part of divine worship (singing) into the
hands of a few trained per formers"^^ does not fulfill God's command.
D. F. Newton observed that the choir system deprives God's people of
interesting, profitable, joyful, soul-kindling and soul-reviving
exercises. . . . Except for an entire congregation on their knees
in prayer, I know not of a more beautiful sight than when people
rise to sing.37
Finally, Free Methodists were concerned that those hired to
sing or play the instruments were not even Christians. On some occa
sions, those involved in the Sunday morning worship would have been
singing or playing in a tavern the night before.^^ Freedom of the
Spirit in worship could not be expected with such persons leading the
worship .
These limitations to freedom of the Spirit in worship, imposed
through choir singing and instrumental music, seemed unnecessary to the
founders of the Free Methodist Church. The complete prohibition of
choirs and instruments solved the problem. The Digest of Free
Methodist Law, prepared by the order of the General Conference of 1898,
states their position succinctly:
Congregational singing is important. Choirs and instruments
tend to monopolize this branch of worship, produce lightness and
irreverence in singing, create strife and discord, therefore, they
are not al lowed. ^9
36Levi Wood, ed . , The Free Methodist, 1:29:4, July 23, 1868.
3^8. T. Roberts, ed . , The Earnest Christian and Golden Rule,
3:5:139, May^ 1862.
^^Carl L. Howland, The Story of Our Church (Winona Lake,
Indiana: The Free Methodist Publishing House, 1951), p. 95.
^^Free Methodist Church. A Digest of Free Methodist Law,
Prepared and published by order of the General Conference of 1898
(Winona Lake, Indiana: The Free Methodist Publishing House, 1901),
p. 67.
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Summary
The Free Methodist Church has been well named. Of greater
significance than the normal human desire for freedom, the underlying
issues at the founding of the Free Methodist Church related to human
dignity and the meaning of the gospel. While the historical setting
has changed, the principles remain. The gospel, centered in Jesus
Christ alone, must be offered freely to all people who, in turn, must
be free to respond with heart-felt devotion.
Chapter 3
THE BIBLICAL BASES FOR THE HISTORIC FREEDOMS
Chapter 2 showed why former Methodists, longing for new spir
itual freedoms, founded the Free Methodist Church. While these early
Free Methodists did not always use specific Bible references to support
their positions, scriptural principles lay at the heart of their con
cerns. In this chapter, the author considers some of the biblical
bases supporting the issues giving birth to the new denomination.
The Biblical Basis for Free Pews
Concern for the Poor
An important aspect of the issue of free pews for Free
Methodists was a concern for the poor. In the Old Testamentj God ex
pected openhanded generosity of His people and required them to lend
freely to the poor and needy (Deut. 15:7-11)- God commanded them,
through Moses, to leave the edge of the field and the fallen harvest
for the poor to gather (Lev. 19:9, 10; 23:22). Amos spoke out against
the exploitation of the poor by the rich as one of the prominent sins
of Israel in the eighth century B.C. (Amos 2:6, 7; 4:lff) . Isaiah
warned Judah against mistreatment of the poor or they would be
destroyed (isa. 10:1-4). Jeremiah condemned the rich and powerful who
gained their wealth through the oppression of those unable to defend
themselves (Jer. 5:26-29).
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Jesus raade the preaching of the gospel to the poor a validation
of his own ministry. He said: "The Spirit of the Lord is upon me
because he has anointed me to preach good news to the poor" (Luke
4:18)--'- And when John tne Baptist sent disciples to confirm whether or
not he was the One expected to come, Jesus sent them back with the
word, "the blind receive sight, the lame walk, those who have leprosy
are cured, the deaf hear, the dead are raised, and the good news is
preached to the poor" (Matt. 11:5). (emphasis mine)
James speaks specifically to the principle of free pews in
relation to the poor:
My brothers, as believers in our glorious Lord Jesus Christ,
don't show favoritism. Suppose a man comes into your meeting
wearing a gold ring and fine clothes, and a poor man in shabby
clothes also comes in. If you show special attention to the man
wear-ing fine clothes and say, "Here's a good s^at for you," but you
say to the poor man, "You stand there," or, "Sit on the floor by my
feet," have you not discriminated among yourselves and become
judges with evil thoughts (Jas. 2:1-4).
In the light of the Old Testament, God's people must take
seriously their responsibility to the poor. In the New Testament, the
Church as the Body of Christ is commissioned to carry on His ministry.
Preaching the good news to the poor composed a significant aspect of
Christ's ministry. James stated succinctly the position of the New
Testament Church and the responsibility of Christians not to discrimi
nate against the poor in favor of the rich in their assemblies.
Ronald Sider believes that while God is not partial, He is not
neutral in the struggle for justice. God sides with the poor because
He disapproves of extremes of wealth and poverty. Therefore, God's
IaII Biblical references are from the NIV unless otherwise
noted .
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people are especially concerned for the poor because they follow in the
footsteps of God. 2 The founders of the Free Methodist Church also
believed they followed God by insisting upon free pews in their
churches .
The Gospel Is for All
The principle of exclusion inherent in the concept of pew
rentals also concerned Free Methodists. The Bible proclaims that the
gospel is for all!
God's call of Abraham and the blessings promised to his family
are sometimes interpreted to mean that others not of his family were
excluded. However, a more careful reading of Scripture shows that
Abraham's obedient response to God's call would result in blessing for
all peoples on the earth (Gen. 12:1-3). From the beginning, God de
sired to bless all humankind.
Isaiah looked forward to the coming servant who would bring
blessing to Israel, and who would be a light for the Gentiles (Isa.
_42:6). When Simeon recognized Jesus as the fulfillment of Isaiah's
prophecy, he reaffirmed the inclusion of all peoples in God's plan of
salvation. Simeon sang, ". . .my eyes have seen your salvation, which
you have prepared in the sight of all people, a light for revelation to
the Gentiles and for glory to your people Israel" (Luke 2:30-32).
Isaiah's prophecy as well as Simeon's interpretation of it included
both Gentiles and the people of Israel.
^Ronald J. Sider, Rich Christians in an Age of Hunger (Downers
Grove, Illinois: Inter-Varsity Press, 7th printing 1980, copyright
1977), p. 85.
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Jesus taught that God's love encompassed the whole world, and
whoever believes in His one and only Son will have eternal life (John
3:16). Obviously, Jesus included everyone in the scope of the Gospel
message!
Peter's vision of the sheet let down from heaven with unclean
animals on it and God's instruction to kill and eat was a clear affir
mation that God's plan of salvation included everyone. When followed
immediately by the invitation to the Gentile Cornelius's house, Peter
finally realized that God does not show favoritism. The gospel message
is for all men (Acts 10:1-38).
Paul, God's chosen instrument to carry the gospel message to
the Gentiles, found the basis for the inclusion of all people in Jesus
Christ. He taught, "there is neither Jew nor Greek, slave nor free,
male nor female, for you are all one in Christ Jesus" (Gal. 3:28).
From these scriptural perspectives, the founders of the Free
Methodist Church concluded that "the glad tidings should be freely
offered to every individual of the human race, the king and the
captive, civilized and savage, bound and free, black and white, the
ignorant and the learned. The concept of free pews in the churches
accompanies quite naturally the Scriptural principle that all are
potentially included in the benefits of the gospel.
The Concept of Free-Will Offerings
At the time of the founding of the Free Methodist Church, some
denominations adopted the practice of pew rental as a means of income.
Bowen, History of the Origin of the Free Methodist Church,
pp. 272-273.
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In essence, people supported the ministry of the church by paying for
the privilege of worship. But Free Methodists believed, on the basis
of Biblical principles, the church should be supported through free
will offerings.
In the construction of the tabernacle, God commanded Moses to
receive offerings from every man whose heart prompted him to give. In
response-, "Everyone who was willing and whose heart moved him came and
brought an offering to the Lord" (Ex. 25:2, 35:5, 21).
Through the laws relating to the poor, God reminded His people
to lend generously without grudging, even though the seventh year, the
year for canceling debts, was near (Deut. 15:7-11). Paul adapted this
idea to appeal to the Corinthians for the offering for the saints in
Jerusalem: "Each man should give v^iat he has decided in his heart to
give, not reluctantly or under compulsion, for God loves a cheerful
giver" (II Cor. 9:7).
Paul also prescribes the principle of proportion: "Now about
the collection for God's people: Do what I told the Galatian churches
to do. On the first day of every week, each one of you should set
aside a sura of money in keeping with his income" (I Cor. 16:1, 2). In
other words, everyone should contribute voluntarily any amount in
keeping with their income.
Jesus demonstrated his anger at the money changers' unfair
treatment of people when he drove them out of the temple. The money
changers had taken unfair advantage of the people by making the privi
lege of worship a money-making scheme. "How dare you turn my Father's
house into a market?" was his unanswerable question (John 2:16).
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So the biblical concept of free-will offerings by God's people
whether for the construction of places of worship, for the needs of
others, or for the privilege of worshiping supports the position of
Free Methodists regarding free pews. Pew rental makes the privilege
of worship dependent upon required payment rather than free-will
offerings .
The Biblical Basis for Freedom from Slavery
Free Methodists found solid biblical support for freedom from
slavery- Although not condemned directly, slavery as an institution is
inconsistent with the biblical account of creation. The scripture
reads simply: "God created man in his own image, in the image of God
he created him; male and female he created them" (Gen. 1:27). Whatever
one's race or sex, the Bible teaches that all mankind bears the image
of the Creator God. In his address to the Athenians, Paul affirms the
derivation of all human life from one source: "From one man (God) made
every nation of men, that they should inhabit the whole earth" (Acts
17:26). Since God created all mankind in his own image, for one human
being to "own" another huinan being as property is inconsistent with the
biblical revelation of the creation of mankind.
Slavery becomes more unjustifiable in the light of the New
Testament revelation of Jesus Christ as the Redeemer of all mankind.
Paul wrote, "There is neither Jew nor Greek, slave nor free, male or
female, for you are all one in Christ Jesus" (Gal. 3:28). In
Colossians, Paul related the unity of mankind to both creation and
redemption in Christ. He wrote, "You have . . . put on the new self,
which is being renewed in knowledge in the image of its Creator. Here
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there is no Greek or Jew, circumcised or uncircumcised , barbarian,
Scythian, slave or free, but Christ is all in all" (Col. 3:10, 11).
Paul's letter to Philemon implies the acceptance of slavery but
at the same time illustrates its transformation through the gospel.
Christian slaves should serve their masters through serving Christ.
Christian slave owners should accept their Christian slaves, not merely
as slaves but as brothers in Christ (Phlin. 16, 17). When such a rela
tionship exists between slave and master, the end of the institution of
slavery itself is near.
The biblical truth of the equality of mankind through both
creation and redemption in Christ Jesus makes owning another human
being as chattel property unthinkable. To own another is to debase
that person. Free Methodists often referred to the Golden Rule as the
reason for opposing slavery. Jesus said, "Do to others as you would
have them do to you" (Luke 6:31). That rule. Free Methodists held,
applies equally to the black and white races. ^ No one would wish to
become the chattel property of another; therefore, no one should own
another as his chattel property!
In addition to the evil of the institution itself, slavery
often led to other wrongs. The division of slave families and the
separation of husbands and wives sometimes resulted in marital unfaith
fulness. Some slave owners considered female slaves property to be
used sexually. The Bible upholds family relationships. God intends
children and parents to cherish their relationship (Ex. 20:12; Deut.
5:16; Eph . 6:1-4). Jesus taught the permanency of marriage vows
Marston, From Age to Age , p. 388.
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(Matt. 5:31, L9:6, 9). Sexual immorality is regularly condemned (Ex.
20:14; Mark 7:21; Gal. 5:19-21; et al) . Based upon these biblical
teachings, the Free Methodist Church did not allow its members to hold
s laves .
The Biblical Basis for Freedom from Episcopal Domination
Episcopal Domination and Membership in the Church
The founders of the Free Methodist Church valued the privilege
of membership in a local church body. They believed that episcopal
domination jeopardized that privilege since many of them had been "read
out" of Methodist Episcopal churches. While expressing their concern
in pragmatic rather than scriptural terms, the New Testament emphasis
upon the body of believers supports the Free Methodist's view of the
value of church membership.
In Acts, membership in the Christian community was integral to
believing in Jesus Christ. Luke wrote that on the day of Pentecost,
the Lord himself added to the primitive community "those v^o were being
saved" (Acts 2:47). In his defense before Agrippa, Paul testified that
his mission to the Gentiles included, not only their deliverance from
the power of Satan and receiving forgiveness of sins, but also, that
the Gentiles would receive "a place among those who are sanctified by
faith in me (God)" (Acts 26:18). In other words, Paul's God-given
commission involved the incorporation of Gentile converts into the fel
lowship of believers. Fellowship with other believers is a natural
result of faith in God!
Paul's epistles reflect a similar concept of the church.
Although without formal organizational connections, groups of believers
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scattered throughout the Mediterranean world raade up the church.^
Soraetimes "the church" meant the entire Church of Jesus Christ (Eph.
1:22; Col. 1:18; et al) . Other times, "the church" meant a local body
of believers (Acts 14:3; I Cor. 1:2; et al) . But in either case, "the
church" referred to believers united in a fellowship group. Upon
believing in Christ, persons became members of a body of believers,
"the church."
Paul's metaphor of the church as the body of Christ conveys the
meaning and significance of belonging to the visible body of believers.
It suggests unity (I Cor. 12:12), and interdependence (I Cor. 12:14f).
Admittedly, during the course of church history, the visible church has
become institutionalized. It no longer remains the simple organization
of New Testament times and includes a variety of denominations. But the
church continues to be Christ's body on earth. As Newbigin affirms,
becoming a believer in Christ should include incorporation into the
visible church.^
The close relationship between believing in Jesus Christ and
church membership makes membership in the visible church a valued
privilege. In the New Testament, denial of that privilege occurred
only as a result of refusal to abide by the clear teaching of the
church. For example, Jesus taught that a brother who refused to admit
his wrong to the church should be treated as a pagan or tax collector
(Matt. 18:15-17). Paul instructed the Corinthians to remove from among
^George Eldon Ladd, A Theology of the New Testament (Grand
Rapids, Michigan: William B. Eerdmans Publishing Company, 1974), p.
531.
^Lesslie Newbigin, The Household of God (New York: Friendship
press, 1954), p. 70.
them the man guilty of incest (I Cor. 5:1-5). But Paul also emphasized
that removal of unrepentant offenders from the church was intended to
bring them to repentance and restoration. Forgiveness and comfort are
in order for the penitent (l Cor. 5:5; II Cor. 2:5-8).
Believing that scripture teaches that church membership is a
God-given privilege, the organizers of the Free Methodist Church care
fully protected the right of membership for preachers and lay members.^
No one can remove a member from the Free Methodist Church against his/
her will without clear justification and without following the pro
cedures prescribed in the Book of Discipline.
Episcopal Domination and Legislative Authority in the Church
These founders believed strongly in the involvement of both
laity and ministers in the legislative councils of the church, though
they made few direct references to scripture to support their posi
tion. But the committee on resolutions at the Genesee Conference
La)rmen's Convention, December 1-2, 1858, condemned the Methodist
ministers' actions who expelled Roberts and McCreery on the basis of
the example of the apostles in the New Testament. According to the
committee, on "important occasions" the apostles consulted with the
brethren at large and proceeded according to their decision.^ The "im
portant occasions" referred to by the report included such occasions
'''Free Methodist Church, The Doctrines and Discipline of the
Free Methodist Church (Buffalo, New York: B. T. Roberts, 1860), p. 38.
^Wilson T. Hogue, History of the Free Methodist Church of North
America, Vol. 1 (Chicago: The Free Methodist Publishing House, 1915),
p. 196.
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as the selection of deacons in Acts 6. When the problem of caring for
the Grecian Jews' widows arose, the Twelve consulted with all the
disciples. Then, after the larger group had selected seven men, the
apostles appointed them to serve by praying for them and laying hands
on them (Acts 6:1-6)- Also, in Acts 11, having heard that some Greeks
in Antioch had turned to the Lord, the church at Jerusalem sent
Barnabas to Antioch to nurture these new converts (Acts 11:19-24). In
Acts 15, after deciding what should be required of Gentile converts,
"the apostles and elders, with the whole church . . ." sent Judas and
Silas to Antioch along with Paul and Barnabas to communicate their
decision (Acts 15:22).
These incidents illustrate the involvement of both laity and
recognized leaders in the decision-making process of the early church.
Such involvement protected against domination by the leaders. Simi
larly, the organizers of the Free Methodist Church included both lay
and ministerial members in the legislative councils of the church as a
method of protecting against episcopal domination.
Episcopal Domination and the Office of Bishop
There were two areas of concern which early Free Methodists
expressed regarding the office of bishop. First, they believed conse
crating or ordaining a person as bishop inconsistent with the meaning
of ordination. Second, they believed the fallibility of man made it
inappropriate to ordain a person as bishop for life.
The meaning of ordination. Ordination as practiced in the
church has evolved from simpler New Testament beginnings. The New
Testament Church adapted both terms and practices to meet new
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ituations. However, the New Testament Church did recognize leaders
and set them apart to special ministry as deacons and elders (bishops)
An early stage in the development of the office of the deacon
occurs in Acts 6:1-6 where Luke describes the action taken by the
apostles to meet the need for distributing food, especially to the
widows of the Grecian Jews. After the brethren had chosen seven men to
serve in this capacity, the seven were presented to the apostles who
prayed and laid hands on them, appointing them to minister While Luke
does not say they were raade deacons, the development of the diaconate
could easily have begun from this event. �'�^
On the return portion of their first missionary journey, Paul
and Barnabas revisited the churches they had established at Lystra,
Iconium and Antioch. Anticipating a need for leadership in those
churches during their absence, Paul and Barnabas appointed elders in
each of the churches to raeet that need (Acts 14:21-23). The leadership
in the Jerusalem church comprised "apostles and elders" (Acts 15:6).
Paul included greetings to the bishops and deacons in his
unique salutation to the Philippian church (Phil. 1:1). Interestingly,
Paul associates himself with Timothy in the opening words of the
Philippian letter, and it is to Timothy that Paul writes the qualifi
cations for spiritual leadership required of both deacons and bishops
^A. M. Stibbs, commenting on I Tim. 3:1-7, writes that bishops
and elders are names used alternatively in the New Testament for the
same officer- Bishop indicated function or duty; elder indicated
dignity or status. F. Davidson, ed . , The .New Bible Coraraentary (Grand
Rapids, Michigan: William B. Eerdmans Publishing Company, 1960), p.
1068.
^Opaul W. Livermore, "The New Testament Background for the
Concept of Ordination," (unpublished paper, Ransoraville, New York,
October, 1981), p. 9.
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(I Tim. 3:1-12). Clearly, deacons and elders/bishops provided recog
nized leadership for early Christian communities.
Following the New Testament example and the practice which
evolved in the church, the Metliodist Episcopal Church recognized its
leaders by ordaining them for leadership. Their first ordination was
to deacon, the second to elder. Ordination as elder meant admission to
the full power of the ministry in the church and investment with full
authority to administer the Word and ordinances. But Methodists went
one step further and consecrated or ordained elders into the office of
bishop when elected to that office.
Although Free Methodists believed in the legitimacy of ordina
tion to ministry as deacon and elder, they objected to an additional
ordination as bishop. They held that ordination as bishop created a
third order in the ministry, giving the bishop unwarranted authority.
Elders already had full authority for ministry. They viewed the call
to serve as bishop as a call to an office in the church, not a call
equal in importance to the call to the ministry. Therefore, a third
ordination as bishop violated the basic meaning of ordination.
The fallibility of man. The position of bishop, or general
superintendent, carries with it power and influence. Any man with such
power and influence becomes vulnerable to using it to accomplish his
own purposes and designs. Even if any one man succeeds in using that
power and influence as a gift from God and for the general good of the
11Bowen, History of the Origin of the Free Methodist Church,
p. 278.
~
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church, what if his successor in office does not, and destroys what has
been built up? After all, the Free Methodist Church is composed of
fallible men, and ministers of the denomination are all sons of Adam.l^
So went the argument, not only at the formation of the Free Methodist
Church, but even ten years later as delegates considered eliminating
the office of general superintendent at the 1870 General Conference.
The scriptural warning of man's susceptibility to sin provided
the foundation for Free Methodist concern. After referring to the
tragic consequences when the Children of Israel disobeyed God, Paul
warned the Corinthians that these things v^ere recorded as a warning to
them. Paul concluded, "So, if you think you are standing firm, be
careful you don't fall" (I Cor. 10:12). The possibility of falling,
spiritually, must always be guarded against!
Paul often sounded that warning to Christians. His warning
that iimnoral, or impure, or greedy men will not have an inheritance in
the kingdom of Christ and of God was addressed to the Christians at
Ephesus (Eph. 5:5). He expressed personal concern for self-discipline
so that after having preached to others, he himself would not be dis
qualified for the prize (I Cor. 9:27).
In the light of such scriptures, and recognizing the strong
temptation to which a position of power and influence subjected even
the most spiritual person, the organizers of the Free Methodist Church
provided safeguards against a person holding office without clear
accountability to the church. First, the name of the office was
l^H. Hornsby, "The General Conference and the Super in tendency,"
The Free Methodist, Levi Wood, ed . , 3:126:1, September 1, 1870.
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changed from bishop to general superintendent. Although the name was
changed back to bishop in 1907,13 the original name made clear the
concern that the position be understood simply as a different office
of the church, not a "higher" level of ministerial function. The more
important safeguard, however, was to set terms of office, requiring
election, or re-election at each general conference. No one was or
dained bishop, or general superintendent for life. If wrong use of the
office were made, the person responsible could be replaced at the next
general conference.
Biblical Basis for Freedom from Secret Societies
The scriptural basis for the Free Methodist restriction against
membership in secret societies has several strands. However, a concern
for the Lordship of Jesus Christ brings them together.
Jesus said, "No one can serve two masters. Either he will hate
the one and love the other, or he will be devoted to the one and
despise the other. You, cannot serve both God and Money" (Matt. 6:24).
While Jesus referred specifically to choosing between himself and
money, the principle is applicable. One is either committed to serving
Jesus Christ, or he is not. Free Methodists believed the pledge of
loyalty demanded by secret societies incompatible with the biblical
requirement for commitment to Jesus Christ as Lord and Savior.
The religious character of secret societies caused serious
concern for early Free Methodists as well. Roberts cited an example of
a prominent Mason, an infidel killed in an accident. The minister
'Marston, From Age to Age, p. 418.
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conducting his funeral told the mourners that the departed was gone to
the "grand lodge" above and if they lived as he had, they could meet
him there. 1^ In other words, the infidel's "salvation" was not through
Jesus Christ, but through the principles and practices of Masonry.
But salvation by grace through faith in Jesus Christ alone was
basic to the Methodist understanding of Christianity. Paul wrote, "For
it is by grace you have been saved, through faith�and this not from
yourselves, it is the gift of God�not by works, so that no one can
boast" (Eph. 2:8, 9). Jesus said, "I am the way and the truth and the
life. No one comes to the Father except through me" (John 14:6).
Peter affirmed, "Salvation is found in no one else, for there is no
other name under heaven given to men by which we must be saved" (Acts
4:12). Such scriptures eliminate the possibility of salvation through
the principles and practices of Masonry or any other society. Sal
vation is only through Jesus Christ. Faithfulness to this clear
scriptural doctrine provided a primary basis for the prohibition of
members of the Free Methodist Church belonging to any secret society.
Prayer in the name of Jesus is basic to the Christian faith.
But the organizers of the Free Methodist Church understood that good
lodgeraanship did not allow such prayers since Jews, Muslims, and pagans
may belong to the lodge. l^ However, Jesus clearly instructed his
disciples to pray in his name (John 14:13; 15:16; 16:23). Christian
discipleship is not consistent with "good lodgemanship ." That
l^Benson Howard Roberts, Benjamin Titus Roberts: A Biography
(North Chili, New York: The Earnest Christian Office, 1900), p. 403.
l^Levi Wood, ed . , The Free Methodist, 2:15:6, April 15, 1869.
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inconsistency led the organizers of the Free Methodist Church to bar
their members from belonging to secret societies.
The scriptural injunction against a convenantal relationship
with unbelievers formed another strand for the Free Methodist position
against membership in secret societies. God, through Moses, instructed
the Israelites to make no covenant with the inhabitants of the new land
to which God would bring them from their Egyptian bondage (Ex. 23:32;
Deut. 7:2). Paul applied that instruction to the Corinthians and
instructed them not to intermarry with unbelievers. After all, right
eousness and wickedness have nothing in common; light and darkness
cannot fellowship; Christ and Belial cannot exist together in harmony;
neither can believers and unbelievers (II Cor. 6:14ff). The organizers
of the Free Methodist Church believed the covenantal nature of lodge
membership inconsistent with this scriptural principle.
Issues of the lordship of Jesus Cnrist, salvation through Jesus
Christ alone, prayer in Jesus' name, and the instruction to avoid cove
nant relationships with unbelievers, formed strong scriptural support
for the restriction against membership in secret societies by the
founders of the Free Methodist Church. That restriction remains in
place for Free Methodists today.
Biblical Basis for Freedom of the Spirit in Worship
Freedom of the Spirit in worship concerned the organizers of
the Free Methodist Church. To a large extent, practical concerns
rather than scriptural reasons appeared in their literature. However,
scriptural reasons give support to their position.
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First, early Free Methodists sought sincere participation on
the part of each worshiper. Throughout Scripture, spiritual worship
necessitates sincerity for it to have meaning. Isaiah called for an
end to sacrifices devoid of spiritual content (isa. 1:10-17)- Jeremiah
complained that religious functions without accompanying reality dis
pleased God (Jer. 6:16-21). Amos expressed God's hatred of religious
feasts and assemblies conducted as a form of worship with no intent of
changed lives (Amos 5:21-24). Micah declared the folly of elaborate
worship without godly living (Mic , 6:6-8),
Jesus developed a similar theme when he quoted Isaiah in de
nouncing the Pharisees and scribes for their form of religion without
sincerity and integrity (Matt. 15:7-9). Matthew records seven "woes"
Jesus pronounced upon the Pharisees for a religious lifestyle without
spiritual reality (Matt. 23).
True worship means to worship the Father in Spirit and truth,
for "God is spirit, and his worshipers must worship in spirit and in
truth" (John 4:24). The biblical demand for sincerity in worship is
inescapable. Free Methodists believed freedom of the Spirit in worship
essential to sincerity in worship.
The second major concern of early Free Methodists in regard to
freedom of the Spirit in worship was spontaneity. They preferred free
dom for variety rather than set forms in worship. In the Old Testament,
specificity and preciseness marked the instructions for sacred acts of
worship. God gave Moses detailed instructions for the service and
ritual of the tabernacle (Ex. 28:1-30. 38). But the New Testament
remains virtually silent in regard to forms for Christian worship.
Nevertheless, certain principles can be discerned.
For example, the New Testament teaches freedom for personal
expression. Paul contrasted the old covenant with God's new covenant
of grace through Jesus Christ, and affirmed that the new covenant
brought freedom. After all, "The Lord is Spirit, and where the Spirit
of the Lord is, there is freedom" (II Cor. 3:17). The main idea of th
passage refers to a new freedom to follow God's law, in other words,
freedom to respond to God!
The response of the believers to the coming of the Spirit on
Pentecost illustrates this freedom. When onlookers heard and saw the
commotion, they asked, in perplexity, "What does this mean?" The
conclusion some reached: "They have had too much wine!" (Acts 2).
Later, in the same chapter, Luke describes a more orderly style of
meeting as the believers "devoted themselves to the apostles' teaching
and to the fellowship, to the breaking of bread and to prayer" (Acts
2:42). But a spirit of freedom continued to characterize the fellow
ship. The church in the book of Acts evolved as a living, interacting
organism in which all believers appeared free to participate naturally
The Corinthians apparently allowed their freedom to result in
too much confusion, so Paul laid down some guidelines for more orderly
worship (I Cor. 14:26-40). But the prescribed order continued to pro
vide opportunity for appropriate personal freedom. In fact, the order
prescribed by Paul allowed greater personal freedom for worship by
restricting those whose "freedom" caused confusion.
Free Methodists also developed safeguards to protect sincere
freedom of the Spirit in worship against those whose "freedom"
disrupted worship.!^ But they believed the value gained from the
Roberts, op. cit., p. 327-
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opportunity for spontaneous expressions of praise in their worship well
worth the risk of some overstepping the bounds of propriety. Worship
of the early church as described in the New Testament supports the view
of Free Methodists.
Summary
In this chapter the biblical bases for free pews, freedom from
slavery, from episcopal domination, from secret societies, and for
freedom of the Spirit in worship have been reviewed. Biblical support
for each of the freedoms indicates the validity of Free Methodist
concerns .
Chapter 4
PATTERNS OF EARLY FREE METHODIST WORSHIP
AND THE HISTORIC FREEDOMS
Free Methodist worship in the I860's seemed like a breath of
fresh air to some earnest seekers after God. One Methodist lay person
wrote Roberts:
Oh! When can we have the opportunity of breathing free air?
. . . This panting to be free is like unto the soul panting for
full salvation. . . . Many would be glad to get into your meetings
and enjoy freedom with you in worshiping God in spirit and in
truth. ^
In exactly the same language as the mother church, the Discipline
outlined Free Methodist worship:
Let the morning service consist of singing, prayer, the reading
of a chapter out of the Old Testament, and another out of the New,
and preaching. ... Let the Lord's prayer also be used on all
occasions of public worship in concluding the first prayer, and the
apostolic benediction in dismissing the congregation . ^
With identical guidelines, what led to such differences that some would
"pant to be free" to worship like Free Methodists? That is the question
underlying the study of this chapter on the influence of the Church's
freedoms upon Free Methodist worship.
Patterns of Early Free Methodist Worship
Simplicity and active lay participation marked Free Methodist
worship from the beginning. Congregational singing, prayer, scripture
^Roberts, Benjamin Titus Roberts, p. 255.
^The Doctrines and Discipline of the Free Methodist Church
(Buffalo, N.Y.: B. T. Roberts, 1862), p. 71.
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reading and preaching formed its basic content� simple worship, but
solid in substance.
Lay participation gave Free Methodist worship a special flavor.
Although conducted apaft from the regular Sunday worship service, class
meetings, love feasts and prayer meetings comprised important elements
of life in their fellowship. Class meetings, led by lay persons, pro
vided opportunity for inquiry into one's spiritual life. Depending
upon the need, class leaders responded with advice, rebuke, comfort or
exhortation. Specific questioning of each individual demanded frank
ness and honesty. 3 Love feasts evolved into general testimony services
which gave opportunity for free expression of Christian experience by
all who desired to do so. Prayer meetings, often led by a lay person
who read scripture and gave attenders opportunity to pray, added spir
itual life and depth to the body of believers. The laity, accustomed
to the broad involvement provided through class meetings, love feasts
and prayer meetings, also expected active participation in regular
Sunday worship.
Congregational singing provided most opportunity for full
participation for all, and Free Methodist congregations sang joyfully!
The significance of congregational singing for Free Methodists provided
a major reason for the prohibition of choir singing in their churches.
Since they worshiped by singing, the choir's singing in their place
amounted to worship by proxy- Not only was choir singing prohibited,
but believing also that instrumental accompaniment detracted from
heartfelt singing. Free Methodists banned musical instruments as well.
^Wilson T. Hogue, The Class Meeting as a Means of Grace
(Chicago, IL: W. B. Rose, 1907), p. 125.
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They desired freedom to break out in spontaneous song as the Spirit
moved them. Though perhaps not always in tune, Free Methodists enjoyed
the opportunity to take part in full, spontaneous congregational
singing.
Extemporaneous prayer marked Free Methodist worship and many
believed crying aloud necessary to the wholehearted seeking of God.
Written, quiet prayers and the careful way of worship often fell short
of securing a blessing or helping anyone else according to some of the
early Free Methodists. On the other hand, giving up the whole heart to
God usually required earnest, unrestrained prayer.^ The practice of
extemporaneous prayer by ministers and laity grew naturally from whole
hearted, unrestrained prayer -
These people also placed great importance upon heartfelt
devotion throughout their corporate worship and sometimes expressed
their devotion with great emotion. They believed that real conversion
and sanctif ication occurred only by the power of the Spirit of God.
When God confronted men with matters of such eternal concern, they
dared not oppose emotional response to the sense of God's presence.
So, weeping, shouting and rejoicing occurred commonly in their worship.
As Levi Woods affirmed, "Divine worship should be from the heart,
spontaneous and free. ... A heartless service is worse than no
service at all!"^ When God moves mightily upon the hearts of His
people in worship, they may respond in unconventional ways.
^"Giving Up a Voice to God," The Free Methodist, 2:25:2, June
24, 1869.
5"Divine Worship," The Free Methodist, 1:29:4, July 23, 1868.
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Spontaneous, heartfelt devotion characterized Free Methodist
worship. Verbal "amens" sounded thoughout their services. On
occasion, worshipers shouted their praise to God and manifested the
sense of God's presence through physical demonstrations. Free
Methodists' desire for liberty in worship made them vulnerable to the
accusation of fanaticism and wild fire. But formalism concerned Free
Methodists more than fanaticism, and spiritual coldness more than wild
fire. They believed freedom for spontaneity essential to heartfelt
devotion in worship. Sejraiour Coleman explained their extravagant
behavior as expressing their sense of freedom upon being released from
ecclesiastical bondage. Coleman said, "They are free like young colts
let loose and don't know how to act!"^
In such a spiritual climate early Free Methodists proclaimed
the gospel with powerful preaching. One report described a preacher's
sermon as "soul, body, spirit, dress, deeds, words, hopes, purposes,
desires, experiences, feelings, thought, all new, gloriously new, new,
NEW, NEW!!! to God."'' Obviously, not every sermon fit that descrip
tion, but early Free Methodists commonly enjoyed Spirit-anointed
preaching .
Another report from Ransomville, New York, described a similar
atmosphere of Free Methodist corporate worship and illustrates liberty
to depart from the planned order of service. While preaching from
II Peter 1:1 on the subject, "Precious Faith," the preacher became
^Edward Payson Hart, Reminiscences of Early Free Methodism
(Chicago, IL: Free Methodist Publishing House, 1903), p. 45.
''"Syracuse District Quarterly Meeting Report," The Free
Methodist, 2:12:4, March 25, 1869.
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so blessed he could not continue to speak. He stood engulfed in the
power and glory of God. Rather than continue the sermon, he called the
people forward and almost everyone came. They knelt before God with
great emotion. According to the report, sinners experienced salvation,
backsliders came back to God, and some believers entered into the
blessing of perfect love.^ Freedom to depart from the planned order of
service and dependence upon the leading of God's Spirit marked their
worship .
Often, following the preacher's sermon, another preacher or
licensed exhorter would "exhort" the congregation in connection with an
invitation to pray at the altar. The exhorter gave an extemporaneous
application of the sermon and called upon the people to respond. In
his book entitled Reminiscences of Early Free Methodism, E. P. Hart
described a typical scene. Hart preached, and after his conclusion,
"Brother Roberts followed with a powerful exhortation, and salvation
came. "9 Many other accounts of services reported in early Free
Methodist literature indicate that exhortations commonly followed the
preaching with the usual result of people coming to the altar for
salvation .
Of the church's rituals, baptism and the Lord's Supper usually
pertain to Sunday corporate worship. �'�0 Accounts often include reports
of new converts, but only occasionally mention the baptism of those
^''General Quarterly Meeting Report at Ransomville, N.Y.," The
Free Methodist, 1:8:3, February 20, 1868.
^Hart, op. cit., p. 114.
l^Other prescribed rituals of the Free Methodist Church are for
marriage, burial and ordination.
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converts. Apparently, the emphasis upon experiential salvation resulted
in giving minimal attention to baptisms. Reporters, however, often
mention the Lord's Supper. Early Free Methodists usually celebrated
the Lord's Supper on a Sunday morning following preaching. While the
Discipline did not specify frequency, they usually gave it quarterly in
connection with the quarterly conference .
In summary, lay participation, congregational singing without
accompaniment, extemporaneous prayer, heartfelt devotion leading to
spontaneous response, Spirit-anointed preaching with freedom to depart
from the planned order of worship, exhortations with altar services
tempered by the more formal celebration of the Lord's Supper formed the
content of corporate worship which emerged in Free Methodism's forma
tive years. As already noted. Free Methodists practiced simple patterns
of worship, but their worship was solid in substance! God blessed these
simple patterns of worship and His Spirit blew a freshness upon them
until many "panted to be free" to worship like Free Methodists.
The Influence of the Historic Freedoms
Upon Worship Patterns
The freedoms of the Free Methodist Church constituted crucial
issues at the founding of the new denomination and concern for them
contributed to the organizational structure which the founders adopted.
Also, the content of much of the writing and preaching of early Free
Methodist leaders dealt with those freedoms. But did the freedoms
l^A Digest of Free Methodist Law or Guide in the Administration
of the Discipline of the Free Methodist Church (Winona Lake, IN: Free
Methodist Publishing House, 1901), p. 72.
influence the patterns of worship which developed in the new denomina
tion? If so, how? Those questions this study now seeks to answer.
Freedom from Secret Societies
In addition to the chronicled circumstances leading to their
concern for freedom from secret societies, the founding fathers of the
Free Methodist Church believed secrecy inconsistent with the openness
and naivete of the gospel. Just as Paul unashamedly proclaimed the
gospel, Free Methodists believed their members should unashamedly
confess commitment to Jesus Christ and to the standards of the Church!
After meeting other membership requirements, persons uniting with the
infant denomination in full connection answered seven questions affirm
atively in a public gathering of the congregation. One of the seven
questions put to candidates for membership asked specifically, "Will
you abstain from connection with all secret societies, keeping yourself
free to follow the will of the Lord in all things?"^^
For one thing, this unequivocal questioning before the entire
membership illustrated the Free Methodist principle of openness and
honesty before all! Simple, unaffected v7orship, without presumption
characterized services. Worship patterns allowed freedom of expression
to all. Such simple worship relied greatly upon the worshiper's
personal relationship with God for meaning. Free Methodists omitted
elaborate ritual or aesthetic aids to worship. They believed God's
Spirit within, not external form, provided inspiration for true
worship .
Marston, From Age to Age, p. 260.
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The distinctive of straightforward worship also found expres
sion in the open invitation to the Lord's Supper. The provisions of
the gospel are offered to "whosoever will." Free Methodists invited
one and all with faitn in Christ, and who evidenced that faith through
Christ-like living, to join them at the Lord's table. To exclude other
Christians from participating in communion simply because they belonged
to another church would reflect inconsistency with their position
against secrecy as a source for suspicion.-'^^
Also, abstention from connection with secret societies had
other implications for Free Methodists. Their emphasis upon salvation
by grace through faith made the church fathers suspicious of any hint
of salvation through good works. Secret societies placed emphasis upon
various kinds of good works and implied that such works led to accept
ance by God. Free Methodists decried the fallacy of getting to heaven
through "good lodgemanship" rather than through faith in Christ. �'^'^
Upon joining the new church, they required an open confession of sins
forgiven and exclusive commitment to Jesus Christ as Lord and Savior
as the only means of salvation. As could be expected. Free Methodist
worship included opportunity for continued expression of confession and
commitment to Christ through testimony, prayer and song.
Requiring the membership pledge to remain free to follow the
will of the Lord in all things clarified Free Methodist concern that
church members make exclusive commitment to Jesus Christ. Such a
pledge meant joining others in a covenant of obedience to the will of
l^Digest of Free Methodist Law, p. 73.
I'^Roberts, Benjamin Titus Roberts, p. 403.
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the Lord. That pledge also eliminated a covenantal relationship with
any group, secret or open, which held it inappropriate to pray in the
name of Jesus. At the same time, the membership pledge to remain free
to follow the will of the Lord bound Free Methodists together in an
exclusive commitment to Jesus Christ. So, in worship, testimonies,
prayers and preaching often emphasized complete dedication to the will
of the Lord. Divided allegiances among Free Methodists were inappro
priate !
In summary, the principle of freedom from secret societies
influenced the mode of Free Methodist worship. In contrast to the
elaborate and mystical elements of secret organizations, simplicity and
openness characterized Free Methodist worship. In addition, the
emphasis upon salvation through Christ alone stood in contrast to the
secret society implication that heaven could be gained through good
works. The specific pledge to keep free to follow the will of the Lord
bound Free Methodists together in a covenant community obedient to
Christ .
Freedom from Episcopal Domination
Episcopal domination exerted an indirect influence upon the
patterns of worship which developed in the church. In addition to
equal representation in the legislative councils, lay members gained
new freedom to participate in worship. This resulted in a subtle
change from the more structured worship of the Methodist Episcopal
Church to the more spontaneous, free style of Free Methodist worship.
Methodists had always relied heavily upon lay participation.
Much of John Wesley's success lay in his ability to entrust laity with
responsibility for ministry. Lay preachers, class leaders, exhorters.
trustees, stewards, and visitors of the sick composed an anonymous army
of people crucial to the success of the Wesleyan revival. 1^ xn the
beginning, the Methodist Episcopal Church continued to involve lay
people with ministry responsibilities, but as the Church matured, the
laity gradually became less involved. With the birth of the Free
Methodist Church, freedom for lay participation assumed renewed
prominence .
Certain members of the society became licensed exhorters with
authority to hold meetings for prayer and exhortation and to apply the
teaching of a scripture lesson. �'�^ Then the practice evolved for an
exhorter to speak following the main message of a worship service. In
many cases, the preacher traveled a circuit preaching at various points
which precluded the possibility of becoming acquainted with the local
congregation. Therefore, the exhorter, as a member of the society,
appealed to the local congregation to respond. Gradually, the practice
of having an exhortation following the message given by an exhorter, or
even another minister, became quite common.
Lay involvement also found expression in personal testimony.
People accustomed to testifying in the small group class meeting
setting easily transferred that practice to congregational worship.
So lay participation through personal testimonies during worship often
occurred .
In -addition, the inclusion of laity on the stationing committee
of annual conferences touched Free Methodist worship. The preachers
i^james Lester Garlow, "John Wesley's Understanding of the
Laity as Demonstrated by His Use of the Lay Preachers" (Ph.D.
dissertation, Drew University, 1979), p. 191.
^^Digest of Free Methodist Law, p. 48.
became more directly accountable to the laity; the laity became more
directly responsible for the preacher. Mutual accountability and
responsibility lessened the distance soraetimes felt between ordained
ministers and lay raembers of the congregation. As a result, both laity
and clergy entered into worship with mutual investment in the outcome
contributing to meaningful worship for everyone.
Therefore, while freedom from episcopal domination did not
influence worship directly, the renewed emphasis upon lay involvement
did give Free Methodists a characteristic worship style. As the new
denoraination grew, lay persons, accustoraed to active involvement in
other congregational settings, entered actively into Sunday worship and
provided leadership needed in the absence of ordained ministers.
Freedom from Slavery
The founders of the Free Methodist Church took a clear position
against slavery, denying church membership to slaveholders, and in some
instances, assisting slaves in escaping through the underground rail
road. Minutes of the 1866 Genesee Annual Conference record initial
steps taken by the conference to minister to freedmen by establishing a
mission among them.-'-^ Ironically, though some all-black Free Methodist
congregations were established within conferences of the denomination,
little record is found of the incorporation of former slaves or other
blacks into existing churches in spite of the strong anti-slavery
position. However, the possibility exists that records do not reveal
all the facts. A picture of the St. Charles, Illinois, Free Methodist
^ ^Minutes of the Genessee Annual Conference of the Free
Methodist Church, p. 7. (Copies on file at Marston Memorial Historical
Center, Free Methodist Headquarters, Winona Lake, Indiana.)
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congregation, taken around 1897, shows eight blacks intermixed in a
congregation numbering seventy. Other mixed congregations may also
have existed without special note. In 1868, Levi Wood, editor of
The Free Methodist, applauded the action of the Missouri and Arkansas
Conference of the Methodist Episcopal Church for adopting the plan of
appointing pastors to fields of labor without distinction or indication
of "who is white and who is not."-'^^ j^q indication is given by the
editor whether Free Methodists followed the same practice or not, but
the editor implies they did.
Apart from the actual involvement of blacks in mixed congre
gations, the principles on vrfiich Free Methodists opposed slavery
affected their worship. Respect for human beings created in God's
likeness opened the door of fellowship to everyone. Free Methodists'
contention that one human being should not own another, and that all
are one in Christ, contributed to an attitude of respect and acceptance
of other persons without regard to social class. Obviously, people
with social and economic disadvantage would be expected in their
congregations. But B. I. Ives reported his surprise upon attending a
camp meeting gathering of people who later became Free Methodists and
finding people of wealth among them also. Ives reported: "Two things
impressed me. The first was the number of intelligent business and
influential men that were there. . . . The second . . . was the spirit
l^The picture of the St. Charles, Illinois, Free Methodist
congregation is on file at the Marston Memorial Historical Center, Free
Methodist Headquarters, Winona Lake, Indiana.
l^Levi Wood, ed . , "Abolition of Caste," The' Free Methodist ,
1:16:1, April 9, 1868.
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of prayer.
"20 in other words, disadvantaged and influential, black or
white worshiped together, thus demonstrating the principle of respect
for and acceptance of all human beings.
Free Pews
Opportunities for the poor to hear the gospel formed the basic
reason for Free Methodist insistence upon free pews. They contended
that pews sold to the highest bidder excluded the poor. By requiring
free pews, founders of the Free Methodist Church propelled strength
into their principle of openness and acceptance in worship previously
described in Free Methodist concern regarding secret societies and
slavery. In principle, at least, "whosoever will may come" could have
been inscribed over their church doors.
But free pews also influenced Free Methodist worship through
the style of architecture to which they contributed. Believing pews
should be free, the new denomination allowed everyone access to any
seat in the house of worship. Such a provision not only eliminated
income from pew rental, but also tended to attract poorer people. As
a result, plain, simple structures for worship, without elaborate in
terior design, sprang up wherever Free Methodist congregations formed.
As the new denomination spread across the nation, reports often
appeared in The Earnest Christian and The Free Methodist magazines
expressing satisfaction at the dedication of another simple, inexpen
sive church building where the poor may have the gospel preached to
them. Therefore, Free Methodists' commitment to the free pew principle
resulted in simple, inexpensive church architecture.
20m' Geary, The Free Methodist Church; A Brief Outline, p . 41 .
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Besides, free pews and simple architecture contributed to the
evangelistic worship of the new denomination. Free Methodists believed
God intended "the glad tidings" of salvation preached to every indi
vidual of the human race and that free pews were an essential to
accomplish that objective. In fact, Roberts argued that the Free
Methodist Church's God-given mission of preaching the gospel to the
poor included the concept of free pews.^l The simple, relatively
inexpensive churches made possible greater extension of the church's
ministry at a minimum of expense. As the church expanded rapidly into
new areas, congregations consisted of new people unacquainted with the
gospel. So the church developed an evangelistic style of worship, the
preaching often climaxing with seekers coming forward for .prayer at the
altar. 22
Nevertheless, financial and evangelistic reasons only partially
account for the simple architecture of early Free Methodist churches.
Simple places of worship also testified to simple faith, for Free
Methodists did not rely upon impressive architecture or art to inspire
them. They relied upon the inner work of the Holy Spirit to inspire
them to worship God! Furthermore, they believed the simplicity of
their houses of worship tended to keep them from mere formal worship.
The concept of free pews also led to freedom of the Spirit in
worship because worshipers sat wherever they chose. In churches with
2^6. T. Roberts, Why Another Sect? (Rochester, N.Y. : Earnest
Christian Publishing House, 1879), p. vii.
22b. H. Roberts, Benjamin Titus Roberts, pp. 244-254. These
pages contain accounts from various parts of the country, reporting
people coming forward for prayer in services, the organization of
societies, and the dedication of new church buildings.
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rented pews, spiritual worshipers, possibly surrounded by unbelievers,
felt restrained from singing, praying, or responding in worship. Such
restraint led to formalism. But in the free pew system, spiritual wor
shipers grouped together. B. T. Roberts pictured the worship service
as the scene of spiritual conflict and described their assembly as
follows :
In a free church . . . when the soldiers of Jesus are left to
arrange themselves according to their own spiritual instincts upon
the field of conflict with the powers of darkness, the oldest and
most devoted will be found nearest the altar; others, anxious to
follow them as they follow Christ, will come next, all forming one
united, invincible body, ready to do battle under the Captain of
their salvation. Nearest to these, the most deeply convicted and
hopeful of the unconverted take their places. ^3
Such an arrangement made a significant difference in the
spiritual climate of their v/orship. Roberts continued:
The hymn is given out; the lovers of God, being together, sing
his praises "with the Spirit, and with the understanding;" the
minister says, "Let us pray," and a host of praying souls kneel
down and pray with him; their earnest petitions go up with his and
the Holy Spirit comes down upon all their hearts; and by the time
the opening services are through, the man of God finds he has a
warm and free atmosphere in which to preach. As he commences his
sermon, the fire burns with increasing intensity� it goes from
heart to heart; the deep-felt "amen" and the stirring shout are
occasionally heard; the preacher is carried far beyond himself; the
saints of God are blessed� sinners are awakened, and all go away
feeling that the Lord has met with his people today. 24
Perhaps overdrawn, Roberts' graphic portrayal illustrates the con
tribution the free pew system made to spiritual worship in the Free
Methodist Church.
In summary, free pews affected patterns of Free Methodist wor
ship in several ways. Free pews demonstrate the principle of openness
23b. T. Roberts, "Free Churches," The Earnest Christian and
Golden Rule, 3:5:134-135, May, 1862.
2^Ibid, p. 135.
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and acceptance of everyone, especially the poor. Since poor people
tended to become Free Methodists, free pews contributed to the develop
ment of simple structures as houses of worship for financial reasons.
Further, simple, less expensive church buildings made possible a more
rapid expansion of the new denoraination into new territory resulting in
an evangelistic style of worship. Also, the simple church buildings
reinforced Free Methodists' reliance upon the inspiration of the Holy
Spirit in worship rather than dependence upon impressive architecture
or art. Finally, free pews allowed an arrangement of the worshipers
which fostered a spiritual climate for worship.
Freedom of the Spirit in Worship
Free Methodists believed freedora of the Spirit in worship
required simple worship. In their opinion, formal worship, with a
prescribed ritual, led to more concern for form than for genuine
worship of God. Siraple forras of worship, they held, allowed the
worshiper to participate with heartfelt devotion. Therefore, Free
Methodists carefully avoided forraal patterns of worship because they
believed such forras stifled worship frora the heart.
Concern for freedora of the Spirit in worship resulted in an
eraphasis upon congregational singing, unaccompanied by an instrument.
Everyone who desired to do so participated in worship through singing.
Since they did not rely on an instrument, a hjrmn could be started
spontaneously�and often was. Congregational singing provided special
opportunity for freedora of the Spirit as worshipers felt at ease to
sing frora the heart .
In addition to congregational singing, the principle of freedom
of the Spirit in worship provided opportunity for testimonies by
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individuals of the congregation. Usually, this occurred during special
services designed for testimonies. But occasionally, someone felt
"moved by the Spirit" to testify at some unplanned time. Such testi
monies normally did not intrude but fit well with the congregational
desire for freedom of the Spirit in worship. 25
Physical demonstrations also occurred during Free Methodist
worship. William Cusick indicated that these manifestations of the
Spirit encouraged the rowdy element of a community to mock them. 26 gut
Free Methodists feared "formalism" more than "fanaticism," even though
some inappropriate demonstrations might occur. They preferred having
the Lord bless them above having everything perfectly in order without
being blessed! Even before the organization of the new church, the
founders stated their conviction clearly:
While we stand opposed to all improprieties in religious
exercises and worship, we declare ourselves in favor of a
consistent and vitalized religion; not a dead formalism, but
the power of Godliness .2^
A "vitalized" religion in the context of freedom of the Spirit in
worship included the freedora to respond to God in the form of physical
demonstration .
However, certain forras of worship provided balance to the free
style of sorae Free Methodist worship. The Book of Discipline stated
clearly a desire for uniformity and gave directions for Sunday raorning
public worship which called for singing, prayer, reading a chapter out
of both the Old and New Testaments and preaching. The Discipline also
Hart, Reminiscences , p. 237.
B. H. Roberts, Benjamin Titus Roberts, p. 405.
B. T. Roberts, Why Another Sect?, p. 25.
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prescribed concluding the first prayer with the Lord's prayer and use
of the apostolic benediction for dismissal of the congregation on all
occasions of public worship. These directions, while not restrictive,
provided framework and gave balance to Free Methodist worship. ^8
Provision for still more structure came through the ritual for
the Lord's Supper. Instructions in the 1862 Book of Discipline read:
"In administering the ordinances . . . let the form of Discipline
invariably be used. "29 xhe Discipline included a complete ritual for
the Lord's Supper frora beginning to end. Rubrics gave explicit
directions to the elder in charge. However, provision for shortening
the ritual appears in a footnote: "If the elder be straitened for
time, he may omit any part of the service except the prayer of
consecration. "30
The ritual remained unchanged for nearly the first quarter-
century of the Free Methodist Church's history. Marston interprets
early Free Methodist persistence in resisting innovations to the ritual
of the Lord's Supper as an indication of desire to maintain "a hallowed
rite in which their turbulence of spirit was quieted by His [Christ's]
presence as they partook of the emblems of His broken body and shed
blood. "31 Clearly, the celebration of the Lord's Supper added
stability to the conduct of Free Methodist worship. Quieting the
"turbulent spirit" of the more expressive members of the congregation
28The Doctrines and Discipline of the Free Methodist Church
(Buffalo, W: B. T. Roberts, 1862), p. 71.
29ibid.
30ibid, p. 97.
3lMarston, From Age to Age, p. 340.
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likely resulted in freedom of the Spirit for the more reserved, giving
them opportunity for communion with God apart from distraction by
others .
Summary
Viewing early Free Methodist worship in the light of each of
the freedoms of the church reveals various ways in which these freedoms
influenced the worship of the new denomination. In contrast to secret
society emphases. Free Methodists required a covenant of exclusive com
mitment to Jesus Christ and united in a simple, open style of worship.
Concern for freedom from episcopal domination resulted in the release
of a fresh flow of vitality into Free Methodist worship through the
active participation of lay people. While the strong position taken
by Free Methodists for freedom from slavery did not result in racially
mixed congregations, a spirit of acceptance of people of all social
classes pervaded their worship.
The concept of free pews appears central to the influence of
the freedoms upon Free Methodist worship. Free pews demonstrated the
acceptance of everyone inherent in their worship. For economic
reasons, free pews contributed to the practical necessity of simple
architecture, which, in turn, permitted rapid expansion of the new
denomination, giving it an evangelistic character and required Free
Methodist worshipers to find inspiration in some source other than
magnificent buildings and beautiful art. The Holy Spirit provided
their inspiration, as Free Methodists arranged themselves in the con
gregation according to their own "spiritual instincts." Thus Free
Methodists entered into their worship with freedom of the Spirit to
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sing, to pray, to testify, to preach, to exhort�even to demonstrate!
At the same time, disciplinary guidelines gave a framework, and the
ritual for the Lord's supper provided balance, for hearty, wholesome
Free Methodist worship. Such worship caused some to long for the
opportunity to breathe "free air" and enjoy freedom to worship as Free
Methodists worshiped.
This writer concludes that the spiritual meanings of the his
torical freedoms of the Free Methodist Church greatly influenced the
worship patterns of the infant denomination in its beginning years,
1860-1870. But the question remains whether or not the spiritual
meanings of those freedoms continue to influence Free Methodist wor
ship. The focus of the study now turns to contemporary worship in the
Free Methodist Church to seek an answer to that question.
Chapter 5
THE HISTORIC FREEDOMS AND CONTEMPORARY WORSHIP
Free Methodists join Christians across the world in a renewed
concern for the freshness of spiritual worship. To a large extent, the
Free Methodist Church has outgrown its youthful exuberance. Neverthe
less, people of the Church continue to desire spiritual worship, and the
author believes that worship consistent with the Church's historic
freedoms will contribute to fulfilling their desire. In this chapter,
two studies contribute information concerning the degree to which the
Church's founding principles continue to influence contemporary worship.
First, thirty-six Free Methodist pastors responded to a survey
designed to probe areas related to the spiritual freedoms. These
pastors included twelve serving churches with fewer than 100 members,
twelve serving churches with memberships 100-199, and twelve serving
churches with memberships over 200. The author selected these pastors
at random from the following conferences: Centenary, Columbia-River,
Florida, Genessee, Kentucky-Tennessee, Louisiana, Maryland-Virginia,
Minn-I-Kota, Nebraska (now merged with Kansas as Great Plains), New
York, Ohio, Oil City^ Oklahoma, Oregon, Ozark, Pacific Northwest,
Pittsburg, Rocky Mountain, Southern California-Arizona, Southern
Michigan, Susquehanna, Texas, and Wabash. While not an exhaustive
list, these conferences represent a wide geographical spectrum of Free
Methodist Churches. Second, in a contextual study, the McPherson Free
Methodist Church congregation completed an identical survey, one before
experiencing teachings regarding the spiritual meanings of the freedoms,
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and another after special services patterned after early Free Methodist
worship .
The author began d'evelopment of the survey instrument by writing
questions related to the underlying principles of each freedom. Dr.
Jerry Alexander, Central College Academic Dean, Mr. Jerry Malone,
Chairman of the Central College Social Science Department, and Mr. Bob
Green, professor of English at McPherson College, critiqued the ques
tions as compiled and offered suggestions for improvement. Dr. Norman
Jacobs, foxrmer Academic Dean at Phillips University, Enid, Oklahoma,
also contributed to the design of the survey. Following incorporation
of the suggestions offered by each of the above. Dr. Donald Deraaray,
Professor of Preaching at Asbury Theological Seminary and advisor to the
author for the project, evaluated the instrument and proposed additional
refinements .
On January 5, 1983, the Congregational Reflection Group com
pleted the survey as a test of the instrument. Suggestions by members
of the CRG further assisted in clarifying and improving the items
included on the survey instrument. The last step involved administering
the survey to eighteen Kansas Conference pastors and/or spouses who met
for a ministers' retreat. Incorporation of minor adjustments proposed
by this group completed the developmental process of the survey instru
ment .
The author designed the contextual study with two basic purposes
in view: First, discernment of the congregation's perception of worship
in relation to the freedoms formed the first purpose. Second, the
author wished to learn whether clarification of the issues and oppor
tunity to experience services patterned after early Free Methodist
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worship would heighten the congregation's awareness of the historic
principles in their worship.
Congregational participation in the study involved completion of
the survey following a regular Sunday evening service. (See Appendix B
for the survey.) Then, on Sunday morning, January 8, 1984, the author
gave a message to the congregation entitled "Freedom in the Church" in
which he identified the five historic freedoms and their spiritual
meanings for contemporary worship. Principles identified by the author
included: (1) freedom from social and racial discrimination, (2) free
dom for lay participation, (3) freedom for spontaneous response to the
sense of God's Spirit, (4) evangelistic worship offering freedom to seek.
God for forgiveness of sins and for deliverance from all that hinders
wholehearted obedience to His will.
Sunday evening, January 8, the congregation participated in the
Lord's Supper using the ritual from the 1862 edition of The Doctrines
and Discipline of the Free Methodist Church. Preceding the sacrament,
the author presented an historical perspective for Free Methodist
practice in celebrating communion.
An annotated order of service for Sunday morning, January 15,
provided information to the congregation regarding the meaning of
components of the order in contemporary worship and described their
relationship to the principles of Free Methodist worship. (See Appendix
C for the annotated order of service.)
A "love feast" conducted Sunday evening, January 15, completed
the schedule of special services for the congregation. The author out
lined to the congregation the evolvement of love feasts from sharing
bread and water to sharing only bread, and from sharing bread to general
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testimony meetings usually held at larger church events such as camp
meetings and district or quarterly meetings. Following a time of
directed personal introspection and inquiry, bread was distributed to
the congregation and a ten-minute period for sharing between individual
members was granted. The service concluded with congregational partic
ipation in spontaneous testimonies and singing. Those present for the
love feast marked another survey identical with the first one to
complete the contextual study.
Several considerations led to the administration of both
pre-test and post-test surveys of the McPherson congregation on Sunday
evening rather than Sunday morning. First, a greater percentage of the
same individuals were more likely to be present for both pre-test and
post- test surveys in the evenings than on Sunday mornings. Also, the
live broadcast over the local radio station greatly complicated at
tempting to conduct the survey during morning worship, and to administer
the survey following the service seemed impractical due to the noon
dinner hour. Based upon these considerations, and in consultation with
the Congregational Reflection Group, the author administered the survey
to the Sunday evening congregation.
Free Methodist pastors and members of the McPherson congregation
were given the following choices for marking the surveys: SD
�strongly
disagree, D�disagree, A�agree, or SA� strongly agree. Responses con
sidered most consistent with the freedoms scored 5, and the second most
consistent 4. Responses considered inconsistent with the freedoms
scored 2, and the most inconsistent scored 1. Tabulation also included
no response (NR) with a value of 3 to avoid skewing the statistical
report. A higher score always indicated greater consistency with the
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related freedom. The author did a statistical analysis of the data from
the surveys using the "Statistical Package for the Social Sciences"
computer program. Thirty-six pastor, 265 congregational pre-test and
152 congregational post-test responses to items relating to each of the
five freedoms were grouped together for comparison.
Survey Items Related to Freedom
From Secret Societies
Spiritual issues regarding secret societies included a distinc
tive openness in contrast to secrecy and exclusive commitment to Jesus
Christ with freedom to follow Him, unhindered by commitment to a morally
unknown course of action as required by affiliation with secret soci
eties. Four survey items explore the secret society issue:
New members are received into our church SD D NR A SA
as a prominent event in public worship.
Pastors 0 0 0 12 24
McPherson Congregation Pre-Test 0 4 2 117 73
McPherson Congregation Post-Test 0 0 0 63 65
Central College Pre-Test 3 13 4 38 11
Central College Post-Test 0 6 1 11 6
Candidates for membership in our church SD D NR A SA
give public response to the membership
questions .
Pastors 0 2 0 14 20
McPherson Congregation Pre-Test 0 11 6 133 46
McPherson Congregation Post-Test 1 1 1 70 55
Central College Pre-Test 1 6 4 48 10
Central College Post-Test 1 3 10 7 3
The open invitation to communion is SD D NR A SA
offered clearly in our worship.
pastors 0 0 0 12 24
McPherson Congregation Pre-Test 1 6 2 111 76
McPherson Congregation Post-Test 0 0 0 64 64
Central College Pre-Test 3 4 4 44 14
Central College Post-Test 0 0 !� 14 9
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There are members of our church wlio SD D NR A
belong to a secret society such as
the Masons, or the Elks, etc.
Pastors 13 14 0 9
McPherson Congregation Pre-Test 33 81 47 30
McPherson Congregation Post-Test 20 61 23 22
Central College Pre-Test 4 18 34 14
Central College Post-Test 7 6 8 3
SA
Free Methodist Pastors' Survey
A score of twenty indicates total consistency with the issues of
secret societies as interpreted through the survey instrument. The
thirty-six pastors' scores averaged 17.639 which suggests quite high
consistency. Twelve or below would suggest over-all inconsistency.
Their mean scores divided into categories based on size of churches and
age of pastors are below.
12 Churches , 0-99 members
4 Pastors, Age 26-40
8 Pastors, Age 41+
12 Churches, 100-199 members
3 Pastors, Age 26-40
9 Pastors, Age 41+
12 Churches , 200+ members
1 Pastor, Age 26-40
11 Pastors, Age 41+
Mean Score
18.0833
18.7500
17-7500
17-7500
17.6667
17.7778
17.0833
16.0000
17.1818
Observations :
1. On the items surveyed, no significant difference appeared in
the responses of the pastors.
2. The pastors perceive that the churches continue to demonstrate
the basic issues of freedom from secret societies.
McPherson Congregational Survey
since a mean score of 20 suggests strong consistency, responses
by both Central College students and resident members of the congre
gation show some positive consistency with the spiritual meanings of
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freedom from secret societies. Pre-test and post-test mean scores, and
the change in awareness between the two follow:
Pre-Test Post-Test Awareness
Group Respondents Mean Score Respondents Mean Score Alteration
Resident members 196 16.2600 128 16.9770 +0.7170
Age under 16 9 14.8889 6 15.3333 +0.4444
Age 16-25 30 15.5667 15 16.7333 +1.1666
Age 26-40 40 16.2250 34 17.2647 +1.0397
Age 41+ 117 16.5556 73 17.0274 +0.4718
Central College 69 14.4783 24 15.5417 +1.0634
Observations :
1. Resident raembers of the congregation and Central College stu
dents perceive some degree of consistency with freedora frora
secret societies.
2. Slight positive change in awareness occurred in every group in
the post-test following the teaching and the special services
designed to allow opportunity for experiencing worship patterned
after early Free Methodist worship.
3. Age 16-25 and college age youth showed slightly greater change
in awareness than other age groups.
Survey Items Related to Freedom
From Episcopal Domination
Spiritual issues surrounding episcopal domination included
freedom to participate in worship, shared responsibility for worship by
pastor and people, and value placed upon the privilege and significance
of church membership. Survey items pertaining to these issues are:
Item 6. Opportunity is given for lay involve
ment in our worship by:
a. leading the scripture.
Pastors
McPherson Congregation Pre-Test
McPherson Congregation Post-Test
Central College Pre-Test
Central College Post-Test
SD D NR A SA
0 4 0 21 11
0 0 2 105 89
1 0 0 67 60
0 8 2 43 16
1 0 1 15 7
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leading in prayer. SD D NR A SA
Pastors 0 5 0 20 1
McPherson Congregation Pre-Test 1 6 1 111 77
McPherson Congregation Post-Test 0 5 0 74 49
Central College Pre-Test 0 3 0 50 16
Central College Post-Test 1 1 2 15 5
leading the singing. SD D NR A SA
Pastors 0 2 0 17 17
McPherson Congregation Pre-Test 6 56 12 93 29
McPherson Congregation Post-Test 6 29 0 66 27
Central College Pre-Test 6 20 1 31 11
Central College Post-Test 1 3 1 13 6
vocal music (solos, duets, trios, etc,.) SD D NR A SA
Pastors 0 0 0 10 26
McPherson Congregation Pre-Test 0 4 4 97 91
McPherson Congregation Post-Test 1 2 0 66 59
Central College Pre-Test 0 0 1 42 26
Central College Post-Test 0 0 0 13 11
instrumental iousic. SD D NR A SA
Pastors 0 1 0 12 23
McPherson Congregation Pre-Test 0 6 5 115 70
McPherson Congregation Post-Test 0 3 0 78 47
Central College Pre-Test 0 1 0 49 19
Central College Post-Test 0 1 1 13 9
leading testimony services. SD D NR A SA
Pastors 0 10 0 16 10
McPherson Congregation Pre-Test 5 53 11 102 25
McPherson Congregation Post-Test 8 36 4 64 16
Central College Pre-Test 2 26 4 29 8
Central College Post-Test 0 8 2 9 5
leading worship services. SD D NR A SA
pastors 3 7 0 21 5
McPherson Congregation Pre-Test 8 63 18 92 15
McPherson Congregation Post-Test 12 51 8 50 7
Central College Pre-Test 2 34 1 28 4
Central College Post-Test 3 9 2 6 4
giving exhortations. SD D NR A SA
Pastors 2 17 1 14 2
McPherson Congregation Pre-Test 15 67 20 86 8
McPherson Congregation Post-Test 10 43 9 60 6
Central College Pre-Test 2 30 5 28 4
Central College Post-Test 0 10 3 9 2
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Item 7
Item 9
Item 13,
i. preaching. SD D NR A SA
Pastors 1 10 0 21 4
McPherson Congregation Pre-Test 16 68 19 82 11
McPherson Congregation Post-Test 9 57 5 51 6
Central College Pre-Test 8 27 3 23 8
Central College Post-Test 3 9 2 8 2
Membership in the Free Methodist SD D NR A SA
Church is important to the people
in our congregation.
Pastors 0 5 0 28 3
McPherson Congregation Pre-Test 2 14 1 139 40
I'IcPherson Congregation Post-Test 0 15 1 79 33
Central College Pre-Test 0 13 5 41 10
Central College Post-Test 1 6 1 11 5
There is opportunity for people of the SD D NR A SA
congregation to make suggestions for
the structure of our worship.
Pastors 0 3 0 22 11
McPherson Congregation Pre-Test 5 46 9 128 8
McPherson Congregation Post-Test 2 20 4 88 14
Central College Pre-Test 5 19 2 42 1
Central College Post-Test 2 9 4 5 4
People of the congregation usually SD D NR A SA
explain their absences from worship
to the pastor.
Pastors 2 18 0 13 3
McPherson Congregation Pre-Test 25 125 22 23 1
McPherson Congregation Post-Test 23 75 9 21 0
Central College Pre-Test 0 8 11 36 14
Central College Post-Test 0 2 3 15 4
Item 21. The important decisions about worship
in our church are made by:
a. the pastor. (Not tabulated because
assumed that pastors necessarily
make such decisions.)
the Official Board.
Pastors
McPherson Congregation Pre-Test
McPherson Congregation Post-Test
Central College Pre-Test
Central College Post-Test
SD D NR A SA
1 15 7 11 2
5 30 42 103 16
3 21 19 67 18
0 3 17 44 5
0 3 9 8 4
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the Pastor's Cabinet. SD D NR A SA
Pastors 2 6 4 20 4
McPherson Congregation Pre-Test 1 20 45 108 22
McPherson Congregation Post-Test 2 9 19 77 21
Central College Pre-Test 0 4 18 43 4
Central College Post-Test 0 3 9 8 4
the Board of Trustees. SD D NR A SA
Pastors 9 17 8 2 0
McPherson Congregation Pre-Test 7 49 53 73 14
McPherson Congregation Post-Test 4 32 26 57 9
Central College Pre-Test 1 5 17 42 4
Central College Post-Test 0 3 9 8 4
Item 33.- Check each word which describes your
perception of the pastor's relation
ship to the congregation, especially
in public worship.
Equality SD D NR A SA
Pastors 0 2 4 21 9
McPherson Congregation Pre-Test 0 7 32 123 34
McPherson Congregation Post-Test 1 4 18 79 26
Central College Pre-Test 2 3 11 46 7
Central College Post-Test 0 4 3 11 6
Superior. (Not tabulated because
highly misunderstood.)
Domineering . SD D NR A SA
Pastors 7 16 13 0 0
McPherson Congregation Pre-Test 36 76 70 13 1
McPherson Congregation Post-Test 24 53 42 8 1
Central College Pre-Test 1 16 21 19 12
Central College Post-Test 0 4 5 11 4
Inferior. (Not tabulated because
highly misunderstood.)
Caring. SD D NR A SA
Pastors 0 0 3 20 13
McPherson Congregation Pre-Test 0 2 20 104 70
McPherson Congregation Post-Test 1 0 16 57 54
Central College Pre-Test 0 4 9 40 16
Central College Post-Test 0 0 5 10 9
Indifferent . SD D NR A SA
Pastors 11 13 11 1 0
McPherson Congregation Pre-Test 46 68 66 14 2
McPherson Congregation Post-Test 31 48 42 5 2
Central College Pre-Test 9 20 19 20 1
Central College Post-Test 6 9 6 3 0
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Submiss ive . SD D NR A SA
Pastors 3 10 12 9 2
McPherson Congregation Pre-Test 7 44 74 64 7
McPherson Congregation Post-Test 0 30 38 52 8
Central College Pre-Test 1 19 21 24 4
Central College Post-Test 0 7 8 7 2
Controlling . SD D NR A SA
Pastors 1 14 10 8 3
McPherson Congregation Pre-Test 6 35 67 75 13
McPherson Congregation Post-Test 5 35 36 45 7
Cenfral College Pre-Test 6 11 19 30 3
Central College Post-Test 1 9 5 9 0
Enabl ing . SD D NR A SA
Pastors 0 1 2 24 9
McPherson Congregation Pre-Test 2 9 57 110 18
McPherson Congregation Post-Test 1 5 26 79 17
Central College Pre-Test 4 7 20 32 6
Central College Post-Test 0 5 7 10 2
Dependent. (Not tabulated because
highly misunderstood.)
Empowering . SD D NR A SA
Pastors 0 5 6 20 5
McPherson Congregation Pre-Test 5 35 68 70 18
McPherson Congregation Post-Test 3 15 31 63 16
Central College Pre-Test 6 15 24 22 2
Central College Post-Test 1 6 8 7 2
Serving. SD D NR A SA
Pastors 0 0 1 21 14
McPherson Congregation Pre-Test 0 2 12 115 67
McPherson Congregation Post-Test 0 1 14 68 45
Central College Pre-Test 2 3 9 42 13
Central College Post-Test 0 3 3 11 7
Free Methodist Pastors' Survey
Three single response items and three multiple response items
provided a total of 24 responses pertaining to episcopal domination.
Since each response most consistent with the spiritual meaning of the
freedom scores five points, a median score of 120 suggests strong con
sistency according to the survey. Scores above 72 suggest positive
consistency with this freedom. The pastors' scores averaged 85.0556.
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Analysis of their responses according to size of churches and age of
pastors follows:
12 Churches , 0-99 members
4 Pastors, Age 26-40
8 Pastors, Age 41+
12 Churches, 100-199 members
3 Pastors, Age 26-40
9 Pastors, Age 41+
12 Churches, 200+ members
1 Pastor, Age 26-40
11 Pastors, Age 41+
Mean Score
86.8333
92.0000
84.2500
84.9167
84.6667
85.0000
83.4167
87.0000
83.0909
Observations :
1. Smaller churches tend toward greater consistency with under
lying issues of episcopal domination than larger churches.
2. Younger pastors tend to perceive slightly more consistency than
the older pastors.
3. Responses to items 6f, 6g, 6h, 6i indicate that at least ten of
the thirty-six pastors do not give opportunity for lay involve
ment through leading worship services, exhorting, or preaching.
4. Items 21b through 21d show that at least 24 of 36 pastors per
ceive that laity make important decisions about worship in the
churches they serve.
McPherson Congregational Survey
Items related to episcopal domination allowed 24 responses. A
mean score of 120 points toward higher consistency with the meaning of
the freedom. Scores of resident raembers and Central College students
attending the church are analyzed below:
Pre-Test Post-Test Awareness
Group Respondents Mean Score Respondents Mean Score Alteration
Resident members 196 81 .7650 128 82 .9220 +1.1570
Age under 16 9 81 .4444 6 80 .5000 -0.9444
Age 16-25 30 81,.3000 15 81 .5333 +0.2333
Age 26-40 40 80,.1500 34 81 .8824 +1.7324
Age 41+ 117 82,.4615 73 83 .8904 +1.4289
Central College 69 77,,4203 24 79 .7500 +2.3297
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Observations :
1. Central students perceive less consistency with the freedom from
episcopal domination than any other group.
2. Central students showed more positive change in their response
following the teaching and special services, but remained below
other age groups.
3. Those under 16 showed negative change in awareness after the
teachings and special services, while all other groups showed
positive change.
Survey Items Related to
Freedom From Slavery
The slavery issue also relates to distinguishing between people
and excluding them from worship. In the case of slavery, however,
exclusion occurred on the basis of race rather than physical circum
stances. Specific items relating to slavery follow:
Item 2. Our congregation would accept a pastor SD D NR A SA
from a minority group such as black,
Mexican-American, Japanese, etc.
Pastors 4 23 1 8 0
McPherson Congregation Pre-Test 21 92 15 67 1
McPherson Congregation Post-Test 18 55 3 49 3
Central College Pre-Test 7 26 3 30 6
Central College Post-Test 1 6 1 16 0
Item 15. We have raembers in our church who are SD D NR A SA
from a minority group such as black,
Mexican-American, Japanese, etc.
Pastors 3 10 0 19 4
McPherson Congregation Pre-Test 8 58 10 108 12
McPherson Congregation Post-Test 4 39 4 67 14
Central College Pre-Test 4 23 2 32 8
Central College Post-Test 1 5 3 12 3
Item 23. There are blacks in attendance at our SD D NR A SA
worship.
Pastors
McPherson Congregation Pre-Test
McPherson Congregation Post-Test
Central College Pre-Test
Central College Post-Test
5 17 0 11 3
4 34 6 140 12
3 15 6 86 18
3 17 3 37 9
1 6 1 11 5
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Free Methodist Pastors' Survey
A score of 15 suggests strong consistency with the meaning of
freedom from slavery according to this portion of the survey. However,
the mean score for the thirty-six pastors surveyed was 8.3889 indicating
a low degree of consistency. The breakdown according to size of
churches and age of pastors follows:
Mean Score
12 Churches, 0-99 members 7.4167
4 Pastors, Age 26-40 7.2500
8 Pastors, Age 41+ 7.5000
12 Churches, 100-199 members 8.9167
3 Pastors, Age 26-40 10.6667
9 Pastors, Age 41+ 8.3333
12 Churches, 200+ members 8.8333
1 Pastor, Age 26-40 10.0000
11 Pastors, Age 41+ 8.7273
Observations :
1. Pastors' responses indicate that smaller churches are less
likely to have people of other races in attendance than middle
sized and larger churches.
2. Responses of younger pastors, whether serving middle sized
churches or larger churches, tend to show greater consistency
with the principles underlying the slavery issue.
3. Question 2 suggests that most churches would tend not to accept
a pastor from a minority group such as black, Mexican-American ,
Japanese, etc. In the item-by-item analysis, no statistically
significant difference appeared due to size of church.
4. Questions 15 and 23 indicate that middle sized and larger
churches tend to have minority membefs and/ or attenders.
Smaller churches tend not to have such raembers and/or attenders.
McPherson Congregational Survey
A mean score of 15 indicates higher awareness of consistency
with the principle of freedom frora slavery. Scores below 9 show nega
tive consistency. The analysis follows:
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Pre-Test Post-Test Awareness
Group Respondents Mean Score Respondents Mean Score Alteration
Resident members 196 9 .5870 128 9.8830 +0.2960
Age under 16 9 12 .1111 6 11.6667 -0.4444
Age 16-25 30 9 .9667 15 10.4667 +0.5000
Age 26-40 40 8 .8500 34 9.3235 +0.4735
Age 41+ 117 9 .5470 73 9.8767 +0.3297
Central College 69 9 .7826 24 10.3333 +0.5507
Observations :
1. Respondents under sixteen showed negative change in their aware
ness and all other groups showed positive change following the
contextual components involving teaching and special services.
2. Only slight alteration occurred in any group.
3. Central students showed slightly more alteration of awareness
than any other group.
4. According to the survey instrument, the McPherson congregation
perceives minimal consistency with the meaning of freedom frora
slavery.
Survey Items Related to Free Pews
Underlying issues for free
from worship, showing partiality to
for church buildings. Five survey
pews include the exclusion of the poor
the wealthy, and excessive expense
items related to the free pew issue.
Item 1, We have lower income people in our SD D NR A SA
congregation.
Pastors 1 0 0 25 10
McPherson Congregation Pre-Test 1 4 3 146 42
t4cPherson Congregation Post-Test 1 4 0 93 30
Central College Pre-Test 1 9 1 48 10
Central College Post-Test 0 1 1 20 2
Item 8. Our church's evangelism and missionary SD D NR A SA
offerings are limited due to our
building fund indebtedness.
Pastors 11 19 0 5 1
McPherson Congregation Pre-Test 54 103 4 30 5
McPherson Congregation Post-Test 43 57 6 18 4
Central College Pre-Test 1 11 5 43 9
Central College Post-Test 0 4 8 10 2
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14. Poor people are out of place in our SD D NR A SA
congregation because their clothing
is not good enough.
Pastors 10 21 0 4 1
McPherson Congregation Pre-Test 56 102 5 26 7
McPherson Congregation Post-Test 35 77 1 14 1
Central College Pre-Test 2 15 5 31 16
Central College Post-Test 0 4 2 10 8
Extended appeals for finances to pay SD D NR A SA
off debts for new buildings are given
in our services which detract from
the spirit of worship.
Pastors 18 17 0 1 0
McPherson Congregation Pre-Test 47 115 8 23 3
McPherson Congregation Post-Test 36 79 1 9 3
Central College Pre-Test 2 19 10 29 9
Central College Post-Test 1 4 5 9 5
Poor peopleare invited to become a SD D NR A SA
part of our congregation.
Pastors 0 1 0 22 13
McPherson Congregation Pre-Test 3 16 10 139 28
McPherson Congregation Post-Test 0 7 3 97 21
Central College Pre-Test 0 9 6 47 7
Central College Post-Test 0 2 4 11 7
Free Methodist Pastor's Survey
Each respondent scoring 25 would indicate perfect consistency to
the meaning of free pews, according to survey items. The thirty-six
pastors scored an average of 20.861 which tends to indicate a high
degree of consistency. Analysis of responses by size of churches and
age of pastors follows:
12 Churches , 0-99 members
4 Pastors, Age 26-40
8 Pastors, Age 41+
12 Churches, 100-199 members
3 Pastors, Age 26-40
9 Pastors , Age 41+
12 Churches, 200+ members
1 Pastor, Age 26-40
11 Pastors, Age 41+
Mean Score
20.5000
18.2500
21.6250
21.2500
21.0000
21.3333
20.8333
19.0000
21.0000
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Observations
1. While differences appear relatively insignificant, responses by
younger pastors of smaller churches tended to indicate the least
consistency with the issues related to free pews.
Responses by older pastors pointed toward greater consistency
with the issue of free pews, regardless of the size church
served .
Pastors of smaller churches perceived least consistency, pastors
of larger churches slightly more, and pastors of middle-sized
churches greater consistency with the free pew principle.
McPherson Congregational Survey
Five items on the survey related to the free pew issue make
a possible score of 25 show the highest degree of consistency. Twelve
or below would indicate a negative perception of consistency with this
principle. The responses to the free pew items on the survey are tab
ulated below:
Pre-Test Post-Test Awareness
Group Respondents Mean Score Respondents Mean Score Alteration
Resident members
Age under 16
Age 16-25
Age 26-40
Age 41+
Central College
196 19,.7040 128 20.1800 +0.4760
9 19,.2222 6 17.5000 -1.7222
30 19,.1333 15 20.6000 +1.4667
40 19,.2000 34 19.5882 +0.3882
117 20.,0598 73 20.5890 +0.5292
69 18,,2609 24 18.7917 +0.5308
Observations
1 All age groups perceive that McPherson worship tends toward
consistency with the principle of freedom from slavery.
Age group 16-25 demonstrated the greatest positive change of
awareness following the teaching and the special services.
3. Those under 16 indicated negative change.
Survey Items Related to Freedom
of the Spirit in Worship
Freedom of the Spirit in worship involves such issues as sim
plicity, spontaneity, heartfelt response and personal participation in
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worship. Music plays an important part in either contributing or de
tracting from spiritual worship. Five multiple response and six single
response items relate to this freedom.
Item 5. Although not planned, people are
sometimes "leid by the Spirit" during
our Sunday raorning worship to:
give a spontaneous testiraony- SD D NR A SA
Pastors 1 7 0 26 2
McPherson Congregation Pre-Test 26 69 9 79 13
McPherson Congregation Post-Test 16 65 3 37 7
Central College Pre-Test 9 27 3 22 8
Central College Post-Test 4 9 3 6 2
make a prayer request at an un SD D NR A SA
planned time.
Pastors 1 14 0 19 2
McPherson Congregation Pre-Test 23 68 77 12 16
McPherson Congregation Post-Test 12 55 4 49 8
Central College Pre-Test 7 25 3 27 7
Central College Post-Test 4 9 2 8 1
start a song of praise. SD D NR A SA
Pastors 3 17 2 12 2
McPherson Congregation Pre-Test 21 66 18 83 8
McPherson Congregation Post-Test 14 60 2 45 7
Central College Pre-Test 11 30 3 18 7
Central College Post-Test 3 12 2 3 4
Item 10. The role of the choir is to perform in- SD D NR A SA
spirational music for the congregation.
Pastors 3 5 2 17 9
McPherson Congregation Pre-Test 1 13 4 125 53
McPherson Congregation Post-Test 2 6 2 84 34
Central College Pre-Test 1 4 1 47 16
Central College Post-Test 0 0 1 15 8
Item 11. I can remember seeing someone give a
physical manifestation of the Spirit in
a worship service in any Free Methodist
Church service.
Shouting . SD D NR A SA
Pastors 0 4 1 23 8
McPherson Congregation Pre-Test 24 45 14 84 29
McPherson Congregation Post-Test 14 34 5 58 17
Central College Pre-Test 21 24 4 13 7
Central College Post-Test 7 11 2 3 1
b. Leaping.
Pastors
McPherson Congregation Pre-Test
McPherson Congregation Post-Test
Central College Pre-Test
Central College Post-Test
c. Walking the aisle in praise to God.
Pastors
McPherson Congregation Pre-Test
McPherson Congregation Post-Test
Central College Pre-Test
Central College Post-Test
d. Raising the hand in praise to God.
Pastors
McPherson Congregation Pre-Test
McPherson Congregation Post-Test
Central College Pre-Test
Central College Post-Test
Item 12. There are altar calls at the close of
our morning worship.
Pastors
McPherson Congregation Pre-Test
McPherson Congregation Post-Test
Central College Pre-Test
Central College Post-Test
Item 17. There are altar calls at the close of
our evening worship.
Pastors
McPherson Congregation Pre-Test
McPherson Congregation Post-Test
Central College Pre-Test
Central College Post-Test
Item 18. Our choir remains in the choir area for
entire service.
Pastors
McPherson Congregation Pre-Test
McPherson Congregation Post-Test
Central College Pre-Test
Central College Post-Test
SD D NR A SA
2 10 4 14 6
38 75 27 40 16
24 56 12 29 7
24 33 4 5 3
7 11 2 3 1
SD D NR A SA
1 7 2 18 8
28 55 23 65 25
19 34 8 51 16
20 29 4 10 6
6 7 2 8 1
SD D NR A SA
0 0 0 20 16
6 5 7 118 60
4 4 1 73 46
8 9 3 34 15
2 5 2 10 5
SD D NR A SA
0 2 1 20 13
5 42 10 122 17
2 29 2 83 12
7 14 1 38 9
2 8 1 11 2
SD D NR A SA
1 11 1 19 4
2 31 14 133 16
0 18 2 87 21
6 27 2 31 3
2 7 2 10 3
SD D NR A SA
9 17 4 3 3
7 40 9 122 18
2 26 4 75 21
5 22 4 32 6
1 5 0 10 8
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Item 20. Although not planned, people are some
times "led by the Spirit" during our
Sunday eveing worship to:
Item 26.
a. give a testimony. SD D NR A SA
Pastors 0 2 1 25 8
McPherson Congregation Pre-Test 2 35 7 132 20
McPherson Congregation Post-Test 2 18 2 82 24
Central College Pre-Test 2 17 5 37 8
Central College Post-Test 2 0 1 19 2
b. make a prayer request at an un SD D NR A SA
planned time.
Pastors 0 3 1 26 6
McPherson Congregation Pre-Test 4 40 11 125 16
McPherson Congregation Post-Test 2 22 2 79 23
Central College Pre-Test 2 18 3 41 5
Central College Post-Test 2 0 1 19 2
c. start a song of praise. SD D NR A SA
Pastors 1 12 1 18 4
McPherson Congregation Pre-Test 2 37 12 134 11
McPherson Congregation Post-Test 2 22 3 80 21
Central College Pre-Test 3 28 5 26 7
Central College Post-Test 1 2 1 17 3
The role of the choir is to lead the SD D NR A SA
congregation in congregational singing.
Pastors 6 15 2 11 2
McPherson Congregation Pre-Test 10 95 7 70 14
McPherson Congregation Post-Test 6 47 1 60 14
Central College Pre-Test 9 28 1 26 5
Central College Post-Test 0 3 9 8 4
Instrumental music is sometimes used as SD D NR A SA
the "special music" in our worship.
Pastors 0 3 0 28 5
McPherson Congregation Pre-Test 1 6 5 154 30
McPherson Congregation Post-Test 1 1 1 91 34
Central College Pre-Test 1 4 2 48 14
Central College Post-Test 0 2 0 15 7
Within the past year, I have seen some
one give a physical manifestation of
the Spirit during our worship by:
a. Shouting. SD D NR A SA
Pastors 10 17 3 6 0
McPherson Congregation Pre-Test 45 102 35 13 1
McPherson Congregation Post-Test 28 69 19 8 4
Central College Pre-^Test 22 29 5 10 3
Central College Post-Test 8 13 1 0 2
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Leaping . SD D NR A SA
Pastors 12 21 3 0 0
McPherson Congregation Pre-Test 51 109 36 0 0
McPherson Congregation Post-Test 36 71 21 0 0
Central College Pre-Test 24 34 4 6 1
Central College Post-Test 8 12 1 2 1
Walking the aisle in praise to God. SD D NR A SA
pastors 10 21 2 2 1
McPherson Congregatioij Pre-Test 48 103 36 6 3
McPherson Congregation Post-Test 34 67 18 8 1
Central College Pre-Test 23 32 4 7 3
Central College Post-Test 6 11 1 5 1
Raising the hand in praise to God. SD D NR A SA
Pastors 2 0 0 25 9
McPherson Congregation Pre-Test 8 28 13 117 30
McPherson Congregation Post-Test 6 8 2 80 32
Central College Pre-Test 10 24 4 24 7
Central College Post-Test 3 4 1 11 5
Item 29. The role of the choir is to provide SD D NR A SA
opportunity for lay persons to parti
cipate in worship.
Pastors 2 6 2 17 9
McPherson Congregation Pre-Test 1 26 13 138 18
McPherson Congregation Post-Test 1 17 4 87 19
Central College Pre-Test 0 5 6 53 5
Central College Post-Test 0 2 0 17 5
Item 30. We have regularly scheduled prayer SD D NR A SA
meetings in preparation for our cor
porate worship.
Pastors 1 10 0 14 11
McPherson Congregation Pre-Test 4 40 14 125 13
McPherson Congregation Post-Test 2 29 7 79 11
Central College Pre-Test 0 5 10 49 5
Central College Post-Test 0 2 3 14 5
Item 31. There are structured opportunities in
our worship for congregational parti
cipation such as:
giving testimonies. SD D NR A SA
Pastors 0 1 0 21 14
McPherson Congregation Pre-Test 0 7 10 150 29
McPherson Congregation Post-Test 0 7 5 82 34
Central College Pre-Test 0 2 3 55 9
Central College Post-Test 1 2 0 14 7
b. coming forward to the altar during
prayer.
Pastors
McPherson Congregation Pre-Test
McPherson Congregation Post-Test
Central College Pre-Test
Central College Post-Test
c. responding to the pastor during the
message .
Pastors
McPherson Congregation Pre-Test
McPherson Congregation Post-Test
Central College Pre-Test
Central College Post-Test
Item 32. Compared to other congregational music,
the predominant style of music selected
by the choir is:
a. more classical.
Pastors
McPherson Congregation Pre-Test
McPherson Congregation Post-Test
Central College Pre-Test
Central College Post-Test
b. more contemporary.
Pastors
McPherson Congregation Pre-Test
McPherson Congregation Post-Test
Central College Pre-Test
Central College Post-Test
c. more gospel songs.
Pastors
McPherson Congregation Pre-Test
McPherson Congregation Post-Test
Central College Pre-Test
Central College Post-Test
d. more traditional hymns.
Pastors
McPherson Congregation Pre-Test
McPherson Congregation Post-Test
Central College Pre-Test
Central College Post-Test
e. about the same as the congregation.
Pastors
McPherson Congregation Pre-Test
McPherson Congregation Post-Test
Central College Pre-Test
Central College Post-Test
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SD D NR A SA
0 0 1 17 18
0 3 7 134 52
0 1 4 80 43
0 1 3 54 11
0 1 0 15 8
SD D NR A SA
5 11 1 13 6
7 50 20 102 17
5 23 11 66 23
6 28 5 27 3
3 9 1 7 4
SD D NR A SA
1 4 23 7 1
0 16 152 25 3
3 10 94 19 2
2 9 31 23 4
0 4 13 5 2
SD D NR A SA
0 5 18 10 3
0 9 129 51 7
1 6 78 37 6
3 3 32 28 3
0 2 12 9 1
SD D NR A SA
0 3 24 9 0
0 7 140 44 5
1 8 90 23 6
2 11 34 21 1
0 4 15 4 1
SD D NR A SA
0 4 21 9 2
0 4 134 48 10
2 4 75 40 7
1 0 28 32 8
0 0 13 8 3
SD D NR A SA
1 3 23 7 2
1 4 152 31 8
0 7 96 21 4
1 2 46 18 2
0 0 14 7 3
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Free Methodist Pastors' Survey
Thirty responses make a possible total score of 150. According
to this survey, a mean score above 90 indicates a perception of positive
agreement with the meaning of freedom of the Spirit in worship. The
pastors' scored 100.4722. Division by size of churches and age of
pastors follows:
12 Churches , 0-99 members
4 Pastors, Age 26-40
8 Pastors, Age 41+
Mean Score
98.2500
97.5000
98.6250
12 Churches, 100-199 members
3 Pastors, Age 26-40
9 Pastors , Age 41+
101.0833
95.0000
103.1111
12 Churches , 200+ members
1 Pastor, Age 26-40
11 Pastors, Age 41+
102.0833
90.0000
103.1818
Observations :
1. Responses by older pastors serving larger churches indicate the
most consistency with freedora of the Spirit.
2. Analysis by age group of items 5a and 5b, relating to spon
taneous testimonies and prayer requests, showed that pastors
age 26-40 gave two SD, six D, eight A, and no SA responses for
totals of eight negative and eight positive responses. Analysis
of the same items for pastors age 41+ showed no SD, fifteen D,
thirty-seven A, and four SA responses totaling fifteen negative
and fifty-one positive responses. Responses to item 5c related
to starting a song of praise showed no significant difference by
age. Therefore, responses by older pastors tend to show greater
consistency with freedom of the Spirit regarding testiraonies and
unplanned prayer requests.
3. Iteras 12 and 17 (a.m. altar calls and p.m. altar calls) indicate
that fewer pastors give altar calls in evening worship than
raorning. Analysis by age groups also shows that pastors 41+
give raore altar calls (nine D, thirty-one A, sixteen SA = nine
negative and forty-seven positive responses) than pastors age
26-40 (one SD, four D, eight A, one SA = five negative and nine
positive responses) .
4. According to items 20a and 20b, Free Methodists continue to
practice spontaneous testiraonies and prayer requests in their
Sunday evening worship.
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5. Items 11 and 27 indicate that most pastors remember seeing
physical manifestations of the Spirit in Free Methodist worship,
but such manifestations currently seem limited to the raised hand.
McPherson Congregational Survey
Having the most apparent relationship to worship, freedom of the
Spirit in worship items provided opportunity for thirty responses.
Since any score above 90 suggests consistency, resident members of the
congregation and Central College students show some consistency through
their responses.
Pre-Test Post-Test Awareness
Group Respondents Mean Score Respondents Mean Score Alteration
Resident members 196 96.8010 128 98.5780 +1.7770
Age under 16 9 95.8889 6 92.6667 -3.2222
Age 16-25 30 94.1667 15 98.1333 +3.9666
Age 26-40 40 90.8500 34 93.3529 +2.5029
Age 41+ 117 99.5812 73 101.5890 +2.0078
Central College 69 91.1304 24 94.5000 +3.3696
Observations :
1. People age 41 and older perceived greater freedom of the Spirit
than other groups in the congregation.
2. People under 16 years of age perceived less freedom of the Spirit
following the teaching and the special services than before.
3. Items 11a through lid compared with items 27a through 27d seem
to indicate that physical manifestations of the Spirit in Free
Methodist worship is limited largely to raising the hand in praise
to God.
4. Items 5a, 5b, and 5c suggest that spontaneous testimonies, prayer
requests, and songs of praise sometimes occur in morning worship
but not regularly (211 positive responses, 283 negative responses,
and 104 no responses to these three items) .
5. Items 20a, 20b, and 20c suggest that spontaneous testimonies,
prayer requests and songs of praise tend to occur often in evening
worship (438 positive responses, 120 negative responses and 30 no
responses) .
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Some Group Comparisons
By averaging responses to items related to each of the freedoms,
comparisons and trends become apparent. The following table shows how
three basic groups' responses to items relating to each freedom appear
when averaged so that five is the most consistent, four consistent, three
neutral, two less consistent, and one least consistent.
Secret Episcopal Spirit in
Societies Domination Slavery Pews Worship
Free Methodist Pastors 4.4097 3.5440 2.0972 4.1722 3.3490
Resident Members 4.2442 3.4551 2.4707 4.0359 3.2859
(Post-Jest)
Central College Students 3.8854 3.3229 2.5833 3.7583 3.1500
(Post-Test)
Observations :
1. According to the survey data. Free Methodist worship shows most
consistency with the spiritual meanings of freedom from secret
societies, second-most consistency with free pews, third with
freedom from episcopal domination, fourth with freedom of the
Spirit in worship, and fifth with freedom from slavery.
2. There is basic agreement in the perception of the freedoiTis in
Free Methodist worship between all three groups. Free Methodist
pastors, resident members, and Central College students.
3. Free Methodist pastors regularly perceived contemporary worship
as more consistent with the historic freedoms than did resident
members or Central College students.
4. Responses to items related to freedom from slavery form the one
exception to observation 2. While still suggesting negative
consistency, responses by Central College students do imply more
consistency than resident members or Free Methodist pastors.
5. Freedora from slavery constitutes the area indicating the least
awareness of consistency in Free Methodist worship.
Conclusion
listed
The statistical analysis of survey data and the observations
above form a platfonn from which some conclusions may be drawn
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regarding the influence of the historic freedoms upon contemporary Free
Methodist worship. Attention now turns to the meaning and integration of
these data for pastors desiring to plan services consistent with the
Church's tradition, and also for congregations who continue to long for
the fresh breath of the Spirit in their Sunday worship.
Chapter 6
CONCLUSIONS AND INTEGRATIONS
The five freedoms have furnished lenses for viewing Free
Methodist worship. Some limitations to the study must be acknowledged.
In addition to inherent weaknesses of the survey method, the limited
materials written pertaining to early Free Methodist worship renders
infallible judgments impossible. Nevertheless, through insights gained
by this study, the author has arrived at some conclusions relative -to
the underlying principle of each freedom and notes implications for the
continuing worship of this denominational community.
Free Methodist Worship and Freedom
from Secret Societies
Cone lusion
The Free Methodist Church seems to have succeeded in maintaining
its tradition of freedom from secret societies. Openness in worship,
public confession of faith in Christ and of commitment to follow Him
without reservation characterize the worship style of the denomination.
The requirement, clearly stated in the Book of Discipline, that members
of the Free Methodist Church cannot hold membership in secret societies
eases the matter of external consistency with this historic freedom.
Adherence to tVie underlying principle of exclusive commitment to Jesus
Christ in contrast to compromising associations, and to the requirement
for open confession of faith in Christ alone for salvation has not oc
curred accidentally. People responsible for governing the Church have
purposed to maintain this feature of Free Methodist conviction.
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Implications
While not requiring corrective attention, the issues of secrecy
must be kept clearly before the Church. Any argument for the removal of
the restriction against secrecy is greatly weakened by clarification of
the spiritual principles which lend support to the denomination's stand.
In this regard, contrast openness and transparency of the gospel with
secrecy and mystery of the secret society. Then contrast salvation
through faith in Jesus Christ alone with the lodge's inference that sal
vation may be achieved through good works. These concepts reinforce the
validity of the traditional Free Methodist position.
Free Methodist Worship and
Free Pews
Conclusion
Worship in the Free Methodist Church appears to continue to
express the spiritual meaning of free pews. Most of those surveyed,
including both Free Methodist pastors and members of the McPherson
congregation, agreed that opportunity for the poor to hear the gospel
continues to be provided in Free Methodist worship. Responses to some
surveys showed concern about the effect of church building indebtedness,
but the majority indicated that such indebtedness does not limit evan
gelism and missionary offerings (survey item 8). That agrees with the
free pew issue of avoiding extravagant church facilities which sap
financial resources and hinder the progress of the gospel.
Implications
According to survey responses, the Church enjoys a healthy
status relative to the free pew issue. At the same time the denomi
nation appears to appeal more and more to higher social and economic
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classes. Respondents marking the survey necessarily consisted of those
who presently attend the church. Their perception may be different from
the lower income person's perception of the Church's openness to the
poor. Nevertheless, the Church continues to see itself as having a
viable ministry to lower income people. But the high average and
relative closeness of survey scores between denominational pastors and
all age groups of the McPherson Church suggest that the denomination
continues a valid ministry to the poor.
Free Methodist Worship and
Episcopal Domination
Conclusion
While the original concerns of the Free Methodist Church's
founders regarding episcopal domination have been largely safeguarded
through the organizational structure of the denomination, responses to
the surveys tend to indicate only partial success in remaining con
sistent with the spiritual meaning of this freedcm in the Church's
worship. Equal lay and ministerial representation prevails on legis
lative councils of the Church, ordained clergy continue amenable to the
bodies who elect or appoint them, and the privilege of membership in the
Church remains a well-protected right. While churches provide oppor
tunity for lay participation in worship and in making decisions about
worship, actual involvement appears less than in earlier days of the
denomination and less than seems desirable.
Implications
The spiritual meanings of freedom from episcopal domination
deserve attention in the Free Methodist Church. On the one hand, clergy
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responsibility in the local church requires adequate authority and the
denomination must continue to give ordained clergy biblical authority
for leadership. On the other hand, meaningful lay participation in
public worship needs renewed attention. As the Church has matured, the
clergy has received raore specialized training. Also, the Church's
tastes for worship have become more sophisticated. Further, the whole
society has become more "entertainment" oriented so that people attend
church to watch, rather than participate.
Sherra Williams observes that we tend to base the quality of
worship on great preaching, angelic singing, and beautiful sanctuaries�
the entertainment factors� instead of becoming personally responsible
for worship. �'^ These factors, added together, have resulted in less
participation by lay people and raore dependence upon specialized leader
ship for the Church's worship. The former quality of worship, charac
terized by lay participation through prayer, testimonies, exhortations,
and other types of spontaneity, has changed into a raore structured,
clergy-centered worship. Focus upon providing opportunity for lay
participation through the same or sirailar forms as characterized early
Free Methodist worship, and at the same time, maintaining sensitivity to
pastoral responsibility for leadership, will contribute strength to Free
Methodist worship and will be raore consistent with the spiritual meaning
of freedora frora episcopal domination.
�'�"Leadership Forimi: Worship: Preparing Yourself and Your
Congregation," Leadership , 2:3:114, Summer, 1981.
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Free Methodist Worship and Freedom
of the Spirit in Worship
Conclusion
According to the criteria established by the author in the
surveys of Free Methodist pastors and of members of the McPherson
congregation, people of the Church continue to be aware of a slight
positive consistency with the principle of freedom of the Spirit in
worship. Areas showing most weakness include spontaneous testimonies
and prayer requests. Physical demonstrations of the Spirit's presence
occur occasionally and consist primarily of the hand raised in praise
to God, heads nodded in agreement, tears, or other less obvious ways.
Choir and instrumental music form a regular part of worship among con
gregations whose musical resources permit them. Some degree of simplic
ity and spontaneity continue to exist in Free Methodist worship but with
considerably less prominence than in the denomination's early years.
Implications
Present-day Free Methodists worship with less spontaneity than
the Church's founders. Marston described this trend toward formalism as
a "grave danger" for the denomination, ^ While the movement's contri
bution to the Christian Church consists of much more than a style of
worship, in the beginning the "longing to breathe free air" of their
meetings led many people to join the young Church, Spiritual worship
still attracts people desiring to know God, Inspirational devotion,
released from the strictures of formalism, but tempered with theological
content and purposeful planning, will strengthen the Church's ministry.
Marston, From Age to Age, p. 355.
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Choir music, viewed as mitigating against spiritual worship by
the founders, regularly fills a prominent place in present day services.
Responses to survey items, both by pastors and members of the McPherson
congregation, suggest confusion about the choir's function in worship.
Understanding the choir's roles for leading and strengthening congrega
tional singing, for offering the united praises of the congregation to
God, and for ministering God's Word to the people will help the con
gregation to benefit from choir music in the freedom of the Spirit.
Prayer supplies an essential ingredient for spiritual worship
which congregations neglect to their own detriment. Most pastors sur
veyed have prayer meetings scheduled in preparation for their corporate
worship, but eleven did not. Although people may pray individually for
the public services, special times of prayer, called specifically to
pray for the Church's worship, will contribute to freedom of the Spirit
as God's people meet together for worship.
Though still occurring commonly in most congregations, the trend
toward fewer altar calls seems well established. Often, invitations are
given at the close of the morning service rather than evening. This
practice reflects the change in attendance patterns of the church
population. When unconverted people attended evening services, altar
calls occurred then. Now, however, the typical Sunday evening congre
gation consists of faithful believers. Unbelievers attend morning
services more frequently than evening, so it makes sense to give
opportunity to seek the Lord at that time. In this transition of
attendance and worship patterns, care must be taken lest historic Free
Methodist evangelistic fervor be lost to the denomination. Freedom of
the Spirit in worship ought to include freedom to seek the Lord at an
altar of prayer at any service.
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Free Methodist Worship and
Freedom from Slavery
Conclusion
Survey responses suggest less consistency with the principle of
freedom from slavery than any of the other issues. Although dedicated
to the equality and dignity of every human being as created by God,
practically speaking, the traditional American Free Methodist Church
consists of white congregations with white pastors.
Implications
The denomination should review its faithfulness to the stated
position for human equality and human dignity. Possibly, racial
preferences for different styles of worship form a legitimate basis for
separate congregations. But if racial prejudice alone prohibits anyone
from uniting with a congregation, that prejudice must be recognized,
confessed, and removed. Congregational life must be open to people of
all races. Significantly, 22% of the pastors surveyed and 34% of the
McPherson congregation believed that their congregations would accept a
pastor frora a minority group such as black, Mexican-American, Japanese,
or other.
McPherson Worship and the Freedoms
Local members showed only small variation from the pastors'
responses in their rating of the denomination's consistency with the
freedoms. However, except in the case of slavery, McPherson people did
indicate slightly lower awareness of agreement with the historic free
doms in their worship than the pastors. Sorae basis for that difference
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lies in the fact that a pastor's view of congregational opportunity for
freedom probably differs from the parishioner in the pew.
Of greater significance to the author is the heightened aware
ness that followed the teaching regarding the spiritual meanings of the
freedoms and the special services patterned after the traditional church
worship. Though relatively small, positive change of perception
occurred relative to the freedoms for all age groups except those under
sixteen. Since post-test responses consistently indicated positive
change, the author concludes that deliberate effort to clarify the
issues and to design services consistent with the study would contribute
to greater awareness and appreciation for the Church's heritage of
freedom.
Further, in most cases Central College students and resident
members of the congregation age 16-25 (the same age group as Central
students) showed more change than other age groups except in the case of
episcopal domination where age group 26-40 changed raore. The implica
tion follows that young adults respond more readily to new information.
This being true, young adults offer fertile opportunity for propagating
the spiritual meanings of the freedoms of the denoraination.
Summary
Conclusions have been noted regarding each of Free Methodism's
founding principles, and implications have been drawn for the Church's
worship. The awareness of some degree of consistency with each of the
freedoms has been discovered, but some inconsistency is also apparent.
How can pastors better design worship for the propagation of the free
doms' spiritual meanings? The next- chapter provides suggestions wliich
supply some possible answers to that question.
Chapter 7
EPILOGUE�SUGGESTIONS FOR FREE METHODIST WORSHIP
The founding fathers wove into the fabric of the Free Methodist
Church some important principles inherent in its historic freedoms.
Though different in outward form, the spiritual meanings of those
issues remain relevant to the life and worship of the denomination.
Freedom for all to worship without social or racial discrimination,
opportunity for lay participation in the services, spiritual worship
in which people feel free to respond spontaneously to God, and the
proclamation of the gospel in an evangelistic atmosphere constituted
principles of the freedoms important to early Free Methodists.
How can the Church, founded on such resolve, continue those
principles in its worship? Realizing this rich heritage, the author
suggests in an epilogue how these time-proven principles can strengthen
contemporary Free Methodist worship. Of course, only future evaluation
can prove his points.
Develop a Theology of Worship
A well developed theology provides a foundation upon which
pastors may structure meaningful worship. It provides a reliable
standard to guide the pastor in planning services. Ironically, pastors
in the free church tradition, responsible for the entire order of wor
ship for their congregations, usually receive less formal training in
worship patterns than pastors in denominations with highly developed
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rituals. The author believes that pastors of churches in the free
church tradition have special need to develop a theology of worship to
guide their planning.
Paul Waitman Hoon holds the conviction that "Christian worship
is grounded in the reality of the action of God toward the human soul
in Jesus Christ and in man's responsive action through Jesus Christ ."^
Christian worship is a form of dialogue between God and man. God ini
tiates the divine-human encounter with revelation through Christ; man
makes his response to God through Jesus Christ. Man's response in
volves various facets of his personality, but essentially, he responds
with his total being in praise and commitment. While God initiates the
opportunity, man himself must make the decision to respond so that
Christian worship may occur.
God's revelation through Christ and man's response to God
through Christ involves not only the individual, but also the community
of believers. When the church gathers in Christ's name Christ himself
promises, "Where two or three come together in my name, there am I with
them" (Matt. 18:20). In his book. Introduction to Christian Worship,
James White quotes Evelyn Underbill to emphasize the nature of com
munity involved in worship:
The worshipping life of the Christian, whilst profoundly
personal, is essentially that of a person who is also a member of a
group. . . . The Christian as such cannot fulfill his spiritual
obligations in solitude . . . even his most lonely contemplations
are not merely a private matter. ^
Ipaul Waitman Hoon, The Integrity of Worship (Nashville:
Abingdon Press, 1971).
2james F. White, Introduction to Christian Worship (Nashville:
Abingdon Press, 1980).
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Christian worship, apart from the fellowship of other believers, stands
incomplete. The church gathers in Christ's name, God acts toward the
people of the church in revelation through Christ, and through Christ,
people respond to their renewed vision of God with praise and commit
ment !
Clarification of such a momentous encounter in worship gives
perspective for designing an order of service. The pastor endeavors to
plan the order to facilitate both God's revelation through Christ to
the congregation gathered in Christ's name and the congregation's
response through Christ to God's revelation. Theology of worship
enlightens the ordering of the various elements of the service. The
Spirit filled pastor plans purposefully; the congregation worships
meaningfully! Another pastor may arrive at a different understanding
of worship but the important point remains: the individual pastor has
worked out a personal theology of worship. Worship for the congrega-
gation becomes sacramental as the pastor plans consistently with his or
her theology of worship.
The Free Methodist pastor, in the light of the church's tradi
tion, views God as the God of all people� the poor, the rich, the
black, the white, and everyone else! That hopeful perception of God
gives great motivation for facilitating God's self-revelation to every
person in the congregation met together in Christ's name. But worship
includes more than God's revelation; man must also respond. Free
Methodists have a long history of encouraging heartfelt response to God
through Christ, so the pastor undertakes the challenge of structuring
the service in a way that gives full opportunity for response to God
in freedom of the Spirit.
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Recognize Changing Culture
While intentionally omitting study of the cultural and socio
logical influences upon early Free Methodist worship, the author
believes it necessary to acknowledge them. The founding of the Free
Methodist Church occurred during pioneer days of the nation. As the
denomination spread across the frontier, its members came largely from
the rural population. Accustomed to rugged pioneer life, early Free
Methodists demonstrated their spiritual devotion in "rugged" ways.
William Cusick described a camp meeting incident which illustrates
their approach, not only in everyday life, but also in worship as
well. A rowdy element at the Owatonna, Minnesota, camp meeting began
to disturb the services by mocking the saints when blessed. After
watching the hecklers for a period of time, Cusick decided to act:
Very soon they commenced their disturbance again, and at the
same time I grabbed one young man and shook him until his teeth
chattered and asked him who was making the disturbance. "That
other fellow," he replied, pointing to a youth at his side. I
caught him and brought their heads together quite heavy. I then
said to them, "Can you behave yourselves now?" "Yes, sir! Yes,
sir!" they replied. . . . After this there was no more disturbance
in the meetings. ^
Such a scene at a present-day camp meeting seems highly unlikely. For
one thing, "the rowdy element" would find other ways to disturb the
services, and for another, those in charge would deal with the problem
less "physically."
Due to cultural change, people respond to life and worship with
less emotion than people of the 1860's. Therefore, less physical
demonstration of spiritual devotion by present-day Free Methodists
^Roberts, Benjamin Titus Roberts, p. 405.
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does not necessarily indicate less spirituality nor less freedom of the
Spirit in worship. Perception of spiritual worship requires some
method other than simple observation of outward demonstration to verify
its reality, yet freedom of the Spirit must embrace freedom to worship
God in a manner consistent with cultural and social customs of the day.
Give Attention to the Physical Setting
for the Place of Worship
III most cases, pastors must work within the design of an
existing church building. While probably not ideal, attention to
possible adaptations may contribute to more meaningful worship in any
setting. Involvement in remodeling or planning new buildings calls for
a thorough study- of worship in the light of Free Methodist traditions.
Awareness of some simple principles, however, can bring new meaning in
worship to many congregations.
Free Methodist theology and tradition call for simple, unpre
tentious church buildings which are in keeping with the surrounding
community and suited to the needs of a particular congregation. The
very existence within an area of a church structure designed for con
gregational activities carries theological significance. The gospel
is incarnational in nature. God came to earth in human form. While
Christians can meet in any building, the special structure stands in
the locality as a constant physical witness that God lives and that His
people dwell among them. Further, the design of a special place for
God's people to meet provides for the variety of activities needed for
well-rounded congregational life.
Free Methodists rely upon God's speaking through the preached
word. So, while the pulpit serves to hold the Bible for the preacher.
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it also stands in the sanctuary as a silent witness to the conviction
that God reveals Himself through the reading and preaching of His word
each time the congregation gathers. White not everyone agrees that
Free Methodist theology requires a central pulpit, unanimity prevails
regarding the importance of preaching. Marston notes that the Free
Methodist standard in architecture calls for "Word-centered" church
buildings.'^ However, the central pulpit assuredly conforms with the
tradition of Spirit-anointed, evangelistic preaching with freedom for
exhortation. In the writer's opinion, the central pulpit best symbol
izes the place and emphasis of preaching in Free Methodist worship.
Seating arrangement for the congregation also pertains to the
Free Methodist concept of lay involvement in worship. The current
trend toward a circular sanctuary permits worshipers to see each other
and encourages a sense of community among them. Robert Rambusch,
consultant in liturgy, art, and architecture, believes that circular
sanctuaries result from the community of believers defining itself as
the first sign of God's presence. ^ God's holy action occurs, not at a
remote distance in the front, but throughout the congregation. As
already mentioned. Free Methodists have a cherished tradition which
recognizes God's clear revelation through the preaching of the Word.
But at the same time, they recognize that God speaks to His people by
His people whether through an "amen," a testimony, a smile, a tear, an
exhortation, congregational singing, or some other way. Congregational
'^Marston, From Age to Age, p. 351.
^Robert Rambusch, Your Church, 27:5:14, Sept. /Oct., 1981.
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seating designed to permit informal interaction among worshipers con
tributes to meaningful Free Methodist worship.
Standing on floor level, the communion table also carries a
powerful non-verbal message. Bearing bread and wine, surrounded by
worshipers kneeling at the communion rail, the table proclaims gra
ciously that Jesus Christ is among His people! The pastor need not
"bring" him frora deep in the chancel to the people at the rail; Christ
stands in their midst. What power in that profound reality as wor
shipers kneel at his feet.
Movement space, according to James White, forms another impor
tant consideration for planning worship facilities.^ Every service
begins with people coming together and concludes with their scattering.
A narthex, conducive to gathering and leave-taking, contributes
immeasurably to fellowship life of the Christian coraraunity. During
Free Methodist worship, people raove forward to the altar (communion
rail) to pray and to receive communion. Soraetiraes, they corae to the
front for testimonies or to speak to the congregation. Adequate aisles
and enough distance between pews for movement are essential.
At best, locating the choir space requires compromise. When
placed at the side of the congregation, hearing as well as seeing the
choir becomes more difficult. At the front, the choir tends to dis
tract worshipers' attention, especially during the sermon. However,
since the congregation gains additional benefit through visual involve
ment as the choir sings, and hearing the choir's contribution essential,
the writer prefers the choir at the front. Each congregation's
^White, Introduction to Christian Worship, p. 81.
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understanding of the role of the choir and the degree of sanctuary
flexibility will determine location of the choir space.
Strive for Acceptance and Openness in Worship
Acceptance of all people remains basic to Free Methodism,
whether or not it is successfully demonstrated. Frora the church's
beginning, foreign missions received strong eraphasis. In recent years,
racial tensions and the iraraigration of various people's groups to North
America reinforced Free Methodist awareness of the need for acceptance
of all people. According to material sent to pastors by Bishop Elmer
E. Parsons, 84 ethnic Free Methodist churches representing eleven racial
groups exist in North America. In addition, many other Free Methodist
churches have assisted refugees in settling in this country. Annually,
the denomination calls for observance of "Ethnic Awareness Week."^
These facts indicate that many Free Methodists continue to accept people
of various racial backgrounds, yet those who in some way differ frora the
established congregation continue to challenge every Free Methodist
Church .
Church growth specialist, Win Arn, declares: "Churches grow
best when they heterogeneously match their community with many various
homogeneous groups within the church."^ Application of this concept
'This information contained in packet of materials distributed
to pastors of the Free Methodist Church of North America by Bishop Elmer
E. Parsons for the observance of Ethnic Awareness Week, February 12-19,
1984.
^Win Arn, "A Fresh View of the Homogeneous Unit Concept," The
Win Arn Growth Report, Vol. 1, No. 1 (The Institute for American Church
Growth, Pasadena, CA) , p. 2.
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provides one method for keeping the church doors open to all people. By
providing a variety of small homogeneous groups, various types of indi
viduals find a niche where they feel comfortable and receive benefit
from the larger ministries of the church. Such small groups may form
around coimnon characteristics such as ethnic, linguistic, age, marital
status, or some other commonality. The small group becomes the initial
step toward incorporation into the body. This approach requires careful
attention, however, lest the small groups never absorb into the life and
worship of the total congregation, and the pastor must creatively struc
ture elements into worship which communicate acceptance of all � a new
rendition of a primal purpose.
Openness in worship entails deep-seated honesty. To join the
church, Free Methodists must make open confession of sins forgiven and
accept their membership vows before the entire congregation. This
straightforward confession before the congregation sjnabolizes the spir
itual honesty expected of the Church's members. Maintenance of that
atmosphere comes through continuing opportunities for genuine confession
followed by genuine forgiveness and acceptance. The pastor who models
humility and honesty before the congregation makes a significant con
tribution to the openness characteristic of early Free Methodism.
Plan for Lay Participation
Structuring worship consistent with the spiritual meanings of
the Church's traditions involves lay participation, and worship planning
allows input on a foundational level. A worship committee, pastor's
cabinet, official board, or some other official group may serve that
purpose. Temporary committees for special occasions such as revival
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series. Holy Week and Easter Sunday^ a month of Christmas, and missions
convention give ad hoc lay opportunity to share in planning worship.
However accomplished, some method of sharing on this level gives laity
a sense of ownership in the services and blends well with the Free
Methodist heritage of lay involvement in worship.
Active lay involvement through corporate prayer adds meaning to
worship. While many congregations prefer the pastor to lead, the Sunday
morning (pastoral) prayer should reflect the life of the people as well
as minister grace to them. Prayer led by the laity during other ser
vices contributes variety and richness to the public prayer life of the
congregation. Bidding prayer involves every worshiper as an individual,
each in turn makes a prayer request, followed with silent prayer by
everyone. Also, periods of silent prayer by the entire congregation
encourage everyone to participate. Hopefully, everyone joins in as
another leads the congregation in prayer. However accomplished, the
challenge confronting the pastor lies in structuring opportunities for
corporate prayer so that lay involvement is maximized.
In earlier days, testimonies often occurred during worship.
Sometimes the pastor called for testimonies and other times people
testified spontaneously. Testimonies (sharing, in modern terminology)
benefit the spiritual life of the church. Structuring lay testimonies
into the order of service, occasionally at least, will spark new enthu
siasm for worship among the people. Calling for testimonies during
Sunday evening worship will aid in preserving the practice for the
congregation. Occasionally, perhaps quarterly, special evening services
consisting entirely of singing, prayer, and sharing will provide spir
itual blessing to all and add interest to worship.
1L5
The Free Methodist hymnal contains the creeds and Scriptures
designed for responsive readings which give opportunity for lay
participation. The lay person and the congregation read alternately,
making participation possible for everyone. Though occasionally sub
jected to the charge of "formality," reading responsively carries great
impact as the entire congregation speaks the Word together in unity and
provides a "form" in which God's Spirit may speak to each worshiper
through the Word in a very personal way.
Congregational singing carries worshipers still deeper into
unity with each other than responsive readings. The idea attributed to
Augustine that "one who sings prays twice" conveys truth. ^ Music capti
vates our feelings and makes possible a deeper level of communication
than words spoken. Realizing this. Free Methodist forefathers handed
down a rich heritage of congregational singing and Free Methodist
worship still should include a significant place for it. In addition to
lay participation, congregational singing provides an effective vehicle
for spiritual worship.
Develop a Rationale for the
Use of the Choir
Prohibition of choir singing constituted a major position of the
founders of the Free Methodist Church. The 1955 General Conference
removed that prohibition, marking the only shift of the denomination
from a major position taken by its founders. Many Free Methodist
churches now have choirs. Why? The question of consistency with the
9wh ite. Introduction to Christian Worship, p. 98.
^Marston, From Age to Age, pp. 344-345.
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principle behind the original restriction against choirs calls for an
answer .
Fathers of the church opposed choir singing because it amounted
to "worship by proxy." Hoon refers to Olof Herrin's reminder that the
early church used "choir," choros, synonymously with ecclesia to desig
nate the entire congregation. In that sense, just as Free Methodist
Church founders believed, the general body of believers forms the best
choir. However, "choir" evolved to mean a specialized group of singers
within the congregation having the liturgical function of expressing the
united praises of the whole church. Through practice and skill, the
specialized choir makes possible the expression of the entire church's
praise to God through music beyond the congregation's ability to sing.
Understood from this perspective, all individuals in both choir and
congregation worship actively through the choral hymn, and Free
Methodist concern for "worship by proxy" is avoided. In addition, the
choir assists in worship by adding strength and harmony to congre
gational singing. Familiarity with music new or difficult to the
worshipers enables the skilled choir to give direction and confidence to
everyone's participation. Thus, greater avenues of worship and praise
open to the church body through singing a greater variety of the
Church's hymns.
Also, the choir functions to minister the Word to the congrega
tion. Frequently, the choir and choir music become the vehicle through
which God speaks powerfully to the worshiping congregation. In such
Hoon, Integrity of Worship, p. 67-
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cases, the choir serves in a role sirailar to the preacher in the procla
mation of God's Word.
From these perspectives, choir singing enhances rather than
usurps worship by members of the congregation. Properly understood, the
choir's function contributes to worship consistent with the principle on
which the church's founders took their position against choirs.
Establish Criteria for Worship Leaders
A major issue for the Free Methodist Church's founders arose out
of the music question and concerned the spiritual qualification of
participants. On sorae occasions, churches with instruraental rausic and
choirs hired people with the ability to play instruments or sing in the
choir who also played and sang in the taverns. Free Methodists felt
such people could not worship sincerely and, therefore, should not lead
the music of the worshipers. The issue continues to confront Free
Methodist churches. In the desire for widespread involvement, and
seeking to win unsaved people to Christ and the Church, the pastor may
invite anyone who can play an instrument or sing in the choir to do so
as a means of outreach and because their special ability contributes to
the quality of the music program of the church.
Hard and fast rules for regulating participation lead to harsh
ness and a judging spirit. At the same time, an understanding of
music's role in worship demands standards for participants. Sacred
music offered from someone deliberately insincere reduces worship to
sham. Free Methodist pastors and churches must develop criteria for the
selection of worship leaders, whether for music or other types of lead
ership roles. For a congregation to worship in a manner consistent with
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the spirtiual meanings of the Church's freedoms, a personal commitment
to Christ and the willingness to adopt the accepted lifestyle of the
Free Methodist Church constitute minimal expectations for worship
leaders. Methods of fulfilling those expectations require the attention
of each local church and pastor.
Preserve the Evangelistic Character
of Free Methodist Worship
Deciding for or against Christ commonly confronted individuals
in early Free Methodist worship. In the young church, sermons often
concluded with an appeal to seek God and exhorters urged seekers to
pray. Consequently, many gave their hearts to Christ and the denomi
nation grew rapidly with new converts. Throughout its history, the Free
Methodist Church has maintained an evangelical stance�holding faith
fully to the theological tenets requiring a decision to repent and to
have faith in Christ for salvation from sin. But with maturation, the
church's evangelistic zeal waned, and altar calls resulting in the con
version of sinners occurred less frequently during regular worship.
Nevertheless, the optimistic assurance that the gospel includes
all people and the desire for freedom of the Spirit among worshipers
provide a good foundation for the revival of evangelism among Free
Methodists. Evangelistic worship requires Spirit-anointed preaching,
and God inspires Spirit-anointed preaching through praying pastors
supported by praying congregations. As pastors and churches pray and
plan purposefully, by God's help, evangelistic zeal can be rekindled in
the church.
An exhorter, gifted in speaking spontaneously, could contribute
to an evangelistic climate for present day Free Methodist worship.
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However, personal evangelism provides a raore likely raeans of accom
plishing the purpose of general exhortation as practiced by early Free
Methodists. Individuals training in personal evangelism could bring
unsaved friends to church and use the worship service as an entrance
point for sharing Christ personally with thera. Also, visitors to
worship services provide ready prospects for evangelistic visitation.
Many variations could develop frora this approach to evangelisra, but
however it occurs, the adaptation of "exhorting" would contribute to the
revival of a more evangelistic character in Free Methodist worship.
Recognize the Meaning of Where People Sit
Spiritual worship, according to B. T. Roberts, required the
free pew systera. When left to arrange theraselves according to their
"spiritual instincts," Roberts believed the "oldest and raost devoted
worshipers" gathered nearest the altar with others anxious to follow
thera close behind, and nearest to these, the raost deeply convicted and
hopeful. 12 Xn other words, a worshiper's choice of pew carried spirit
ual meaning. Hoon lends support to that idea by citing James E. Dittes's
hypothesis that the whole process of getting ready and coming to church
causes feelings similar to coming into God's presence. Talking during
the prelude provides a temporary distraction from facing God and con
tains confession. The rear pew signifies a faith the person feels he
lacks and really desires. Though in a different vein, Dittes's
12b. T. Roberts, "Free Churches," pp. 134-135.
l^Hoon, Integrity of Worship, p. 238.
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suggestions have implications related to early Free Methodists' views of
free pews and spiritual worship.
Other factors may predicate the choice of a pew, such as social
or psychological preference, or having small children who tend to dis
turb other worshipers, or some other reason. But, at the same time,
some choose to sit at a distance from the front due to spiritual need,
subconsciously feeling personal guilt and unworthiness to come near the
altar. Understanding congregational seating from this perspective may
not suggest overt action by the pastor, but it does transform one's
view, especially toward those who appear most unconcerned for spiritual
matters. Rather than subtle resentment because they distance theraselves
frora the altar and seera indifferent, the pastor recognizes the spiritual
principle at work and, in the Spirit -of Christ, reaches out with corapas-
sion endeavoring to coramunicate~ God ' s love and acceptance of everyone
who will corae to Him!
Structure Worship for Freedora
Worship consistent with Free Methodist principles obviously
requires freedom of the Spirit. However, meraories of undesirable deraon-
strations lead raany Free Methodists to adopt styles of worship which
fail to give adequate opportunity for genuine freedora of the Spirit lest
"freedom" become license. Part of the problem lies in understanding the
raeaning of freedora of the Spirit in worship.
Freedora does not mean absence of forra. Worship, by its very
nature, requires form. Soraetiraes the forra results frora intentional
planning, and other tiraes form becomes well established simply by repe
tition. So-called "informality" may be quite "formal" and predictable.
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The best opportunity for freedom occurs within a framework of structure.
Ben Patterson refers to the "myth of spontaneity" which purports that
freedom and spontaneity come by doing away with tradition, structures
and conventions. However, just as other areas of life demand hard work
and discipline to produce worthy results, Patterson contends meaningful
worship does also. Calling attention to the apparent freedom and
spontaneity of the dancer, Patterson reminds us that years of drills,
repetition, strain and effort precede the performance.!^ Similarly,
freedom in worship will be preceded by careful attention to preparation.
At the very beginning of planning, one should clarify the goal
of worship. Within the framework of a general theology of worship,
determine the purpose of the specific service. People do not attend
church for entertainment; they come to worship God and to see all of
life in the light of His presence! How can this service contribute to
that goal?
The order itself gives some opportunity for communicating an
atmosphere of freedom in worship. White classifies the element of a
worship service as the ordinary and the propers . Elements which remain
the same in each service, such as the basic structure, the Lord's
Prayer, the offering and a doxology, make up the ordinary. Changing
elements, such as the Scripture lessons, hymns, prayers and the sermon,
constitute the propers. Propers supply variety and interest while the
ordinary provide constancy . l^ Thus, even the basic elements of an order
l^Ben Patterson, "Worship As Performance," Leadership , 2:3:51,
Summer, 1981.
l^white, Introduction to Christian Worship, p. 65.
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of service give opportunity for freedom from "sameness" through creative
use of propers.
But planned variety within rigid structure may remain mechani
cal. Ann Ortlund suggests providing occasional "surprises" for the
congregation as a method of adding interest and freedora to the service.
By surprise, she raeans a verse of song in response to prayer, or some
other unprinted extra. Such surprises release worshipers frora slavish
restriction to the bulletin. 1^ People begin to understand that "amens,"
spontaneous singing, or testimonies under the inspiration of the Spirit
help make others aware of the presence of God.
Ultimately, however, the Holy Spirit creates the atmosphere of
true freedom. Without the Spirit, plans becorae gimmicks and demonstra
tions "forraal noise." Those who both prepare and worship prayerfully,
whether as leaders or members of the congregation, make the most
effective contribution to freedora of the Spirit in worship.
Prepare for Worship Through Prayer
Luke's account of Pentecost in the book of Acts provides a
powerful example for those desiring spiritual worship. After ten days
of waiting in obedience to Jesus' command, the Holy Spirit came upon
praying believers and they experienced freedom of the Spirit! While
obviously unique, Pentecost demonstrates the sovereignty of God and
worshipers' total dependence upon Him for spiritual worship. Therefore,
prayer constitutes essential preparation for worship.
^�Ann Ortlund, Up With Worship (Ventura, CA: Regal Books
Division, G/L Publications, 1975), p. 34.
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In the first place, personal prayer makes corporate worship
authentic while lack of personal prayer renders corporate prayer unreal.
Some claim not to pray because God is unreal, but Harry Emerson Fosdick
observes that God is unreal to them precisely because they do not
17 Tpray. m tact, to attempt any spiritual task without prayer amounts
to a subtle form of unbelief. Prayerlessness implies God cannot, or
will not, act significantly.
pastors must lead the way for the congregation to enter a
deepened prayer life. Preaching, public prayer, church administration,
visitation, and v^atever else the pastor does will assume freshness and
vitality through a healthy prayer and devotional life. Further, the
congregation will follow the pastor's example. Effective communication
by the pastor to the people of the need for prayer in preparation for
worship, followed by their response of prayer, will trans fonn the hour
of worship. According to Ben Patterson, reformation worship assumed
that individual members of the congregation had spent an hour a day
through the week in Bible reading and prayer.!^ Pastor and people,
prepared through daily private prayer, will worship the Lord in spirit
and truth!
In addition to personal prayer, group prayer meetings contribute
significantly to meaningful worship. Joining with fellow believers
adds strength and direction to prayer as individuals gain sharpened
focus on congregational concerns. Also, Jesus promised that two or
more, met in His name with agreement, were assured of answered prayer as
Hoon, Integrity of Worship, p. 308.
'Patterson, "Worship as Performance," p. 151.
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well as the certainty of His own presence (Matt. 18:19, 20). Therefore,
providing various opportunities for group prayer will enhance congre
gational life and worship. Possible options for group prayer include
midweek prayer meetings, early morning men's prayer meetings, ladies'
Bible study groups, youth group prayer meetings, pre-service prayer
tiraes, etc. Through creative planning, pastor and people can provide
any number of opportunities for group prayer.
Preparation for worship through individual and group prayer will
enable pastor and people to enjoy Free Methodist worship in its finest
forra. The congregation, without social or racial discrimination, will
worship in freedora of the Spirit, and evangelistic preaching will result
in the salvation of tne lost and the sane tif ication of believers. A
strong statement, I know, but God delights in meeting His people
gathered for worship. I believe He will raeet with Free Methodists who
prepare for His presence through private and corporate prayer!
Recognize The Importance of the Lord's Supper
Ritual for the Lord's Supper constitutes the major ritual
related to regular worship of Free Methodists. From its early days, the
church has maintained a form of ritual adapted by the Methodist Church
from the Episcopal Church's Book of Common Prayer of 1789. Use of the
ritual provides healthy balance to the freer style common to raost other
Free Methodist worship and at the sarae tirae inspires individual liberty
in devotion. Great benefit accrues to the people of the church through
spiritual participation in the ritual for the Lord's Supper.
^^Charles P. Price and Louis Weil, Liturgy for Living (New York:
The Seabury Press, 1979), p. 200.
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The Church's hymn book, Hymns of Faith and Life, contains the
ritual and facilitates congregational participation. While special
circumstances may occasionally dictate innovative observance, normal
procedure calls for duly authorized Free Methodist ministers using the
prescribed ritual to administer the sacrament at least quarterly to
their congregations. Following the Methodist tradition. Free Methodists
usually come forward to the coimnunion rail for the sacrament. Tlie
bodily action of coming forward suggests commitment in coming to Christ
and kneeling at the communion rail signifies humble acceptance of for
giveness and salvation by grace through Christ's atoning death. The
meaning accompanying such action is suggested by Hoon through a prayer
frora an Armenian liturgy which reads: "Have mercy on this people,
which, bowed down adore Thy Godhead. Keep thera whole, and stamp upon
their hearts the posture of their bodies for the inheritance and
possession of good things to come."20
By moving forward to the communion rail to receive the elements ,
the congregation demonstrates the corporate nature of the Lord's Supper.
Receiving the bread and wine individually and the tirae for meditation
and reflection bring into focus the personal dimension of the service.
Thus, the Lord's Supper contributes to the deepening of our relation
ship, first with God through Christ, but also with our brothers and
sisters in Christ. ^1
The Lord's Supper embodies the essence of the gospel with
profound simplicity. The bread and wine proclaim at once the
Hoon, Integrity of Worship, p. 320.
Price & Weil, Liturgy for Living, p. 210.
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Incarnation, Good Friday, Easter, Pentecost, and our Lord's Second
Coining. Just in case the preaching becomes too obscure, obedient cele
bration of the Lord's Supper clears away the confusion and enables the
worshiping congregation to remember the essence of their faith and to
realize anew the presence of their Savior!
Summary
According to the author's conviction, these suggestions, care
fully followed, will lead Free Methodist congregations toward worship
consistent in principle with the spirit of the Church at its birth.
While colored by current issues at the founding of the Church, the
spiritual meanings underlying those issues form amazingly contemporary
concerns. Believing that Free Methodists will do well to maintain the
spirit in worship characteristic of their founding fathers, the author
has offered these suggestions.
Chapter 8
SUMMARY
To bow before God in humble devotion constitutes a significant
event for the believer. When gathered for worship in the community of
faith, the supplicant's place in God's sovereign purpose is realized
anew and transformation of life occurs upon the worshiper's response of
faith in God. This sense of the import of worship challenged the author
to begin this study of Free Methodist worship.
The Thesis of the Study
The thesis of this study was that the Free Methodist Church's
historic freedoms influenced the worship patterns of the denomination.
Tlie author posed certain questions to clarify these issues and to dis
cover how they related to contemporary worship. (1) What constitutes
the historic freedoms of the Free Methodist Church? (2) What Biblical
bases support these freedoms? (3) How did the historic freedoms influ
ence the patterns of early Free Methodist worship? (4) Do the historic
freedoms influence contemporary patterns of corporate worship in the
Free Methodist Church? (5) How does the McPherson Free Methodist Church
perceive the relationship of the historic freedoms to their patterns of
corporate worship? (6) What suggestions from this study may assist
pastors in structuring worship consistent with the Church's freedoms?
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Focus for considering each area of study came through the historic
freedoms .
The Method of Study
The author utilized historical, descriptive and contextual re
search for gathering data. This data pertained to the identification
of the freedoms and their spiritual meanings, the biblical bases
supporting the freedoms, the influence of the founding principles upon
worship in the denomination, and the expressions of the freedoms in
present-day worship.
Collecting and analyzing the information required several
methods. Library research invested the study with the historical
setting giving birth to the denoraination and to its style of worship.
Through biblical study, principles came into focus upon which the
founders based their position relative to each freedom. Analyzing
surveys, completed by pastors from across the United States, contributed
to better understanding of contemporary Free Methodist worship. Con
textual study strengthened insights already gained from the pastors'
surveys and informed the author about some areas needing attention in
the McPherson congregation's worship.
Findings
In this study, conclusions were reached regarding the consist
ency of contemporary worship with the spiritual meanings of the historic
freedoms of the denomination. In addition, ways for developing con
gregational worship intended to assist in raaintaining the underlying
principles of the freedoms were suggested. Pastors, desiring to
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propagate the Free Methodist heritage in worship, may also benefit frora
these discoveries and suggestions.
Conclusions Related to the Freedoms
After consideration of the historical and contemporary patterns
of Free Methodist worship, conclusions were drawn relating to each of
the freedoms. (1) The Free Methodist Church seems to have succeeded in
maintaining its tradition of freedom from secret societies. (2) Worship
in the Free Methodist Church appears to continue to express the spir
itual meaning of free pews. (3) While the original concerns of the Free
Methodist Church's founders regarding episcopal domination have been
largely safeguarded through the organizational structure of the denomi
nation, responses to the surveys tend to indicate only partial success
in consistency with the spiritual meaning of this freedom in the
Church's worship. (4) According to the criterion established by the
author in the surveys of Free Methodist pastors and of members of the
McPherson congregation, the people of the Church continue to be aware of
a slight positive consistency with the principle of freedom of the
Spirit in worship. (5) Survey responses suggest less consistency with
the principle of freedom from slavery than any of the other issues.
These findings suggest that the denomination has maintained the
spirit of the founding principles in many ways. At the same time, areas
related to lay participation, spontaneity and simplicity need attention
if the denoraination is to continue its heritage of spiritual worship.
Suggestions for Free Methodist Worship
Based upon the preceding study, the author's epilogue contains
suggestions for planning worship which may assist in maintaining the
underlying principles of the Church's freedoms. (1) Develop a theology
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of worship. (2) Recognize changing culture. (3) Give attention to the
physical setting for the place of worship. (4) Strive for acceptance
and openness in worship. (5) Plan for lay participation. (6) Develop a
rationale for the use of the choir. (7) Establish criteria for worship
leaders. (8) Preserve the evangelistic character of Free Methodist
worship. (9) Recognize the meaning of where people sit. (10) Structure
worship for freedom. (11) Prepare for worship through prayer. (12)
Recognize the importance of the Lord's Supper.
These suggestions imply that deliberate attention upon prepara
tion for worship will contribute to meaningful services in the tradition
of the Free Methodist Church. While total effectiveness cannot be
guaranteed, following these suggestions will contribute to a different
quality of worship for raany Free Methodists.
Suraraary
This study has been suraraarized in chapter 8. The author has
described briefly the thesis of the study and the raethod of research
used to develop it. The findings have been summarized, and suggestions
to Free Methodist pastors for planning worship have been listed.
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APPENDIX A
(Survey and Cover Letter Sent to Free Methodist Pastors)
SURVEY OF FREE METHODIST WORSHIP
Age: ^Under 16; 16-25; ^26-40; ^Over 40
^Member ^Non-member of the Free Methodist Church
^Lay Person Pastor
Please circle the letter(s) which best indicate your perception of corporate worship in
your congregation. Some statements specify the Sunday morning or Sunday evening
service. If it is not specified otherwise, the statement applies to any corporate
worship of the congregation. SD indicates strong disagreement; D indicates
disagreement; A indicates agreement; and SA indicates strong agreement.
Please answer according to what is actually happening in your congregation, not what
you wish would happen.
1. We have some people with lower incomes in our congregation. SD D A SA
2. Our congregation would accept a pastor from a minority group
such as black, Mexican-American, Japanese, etc. SD D A SA
New members are received into our church as a prominent event
in public worship. SD D A SA
4. We have a choir for Sunday morning worship. SD D A SA
5. Although not planned, people are soraetimes "led by the Spirit"
during our Sunday morning worship to:
SD D A SA
SD D A SA
SD D A SA
other SD D A SA
6. Opportunity is given for lay involvement in our worship by:
leading the Scripture SD D A SA
leading in prayer SD D A SA
leading the singing SD D A SA
vocal music (solos, duets, trios, etc.) SD D A SA
instrumental music SD D A SA
leading testiraony services SD D A SA
leading worship services SD D A SA
giving exhortations (during altar calls, etc.) SD D A SA
preaching SD D A SA
other SD D A SA
Membership in the Free Methodist Church is iraportant to the
people in our congregation. SD D A SA
Our church's evangelisra and missionary offerings are limited
due to our building fund indebtedness. SD D A SA
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9. There is opportunity for people of the congregation to make
suggestions for the structure of our worship. SD D A SA
10. The role of the choir is to perform inspirational music for
the congregation. SD D A SA
11. I can remember seeing someone give a physical manifestation of the
Spirit in a worship service in any Free Methodist Church such as:
shouting SD D A SA
leaping SD D A SA
walking the aisle in praise to God SD D A SA
raising the hand in praise to God SD D A SA
other SD D A SA
12. There are altar calls at the close of our raorning worship. SD D A SA
13. People of our congregation usually explain their absences frora
worship to the pastor. SD D A SA
14. Poor people are out of place in our congregation because their
clothing is not good enough. SD D A SA
15. We have members in our church who are frora a rainority group such
as black, Mexican-American, Japanese, etc. SD D A SA
16. Candidates for membership in our church give public response to
the membership questions. SD D A SA
17- There are altar calls at the close of our evening worship. SD D A SA
18. Our choir remains in the choir area for the entire service. SD D A SA
19. We have a bulletin with a planned order of service for our
morning worship. SD D A SA
20. Although not planned, people are sometimes "led by the Spirit"
during our Sunday evening worship to:
give a testimony , SD D A SA
make a prayer request at an unplanned time SD D A SA
start a song of praise SD D A SA
other SD D A SA
21. The important decisions about worship in our church are made by:
the pastor SD D A SA
the official board SD D A SA
the pastor's cabinet SD D A SA
the board of trustees . . . . SD D A SA
other SD D A SA
22. Extended appeals for finances to pay off debts for new buildings
are given in our services which detract frora the spirit of worship. SD D A SA
23. There are blacks in attendance at our worship. SD D A SA
24. The open invitation to coramunion is offered clearly in our worship. SD D A SA
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25. The role of the choir is to lead the congregation in congregational
singing. SD D A SA
26. Instrumental music is sometimes used as the "special music" in
our worship. SD D A SA
27. Within the past year, I have seen someone give a physical mani
festation of the Spirit during our worship by:
shouting SD D A SA
leaping SD D A SA
walking the aisle in praise to God SD D A SA
raising the hand in praise to God SD D A SA
other SD D A SA
28. Poor people are invited to become a part of our congregation. SD D A SA
29. Tne role of the choir is to provide opportunity for lay persons
to participate in worship. SD DA SA
30. We have regularly scheduled prayer meetings in preparation for
our corporate worship. SD D A SA
31. There are structured opportunities in our worship for congre
gational participation such as
giving testimonies SD D A SA
coming forward to the altar during prayer SD D A SA
responding to the pastor during the message SD D A SA
other SD D A SA
32. Compared to other congregational music, the predominant style of
of music selected by the choir is: (Mark only one response)
more classical (formal) SD D A SA
more contemporary SD D A SA
more gospel songs SD D A SA
more traditional hymns SD D A SA
about the same as the congregation SD D A SA
33. Check each word which describes your perception of the pastor's
relationship to the congregation, especially in public worship.
equality SD D A SA
superior SD D A SA
domineering SD D A SA
inferior SD D A SA
caring SD D A SA
indifferent SD D A SA
submissive SD D A SA
controlling SD D A SA
enabling SD D A SA
dependent SD D A SA
empowering SD D A SA
serving SD D A SA
34. Tliere are members of our Church viho belong to a secret society
such as the Masons or the Elks, etc. SD D A SA
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January 10, 1983
Dear Pastor:
As a part of my work in the Doctor of Ministry program at Asbury Theological
Seminary, I am doing a study of worship in the Free Methodist Church.
I am seeking to learn what is the relationship of the historical freedoms of our
church to our contemporary patterns of worship. The historic freedoms I am using
are :
1. Free pews,
2. Freedom frora slavery,
3. Freedom from secret societies,
4. Freedom from episcopal domination, and
5. Freedora of the Spirit in worship.
I will appreciate your help by marking the enclosed survey and returning it to me
in the self-addressed, stamped envelope.
If you wish to have a copy of the guidelines which I develop, indicate that at the
end of the survey, and I will send them to you.
Thank you for your helpful participation.
Sincerely ,
Claude (Tom) Griffith
As a result of my study, T hope to accomplish two things:
1.
2.
A better understanding of Free Methodist worship, and
Guidelines for structuring corporate worship consistent
with our historic freedoms.
P.S. It will be very helpful to me if you return the survey in the next day or two
since my goal for graduation is May, 1983.
APPENDIX B
(Survey given to McPherson congregation both before and after contex
the project, and the information sheet used to explain the surveys.)
SURVEY OF FREE METHODIST WORSHIP
Non-member of the Free Methodist Church
worship of the congregation. SD indicates strong disagreement; D indicates
disagreement; A indicates agreement; and SA indicates strong agreement.
Please answer according to what is actually happening in your congregation, not what
you wish would happen.
1. We have some people with lower incomes in our congregation. SD D A SA
2. Our congregation would accept a pastor from a minority group
such as black, Mexican-American, Japanese, etc. SD D A SA
3. New members are received into our church as a prominent event
in public worship. SD D A SA
4. We have a choir for Sunday morning worship. SD D A SA
5. Although not planned, people are sometimes "led by the Spirit"
during our Sunday morning worship to:
give a spontaneous testimony SD D A SA
make a prayer request at an unplanned time SD D A SA
start a song of praise SD D A SA
other SD D A SA
6. Opportunity is given for lay involvement in our worship by:
leading the Scripture SD D A SA
leading in prayer SD D A SA
leading the singing SD D A SA
vocal music (solos, duets, trios, etc.) SD D A SA
instrumental music SD D A SA
leading testimony services SD D A SA
leading worship services SD D A SA
giving exhortations (during altar calls, etc.) SD D A SA
preaching SD D A SA
other SD D A SA
7. Membership in the Free Methodist Church is important to the
people in our congregation. SD D A SA
8. Our church's evangelism and missionary offerings are limited
due to our building fund indebtedness. SD D A SA
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There is opportunity for people of the congregation to make
suggestions for the structure of our worship. SD D A SA
The role of the choir is to perform inspirational music for
the congregation. SD D A SA
I can remember seeing someone give a physical manifestation of the
Spirit m a worship service in any Free Methodist Church such as:
shouting SD D A SA
leaping SD D A SA
walking the aisle in praise to God SD D A SA
raising the hand in praise to God SD D A SA
other SD D A SA
12. There are altar calls at the close of our raorning worship. SD D A SA
13. People of our congregation usually explain their absences from
worship to the pastor. SD D A SA
14. Poor people are out of place in our congregation because their
clothing is not good enough. SD D A SA
15. We have members in our church who are from a rainority group such
as black, Mexican-American, Japanese, etc. SD D A SA
16. Candidates for membership in our church give public response to
the membership questions. SD D A SA
17. There are altar calls at the close of our evening worship. SD D A SA
18. Our choir remains in the choir area for the entire service. SD D A SA
19. We have a bulletin with a planned order of service for our
morning worship. SD D A SA
20. Although not planned, people are soraetimes "led by the Spirit"
during our Sunday evening worship to:
give a testimony SD D A SA
make a prayer request at an unplanned time SD D A SA
start a song of praise SD D A SA
other SD D A SA
21. The important decisions about worship in our church are made by:
the pastor SD D A SA
the official board SD D A SA
the pastor's cabinet SD D A SA
the board of trustees SD D A SA
other SD D A SA
22. Extended appeals for finances to pay off debts for new buildings
are given in our services which detract from the spirit of worship. SD D A SA
23. There are blacks in attendance at our worship. SD D A SA
24. The open invitation to communion is offered clearly in our worship. SD D A SA
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25. The role of the choir is to lead the congregation in congregational
singing. SD D A SA
26. Instruinentsl music is sometimes used as the "special music" in
our worship. SD D A SA
27. Within the past year, I have seen someone give a physical mani
festation of the Spirit during our worship by:
shouting SD D A SA
leaping SD D A SA
walking the aisle in praise to God SD D A SA
raising the hand in praise to God SD D A SA
other; SD D A SA
28. Poor people are invited to become a part of our congregation. SD D A SA
29. The role of the choir is to provide opportunity for lay persons
to participate in worship. SD D A SA
30. We have regularly scheduled prayer meetings in preparation for
our corporate worship. SD D A SA
31. There are structured opportunities in our worship for congre
gational participation such as
giving testimonies SD D A SA
coming forward to the altar during prayer SD D A SA
responding to the pastor during the message SD D A SA
other SD D A SA
32. Compared to other congregational music, the predominant style of
of music selected by the choir is: (Mark only one response)
more classical (formal) SD D A SA
more contemporary SD D A SA
raore gospel songs SD D A SA
more traditional hymns SD D A, SA
about the sarae as the congregation SD D A SA
33. Check each word which describes your perception of the pastor's
relationship to the congregation, especially in public worship.
equality SD D A SA
superior SD D A SA
doraineering SD D A SA
inferior SD D A SA
caring SD D A SA
indifferent SD D A SA
'subraissive . . SD D A SA
controlling SD D A SA
enabling SD D A SA
dependent SD D A SA
erapowering SD D A SA
serving SD D A SA
34. There are members of our Church who belong to a secret society
such as the Masons or the Elks, etc. SD D A SA
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As a part of my work in the Doctor of Ministry program at Asbury Theological
Seminary, I am doing a study of worship in the Free Methodist Church.
I am seeking to learn what is the relationship of the historical freedoms of our
church to our contemporary patterns of worship. The historic freedoms I am using
are :
1. Free pews,
2. Freedom from slavery.
3. Freedom from secret societies,
4. Freedom from episcopal domination, and
5. Freedom of the Spirit in worship.
As a result of my study, I hope to accomplish two things:
1. A better understanding of Free Methodist worship, and
2. Cuidelines for structuring corporate worship consistent
with our historic freedoms.
APPENDIX C
COMPONENTS OF THE CONTEXTUAL PROJECT
Message preached January 8, 1984, to teach the spiritual meaning
of The Historic Freedoms of the Free Methodist Church
"FREEDOM IN THE CHURCH"
Scripture: John 8:31-36; 2 Corinthians 3:17
INTRODUCTION
How many times have you been asked to explain what is the
difference between the United Methodist Church and the Free
Methodist Church? Or perhaps, "VJhat does "Free" mean in the
title Free Methodist Church?" usually followed by some remark about
wishing they attended a church that didn't cost them anything. One
thing you will learn by attending our Society meeting this Wednes
day is that Free Methodist doesn't mean without monetary cost. My
goal this morning is to clarify the spiritual meanings underlying
the historical freedoms of our church which led to its name, the
Free Methodist Church.
I. THE FREEDOMS OF THE FREE METHODIST CHURCH
The name "Free" in Free Methodist came from the emphasis upon
certain basic freedoms believed inherent in the scriptures and ser
ious issues for the founders of our church in 1860, one hundred and
twenty-three years ago .
1. Freedom From Slavery. One of the first freedoms you think
of relative to 1860, is freedom from slavery- The entire nation
stood on- the brink of the Civil War for sociological and political
reasons. But in addition to those aspects, our founders believe there
were spiritual implications as well. Freedom from slavery became a
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very crucial concern for early Free Methodists.
1^ Freedom From Secret Societies. Our founders believed their
expulsion from the Methodist Church came as a result of ministers who
belonged to a secret society, deciding in secret to vote against
them. Obviously, the problem between the founders and the mother
church has other implications. Nevertheless, it is true that oath
bound associations soraetimes superseded the fellowship and authority
of the church, causing much anguish to the ministers and to many lay
people who later formed the Free Methodist Church.
3. Freedom Frora Episcopal Domination. Episcopal domination was a
third concern for the organizers of the church. By episcopal
domination, they meant the undue authority of the ordained clergy to
control the affairs of the church and to determine who its members
were. Roberts, considered the founder of our church, and sorae other
ministers lost their membership in the Methodist Church through
trial. But many lay persons were simply read out of the church by
the preacher or pastor standing in the pulpit on Sunday raorning and
reading their names off as no longer raembers of the Church. To avoid
that possibility in the new denomination the founders of the Free
Methodist Church designed a careful procedure for the trial of
members. No one can say to you who are merabers of this church, "You
are no longer a member," without giving a valid reason. In other
words, your merabership is a protected privilege in the Free Methodist
Church .
4 . Free Pews . Free pews is another of the freedoras that was a
live issue for early Free Methodists. Many farailies rented pews in
the church for their personal use. Therefore, other people were
denied their use and in that sense, were excluded from worship.
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The poor who could not afford to rent pews either sat on inferior
seats at the rear (believe it or not) or were not seated at all.
Early Free Methodists abolished the practice of renting pews declaring
all seats forever free. No one can charge you for a place to sit in
the Free Methodist Cliurch.
5. Freedom Of The Spirit In Worship. Freedom of the spirit in
worship is another freedom related to the naming of the
denomination. A statement in the first Discipline claims, "The issue
on which they (that is, the organizers of the Free Methodist Church)
were thrust out was between dead formalism and the life and power of
Godliness." So, formalism, and the lack of lay participation,
disturbed early Free Methodists in their desire for a free style of
worship. "Amens," shouts of praise, and other demonstrations of
freedom occurred often in their worship.
6. The "Free" Methodist Church. These people, Methodists in
doctrine, and with concern for each of these freedoms, formed the new
denomination. Like many children, the church actually received its
name before it was born. Some of the people excluded from worship in
the mother church were already worshiping in independent congrega
tions called "Free Methodist" Churches. When officially organized,
the Free Methodist Church became the name of the new denomination. I
am not going to discuss the issues related to the conflict with the
mother church nor try to justify one position or the other. That is
not my purpose. That conflict has long since been resolved. I hope
you were privileged to see the Christmas Eve worship service on our
local TV station, sponsored by the Pan-Methodist Bicentennial Com
mittee. The service included the African Methodist Episcopal Zion
Church, the Christian Methodist Episcopal Church, the African Methodist
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Episcopal Church, The Free Methodist Church and The United Methodist
Church in a beautiful demonstration of unity and cooperation. By the
way, these denominations will cooperate in various events throughout
this 200th celebration of the Methodist movement.
II. THE SPIRITUAL PRINCIPLES UNDERLYING THE HISTORIC FREEDOMS
My purpose today is to clarify the spiritual meanings of the
freedoms and to suggest ways our contemporary worship reflects those
meanings. There is considerable overlap between the spiritual mean
ings of the freedoms, and I will not identify principles for each
special freedom. I simply want to point out the principles.
1. Freedom From Racial And Social Discrimination. The first one
is freedom for all to worship regardless of race. The gospel is for
all! No one is to be excluded. They are not to be excluded by the
accident of birth, or creation, as slavery implies. The Bible clearly
teaches that "God created man in his own image. Male and female he
created them" (Genesis 1:27). Throughout Scripture, God is proclaimed
as the common Source of life for all. Further, the coming of Christ as
Redeemer provided, not for a select few, but for all, including "Jew
and Greek, slave and free, male and female" (Galatians 3:28). So, both
by creation and by God's act of redemption in Christ, the truth is pro
claimed that all are included in God's plan of salvation.
They are not to be excluded due to social circumstance as requiring
pew rental implied. In fact, the Bible makes preaching the gospel to the
poor a primary responsibility of the Christian church. James teaches
that discrimination on the basis of social status indicates a worthless
religion. So freedom from slavery and free pews in the church, both pro
claim the good news that the gospel is for all. That means a great deal
as we worship from day to day and as the gospel is preached that whoso
ever will may come.
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2. Freedom For Lay Participation. Congregational involvement
in worship is the second principle related to the freedoms. Now the
obvious freedom related to congregational involvement is the freedom
from the episcopal domination. Free Methodists hold in balance the
place of the ordained ministry and the laity. We have an ecclesias
tical form of church government continued from our Methodist heritage.
The preacher is primarily responsible for what is preached from this
pulpit to this congregation. I am responsible to the conference, to
our conference superintendent, to the Bishops of the denomination.
But I am not only responsible to them, I am accountable to you as well.
In the organizational structure of the church, there are lay persons
as well as ministers involved in assigning me to this church. Therefore,
your input as a congregation, and more than that, your official input
through the legislative system makes me responsible and accountable to
you! What I'm trying to say is as an ordained minister, or appointed
pastor, the pulpit of this pastorate, is my responsibility (and privilege,
I might add) .
When it comes to worship-, lay involvement is basic for the Free
Methodist Church. In early days, much of that involvement happened
spontaneously. People participated actively. Weeping, shouting, testi
monies and other forms of rejoicing occurred frequently. Freedom from
episcopal domination and freedom of the Spirit in worship overlap at
this point. For better or for worse, (and some of each I think), we
are more restrained in our worship today. But spontaneous song, per
sonal testimonies, extemporaneous prayer, are always proper in Free
Methodist worship.
Lay involvement is more planned for us. In our local congregation
we have a Music Committee, and a Commission on Worship and Outreach
which have opportunity to participate in the planning of our worship.
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Lay persons have input through them and in other ways, such as prayer
requests and leading in prayer. Opportunity for personal testimonies
is often given on Sunday evening, and occasionally planned for Sunday
mornings. Usually, a lay person is involved in leading the congregation
m scripture readings. The entire congregation participates in respon
sive readings. In my opinion at least, one of the most significant ways
for lay participation is congregational singing which involves everyone.
Congregational singing is a very important aspect of lay involvement
from our historical perspective. As you can see from this aspect of lay
involvement, freedom of the spirit in worship relates as well as freedom
from episcopal domination.
So these two principles: first, freedom from racial or social dis
crimination, second, freedom for lay participation in worship.
3. Freedom For Spontaneous Response To The Sense Of God's Spirit.
The third principle or spiritual meaning related to the freedoms is
spiritual worship in contrast to so-called "formal" worship. I think you
have to understand what we mean when we say formal worship. All worship
is formal. You cannot have any congregational participation without form.
There are just different kinds of forms. By formal worship, I mean a pre
scribed ritual in which each person is instructed what to do. By spirit
ual worship I mean worship that comes from heartfelt response to God
speaking to you and freedom to respond to that sense of God's speaking.
The physical setting of the sanctuary of a Free Methodist Church carries
significance. In the early days Free Methodist churches were white frame
churches without symbols, or other external means to inspire worship.
Today, our churches remain quite simple, although much more elaborate,
functionally. Broader programs are now carried on through the church
than there were in our earlier days. Therefore, there are different
facilities required. But as you look around in our beautiful sanctuary,
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basically, this place of worship is functional - period. Utility,
flexibility, simplicity and intimacy are features that Free Methodists
try to design in to their places of worship. We desire to respond to
God as He moves upon us and not because of an imposing architectural
setting, or artistic beauty, or impressive symbols.
During worship, as God moves among us, people are encouraged to
respond to him. I have already indicated our former overt response
through "amens," and so on. You may recall that Bishop Van Valin
spoke at Conference time last summer, desiring that during the 1984
Year of Renewal emphasis, that our spiritual "lockjaw" be removed.
In other words, he asked that we be more free to respond as God moves
among us. Certainly, vocal response is not out of order. More common
ly we see the raised hands, the tears of joy, the smiles, the nod of the
head and other indications of God's blessing. I miss Lloyd Alleman who
usually sat right toward the front and almost always, after the choir
number Lloyd responded with praise to the Lord. Spiritual worship for
us then, means simple forms, and being given opportunity to respond to
God.
One position we have changed completely from our founding fathers
relates to choir music. Our founders believed that choir and instru
mental music detracted from spiritual worship, so they were banned.
Musical instruments were banned until 1943, and choirs were not allowed
in our churches until 1955. Our founder's reasons for banning them seem
valid. There were three basic reasons for their position. First, true
worship involves the heart, and how could you respond with heartfelt
spontaneity when you had to wait for the organ to play an introduction to
a hymn, or an interlude between verses. Or how could you have spiritual
worship when the choir sang "some new fangled tune" that nobody knows.
Second, and here was really the heart of their concern which I found
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expressed time and again, why should a select choir sing your praise
to God? \-Jhy not have the congregation sing their own praise? To have
the choir sing in their place amounted to worship by proxy, they believed.
A third reason, many churches (you have to remember these are 1860 pioneer
days when the church grew across the frontier) many churches did not have
regular members available to sing in the choir or play musical instru
ments. Often, musicians had to be hired to perform in the church even
though they may have played the tavern the night before. Their main
credential was that they were musicians, not Christians. For these
basic reasons then, choirs and instruraental music were banned in the
Free Methodist Church.
Now, we enjoy choir and instrumental music regularly. I really
think the special number that Kristin sang this morning is similar in
nature. I haven't read about special music in the early days of the
church. Evidently they did not have that either. It fits the same
category as choir music, it seems to me. How can we have special music,
choirs and instruments, and still be consistent with our founding prin
ciples? Interestingly, the word "choir or chorus in the early church
was synonomous with ecclesia, or the "called out" ones of the church.
So "choir" originally referred to the congregation. Of course, now it
means a specialized group of singers. We use the choir, first of all,
to sing the united praises of the whole church. Through practice and
skill, the choir makes possible the expression of praise to God through
music much too difficult for most of us to sing. While the choir, or
the person who ministers in music through solo or other group sings,
you should never just listen passively. We are to enter into the praise
to God they are expressing for us. In one sense, worship through music
involves offering to God the most beautiful sound that we are able to
make. That's some of the reason we sing, to offer to God our beautiful
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sound. But some of us are limited in the "beautiful sound" we make.
So those who sing in the choir and special music allow us to enter in
and they offer their beautiful sound to God in our behalf. Another
function of the choir is to help us all sing. The choir lends harmony,
strength and direction to congregational singing. By their help we are
able to sing all of the hymns better, and also, a greater variety of
hymns because the choir helps us with the more difficult ones. A third
function of the choir is to minister God's word to us. As the choir or
special music is sung, God speaks powerfully to the worshiping congrega
tion. Music involves us on a deeper level than spoken words, and as
musicians minister they speak God's word to us. I^hen you realize the
choir and special musicians function in these roles, it brings special
concern about the spiritual commitment of those who sing. Heartfelt
spiritual worship remains the goal for all, whether through music, or
lay participation, or preaching of the Word, or prayer, or whatever we
do.
4. Freedom To Seek God For Forgiveness Of Sins And For Deliverence
From All That Hinders Wholehearted Obedience to His Will.
The fourth' and last principle underlying the freedoms that I want
to mention is that Free Methodist worship is evangelistic in nature.
That, of course, relates to freedom of the Spirit in worship and to
freedom from secret societies. This principle encompasses the evangel
ical doctrine that all need to be saved, for we are sinners, lost,
apart from Christ. It also includes the grand truth that the gospel is
for all, rich or poor, black or white, young or old, male or female.
Best of all, it includes the truth that salvation is through Jesus Christ
and Him alone. The evangelistic nature of Free Methodist worship includes
being confronted for decision. In other words, we must decide to repent
of our sins and to place our faith in Christ. Good works, whether
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through secret society avenues ,which was one of the founder's
concerns, or good works through the church, really makes no
difference. Good works of every nature are inadequate for salva
tion. We must openly confess our sins and commit our lives to Christ.
Genuine repentence and faith involve more than a moment of prayer at a
time of decision. It means a life of exclusive commitment to Jesus
Christ. Therefore, there can be no compromising allegiances with oath
bound organizations.
That is why Free Methodists are asked to take their vows of mem
bership openly, before you, and answer questions put to them specific
ally. Their coiranitment is to be open before the entire congregation.
That is why we invite people to come forward to pray. One's conver
sion is not something done behind closed doors but openly. "Every person
that Jesus called to commitment, he called publicly," Bill Graham often
says, "So we invite people to come forward publicly to pray." In Free
Methodist worship, invitations to pray at the altar are given, joyfully,
directfully, sincerely.
This aspect of Free Methodist worship needs a fresh emphasis in
our congregation. I know that such an emphasis comes primarily through
the pulpit. So it's my responsibility to give attention to evangelistic
worship. We also need it in our emphasis upon personal evangelism, not
only in programed opportunities, but in our daily associations. I
believe that renewal for our congregation in 1984 involves a new evan
gelistic thrust on the part of us all, whether at work, at school, or
wherever our weekday responsibilities may be.
CONCLUSION
This has been a brief survey of the principles underlying the
historic freedoms of the Church. I hope this gives you better under-
standing of who we are as a people. Freedom as expressed in the
church is a rich heritage. The issues of our day are amazingly
like those of 120 years ago. Racial discrimination, the crying
needs of the poor and disadvantaged, spiritual worship with theo
logical content and structure! That's what I mean by freedom in
the church. The freedom from social or racial discrimination.
Freedom to participate in worship. Freedom for spiritual worship.
Freedom to seek God in the assurance of sins forgiven. Freedom
from anything that would keep you from wholeheartedly following
the will of the Lord. Freedom in the church.
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Ritual for the Lord's Supper from 1S62 Book of Discipline, used
in January 8, 1984 evening service at McPherson, Kansas.
^ THE lord's gUPlT.R. [Ch. ria,
CHAPTER VIII.
THE LORD'S 8UPPER.
6ECTI0N I.
General Directions.
I. No person �haU b� admitted to the Lord'i
Supper among ni who i* guiHy of any immoral
or unchrutian practioe for which we wonld ex
clude a member oi our Church.
2. AD p�rK)o� properly included in the gea-
�ral iuTitation may be allowed, to partake of the
Lord'f Supper among us.
SECTION n.
The Order for the Admvnittration of the Leri'i
Supper.
The elder (h*}] lay one or more of thete �esUmcei :
� Let your light bo ihine before men, that titej
may �ee your good work�, and glorify your
Father which is in heaven. Matt, t, 16.
Lay not up for yourseheB treaiuree upon
earth, where moth and nut doth corrupt, and
where thievei break through and iteal: but lay
up for yourselveg treaauree in heaTen.-where
neither moth nor met doth corrupt, and where
thierea do not break through nor itesJ. Matt.
Ti, 19, 20.
1
i
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"VVhateoever ye would that men ifaould do to
you, do ye even �o unto them: for thie ie the
law
and the prophet*. Matt, vii, 12.
Not every. one that Baith unto me. Lord, Lord,
shall enter into the kingdom of heaven ; but he
that doeth the will of my Father which is in
heaven. Matt, vii, 21.
ZaccheuB itood, and laid unto the Lord, Be
hold, Lord, the half of my good� I give to the
poor ; and if I have taken anything from any
man, by false accusation, 1 restore him fourfold,
Luke xix, J9. . , ,^ � ,
He which soweth sparingly shall reap also
sparingly ; and hewhich soweth bountifully shall
reap also bountifully. Every man according as
he purposcth in his heart, so let him give ; not
grudgingly, or of necessity ;
'
for God loveth a
cheerful giver, i Cor. ii, 6, 7.
is we have therefore opportunity, let us do
good unto all men, especially unto them who are
of the household of faith. Gal. vi, 10.
Godliness with contentment is great gain ; for
we brought nothing into this world, and it is
certain we can carry nothing out 1 Tim. vi, 6,7.
Charge them that are rich in this worid, that
tbey be ready to distribute, willing to communi-
cate, laying up in store for themselves a good
foundation against the time to come, that tbey
may lay hold on eternal life. 1 Tim. vi, 17, 19.
God is not unrighteous to forget your work
and labor of love, tvhich ye have showed toward
bis name, in that ye have ministered to the
saints, and do minister. Heb. vi, 10.
62 Tins LOKD'e wcrnsB. [Ch. riH,
To io |�od, Had to oooMtmBicttte, iorp4 not ;
Heb. liii, 16.
WioM batb tMs wotW'� |oed, tod �oeth hi�
bpoiber tare need, and ibitteth np %it bowtfc.
of eonjpMBion from him, how dwelleth the lore
of God in him 7 1 John iii, IT.
He that hsth pity upon tk� foor, 'lendeib imto
*b� Lori ; and that which be hath giron will k�
p�.y him again. Tror. jSx, IT.
Ble>Md i< be tW tfowManik iU jkm ; Urn
Lord will deliver him in time of titMbfe. PmU.
Jdi, 1.
t&Jcen up.
Ye that do truly and earnestly hepent ofyobr
tins, and are in lore and charity with your
neighbors, and intend to lelad. a new life, foUow-
ing' the comtnandments of Otoi, and walking
from henceforth in his holy iriyi; itt,W near
with faith, and take this holy tachiment t6
your comfort : and make your humble confes
sion to Almighty God, meekly kneeling upon
your knees.
Thtn <JU0 Ms gfnml en/nttm ht wtaJe iy llu nfntrtn'
in tks �/ ell 1e^hc mrx tmJnJ^d to recent tkt
ial^ eow�Mnion, hoA At and mil iht people kno^hh^
kumily upon their Intu, and lay^g.
Alnighty Ood, Father of onr Lori Jesos
Bee. 2.] tm ix>w)*� tUPPEK.
PhrW M�i�r of all things. Judge ef all �en
:
we^ii^X^a - n^anifold �^ ;
Tnd wickedness, which we ^J^^l
meet grievously have committed, by thought."od, �d % Divme Majesty.Trovoking most justly thywratb and mdignat^on^alainst i we do ean^y. �pent, and a^
heartily sorry for th�u. our Busdoings;
the r^
membrance of them is grievous �;
mercy upon us. have mercy "P"""'-'^*?'^:;
ful Father; for thy Son. ourLord Jesus Chr^rt^
�tke forgive us Jl that is past; and grant
that
"e may fver hereafter serve and please thee m
newness of IHe, to the honor and glory
of thy
name, through Jesus Christ our Lord.
Amen.
� OiJ-agWyG^<>�r heavenlyFj^w^oJ
thy eroeJi' "CTcy hast promised forgiTe�e�<>
o*
sLs Kthem thatwith heaHy repenlan^"*,t^eVaitbtorn unto thee: have mer.y uponSTrdon ond deUver us from �ur^ streagtben u. in all goodnesa, aed bnuR
TkcuUtet.
AWVtr <M, untowhom all heir^.
be opeoj
.11^5:J?knov;n,.and from whom no s^retatre hid- cleanse the thoughU of our heart. ^
Z iaL of thy Holy Spirit, that we may
9< THE LORD'S SUTPER. [Ch. riii,
perfectly l<,ve thee, .od worthilymWfr thr holv
name, through Christ our Lord.^�^ ''"'^
Tim OaU iXt tlder ,af,
that we should at all limes, and in all plao^'
pve thank, unto thee, O Lord, holy Father'
almighty and everlasting God.
'
Jfl^^'fr archangels, andwith all the company of heaven, we laud andmagmfy thy glonons name, evermore pi^idarthee, and ^^gSolj, holy, holy, Lord Godcffhwrts, heaven and earth are Ihll of thy glorvGlory be fo thee, O Lord most high. aS
Thm tKall At tltUr t*y,
We do not presume to come to this thy tableO merciful Lord, trusting in our own righteous-'
new. but in thy manifold and great mercies We
are not worthy so much as to gather up thecrumbs under thy table. But thou art the same
Lord, whoso property is always to havemerty-
K^cious Lord, so to eatthe flesh of thy dear Son Jesus Christ, and todnnk his blood, that our sinful souls and bodies
may be made clean by his death, end washed
through his most precious blood, and that we
may evermore dwell in him, and he in us. Amten.
Then Oe elder^ �y ^ con.tcr^
lUfolloKi:
Almighty God, our heavenly Father, who of
Sec. 2.] THE LORD'S SUPPER. 95
thy tender mercy didst give thine only Son Jesus
Christ to suffer death upon the cross for onr re
demption; who made there (by his oblation of
lumself once offered) a full, perfect, and suffi
cient sacrifice, oblation, and satisfaction, for the
sins of the whole worid ; and did institute, and
in his' holy gospel command us to continue, a
perpetual memory of that his precious death un
til his coming again : hear us, 0 merciful Father,
we most humbly beseech thee, and grant that
we, receiving these thy creatures of brea^ and
vrine, according to thy Son our Saviour Jesus
Christ's holy institution, in. remembrance of his
death and passion, may be
partakers of His most bles-Ld body^d blood ; who in ^OJ^^J^'J^
the same night that he vras^ j^^^ ^^^^
betrayed, took bread; (1)
and when he had given (i) Anihercu>bra}.
thanks, he broke it (2) and
'�� ^'^
gave it to his disciples, say
ing, Take,eat; this (3) is my fs; And hm to U>f
body which is given for you ; hU hendt vpm. aU At
do this in remembranoe of
me. Likewise after supper
he took (4) the cup; and f4j Ua-e le U to mice
when he had given thanks, iKe np in his hand.
he gave it to them, saying.
Drink ye all of this ; for this
(5) is my blood of the New hit hand upon ell the
Teistament, which is thei vaieltKhitAconuinihe
for jou and for many, for >��.
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96 m LORD'S SUTPDI. [Ch. Tin,
the remnsoD of niw ; do thi�, m sR at jb �Juil
drink, it, in remembrBooe of m�. Anun.
Tim fUU At ninuurjm rmint the etmrnvnUn in loO.
kindt himttlf, and ihm jrrooud to dttirer the lame to iKt
ether minirtrrt in like manner, (ifany lAere be prermi,)
and afitr ikat to thepeople aUo, in order, into thrfr handj.
And when he detirercth the bread he ehatl lay.
The body of our Lord Jesus Christ, which
was given for thee, preserve thf tout and bodp
unto everlasting life. Tak* and eat lliis in re
membrance that Christ died for thee, and feed
on him in thy heart by faith with thanksgiving.
And the minitler 'lha dellorreth. the eyp thali tay,
Tb� blood of onr Lord Jesus Chri�t, which
was riicd for thn, preserve ihy $<nj and body
unto everlasting life. Drink this in remem
brance that Christ's blood was shed for thee, and
be thankful. �
[If the consecrated bread or wine aliall bo all spenr
befora all hart oommunloated, the eldtr may oonsecrsSe
mort\ by rnpeadng the prayer of conaecratlon.]
(When all hare communicated, the minteter ahat] re
turn to the Lord's table, aud place upon it vrbat re-
nMtnech of the comecraled elemanu, corering the same
with a Mr Soen olocfa.;
Then )haH tie elder eay lis Lorit Prater; the pMp2<
tefstring' ajler him every petition,
Oar Father who art in heaven, hallowed be
thy name : thy kingdom come: thy will be done
Sec. 2.] TJiF, i.ord'.s .^I'rrKR.
on earth as it is in hcnvrn : rIvc us this day our
daily brii&d; and forgive us our trospasses, a we
forgive thom that trespass npninst us ; and lend
us not into ^eniptalion, but deliver us from evil,
for thine is the kingdom, and the power, and
the glory, for ever and ever. Amen.
? Condudbf with tU� UfaJng :�
M�y. a�� pe�*e pf God, which passcth all un-
detatanding. keep your hearts and^^mitias '^i Uie
knowledge and love of God, and of His' Bon
Jesus Christ our Lord; and tlie blessings of God
Almighty,, the, J^'ather, the Son, and the Holy
Ghost, be among joa and remain with you al-
Jt; 'lt-i-V ttfeVisr aC-aifeed fof time, he may
enji'Wi^ f^cftin- fia-'ie* .Krtptih* r^^jet of con-
CHAPTER IX.'
FORMS OF dRDmATlOJf.
.SECTION Jj_
^
Jle Form and Manntr hf ordaining Eldert.
(When the day appointed for the ordination i> come,
there shall be a sermon or exhortation, declaring iLe
duty �h4'o*Bce of such as come to be admitted el-
den �,ho�r oeeeasary that order is In the Church of
Christ, and also.bow the people ought to esteem them"
1b thes �fece.'1
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INTRODUCTION TO WORSHIP
God initiates worship. Through Christ, God acts toward us in revelation;
through Christ we respond to God in faith and commitment. The Divine-
human encounter intensifies in the community of faith, as God talks to
us through his holy Word and we in turn, talk to Him in prayer and songs
of praise. William Temple, Archbishop of Canterbury defined worship in
the following words:
"Worship is the quickening of our consciences by God's holiness;
the nourishment of our minds with his truth; the purifying of our
imagination by his beauty; the opening of our hearts to his love;
the surrender of our wills to his purpose; and all of these gath
ered up in adoration - the most selfless emotion by which our
nature is capable..."
Our Book of Discipline states four goals of Sunday morning corporate
worship :
"1) to provide opportunity for the praise of God; 2) to give
worshipers insight into the will of God; 3) to lead individuals
to commit themselves personally to God's revealed will; and 4)
to strengthen the dedicated person to perform the will of God."
We pray that the worship planned today will contribute to each of these goals.
Some may question the use of printed orders of service in the light of Free
Methodist emphasis upon freedom of the Spirit in worship. In the first place,
absence of printed orders of service does not assure freedom. Congregations
often develop regular forms for worship apart from any written order. On the
other hand, true freedom usually comes from disciplined preparation. Through
careful planning we are free to worship without undue distraction. At the
same time, however, freedom within the structure�and in place of the struc
ture when God leads�must be preserved.
Meaningful worship with freedom of the Spirit requires reverence, which Karl
Barth suggests "is the attitude of a man who awaits a command," Let us enter
our worship in the attitude of Samuel, who said, "Speak, Lord, for your ser
vant is listening" (I Sam. 3:9).
THE ORDER OF WORSHIP
January 15, 1984
PREPARATION FOR WORSHIP
Organ Prelude "Be Still My Soul"
Ifie prelude begins worship. God is present. Early Free Methodists
knelt to pray during the moments before the service began. We
continue to urge prayer to prepare for the service and to focus
our attention Godward.
THE CALL TO WORSHIP Psalm 96:1-4
Pastor: 0 sing to the Lord a new song;
People: Sing to the Lord, all the earth!
Pastor: For great is the Lord,
People: And greatly to be praised.
Pastor: Honor and majesty are before him;
People: Strength and beauty are in his sanctuary.
God calls and constitutes our worship. Tl'ie joyful inclusion of everyone,
regardless of race, social status, age, etc., is consistent with the Free
Methodist principle of freedom for all to join our worship. Ve acknowledge
that we are gathered in the Lord's name and accept, as the people of God,
responsibility to worship. Our call to worship may be given through music
or Scripture, or an exchange between leader and people. These opening words
lead immediately to a hymn or prayer addressed to God.
*HYMN 1 "0 For A Thousand Tongues To Sing"
The entire congregation joins in adoration and praise to God in the
opening hymn. Standing to sing appropriately expresses our response
to God's call to worship! Congregational singing gives everyone
opportunity to participate.
*THE INVOCATION AND THE LORD'S PRAYER
To "invoke" means to petition for help, and in worship, refers to
the work of the Holy Spirit. As the Holy Spirit descends upon us.
He illumines our awareness of the Lord's Presence among us. Our
invocation, brief and to the point, usually petitions God for his
help in worship in light of the theme of the day. In some congre
gations, a prayer of confession of sins and the declaration of
pardon form common elements of this prayer. The first Free Methodist
Book of discipline contained instruction to use the Lord 's Prayer
on all occasions of public worship in concluding the first prayer.
Use of the Lord's Prayer provides opportunity for active participa
tion for all, and at \he same time, permits freedom for individual
r.ilVjillziz:-: �� -anient within the form of the prayer.
THE RITUAL OF FRIENDSHIP
Spzrztual meaning accompanies signing the attendance ritual. Our
name, alongside fellow worshiper's names, identifies us with the
people of God.^ We acknowledge, as the Body of Christ, that we arehere to worship God. Practically, registration aids pastors and
people in knowing each other.
We are social beings, and the meaning of worshiping together in
one place is colored by the meaning of our actions together else
where. Healthy, satisfying experiences through recreation, com
mittee meetings, socials, choir practices, Bible studies, prayer
meetzngs, etc. , weave a web of relationships which carry over into
worship. So announcements fulfill a significant function by connect
ing what we do through the week with what we do on Sunday. The wide
variety of activities demonstrate the church's attempt to minister
to all.
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THE MINISTRY OF MUSIC "All I Need"
The Sanctuary Choir
Tl-ie choir serves Uwee basic functions: I) to offer the united praises
of the congregation to God, 2) to lead and strengthen congregational
singing, and, 2) to minister God's word to the congregation. The
robes "dress down" the singers to express musically a unified message
or response to God. Free Methodist worship requires the attitude of
"ministry" on the part of musicians in contrast to "performance. " Tl'ie
message of the music suggests its placement in the order of service.
Hymns of praise to God usually come earlier in the service while
songs of testimony are placed nearer the sermon. We have "freedom"
to change the order. The theme of commitment and trust in Jesus
alone leads to the service of baptism.
THE SERVICE OF INFANT DEDICATION AND BAPTISM
The Presentation
Parents may simply dedicate their child to the Lord. In the ritual
of dedication, the church, as a "believers church" acts primarily
as an observer. Baptism is withheld until the child- makes a personal
commitment to God.
Parents may chooseto have their child baptized. At infant baptism,
parents take the same vows as in the ritual of dedication. In
addition, however, by God's grace, we believe Clirist, through His
"covenant church takes the child in His arms and declares what
He has already done for the child at the cross, and promises what
He will do in response to the child's faith. Although we do not
believe that salvation occurs through baptism, infant baptism does
portray salvation by grace alone in a unique way. "God demonstrates
his own love for us in this: "while we were still sinners, Christ
died for us"(Rom. 5:S).. As Free Methodists, we believe salvation
is by grace alone!
-3-
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In both dedication and baptism, the congregation stands in
acceptance of the duty to strengthen the family with prayers
and encouragement, thus aiding both child and parents to ful
fill all that has been promised. Historically , Free Methodists
}iave practiced infant baptism with affirmation of baptismal
vows made after personal commitment. Since 1974 our ritual
has provided for infant dedication. Parents, themselves decide
between baptism or dedication of their children.
THE PRAYER
Following the act of baptism or dedication, the congregation
prays for the child that he or she will affirm, in personal
faith all that has been pledged on his or her behalf, and that
the parents may follow God's guidance in leading their child
to a life of faith in Jesus Christ.
Pastoral prayer for the congregation is prayer for life and
renewal. The pastor does not pray in place of the congregation,
but leads the congregation in prayer. Acknowledging God and con
fessing our need, we 'commune with Him through Jesus Christ. By
seeing our circumstances in the light of Christ's crucified, risen
Presence, we gain meaning and hope for life, and find strength to
offer ourselves to accomplish God's purposes. With confidence that
He hears and answers prayer, we rest our lives in God 's loving and
ommipotent hands. Our "amens,"whether silent'or verbal, indicate
our participation in prayer. "Amens" are always appropriate, and
especially so at the end of prayer. In "spiritual worship, " ex
pression of heartfelt devotion should occur naturally.
WORSHIP IN GIVING
The Offertory "I Love To Tell Tlie Story"
Cl-iildren ages Z and 4 may go to Children's Cliurch
The Doxology
Tlie offering is strong "prayer. " The ushers, representing the
congregation, bring the offerings to the pastor. The part of
our income that we coyitribute to the offering represents, not
only for all our income, but our lives as well. By standing
as a congregation while the offering is brought forward, we
offer ourselves , individually and corporately , to God. Leaving
the offerings on the altar table symbolizes that our lives are
at God's disposal, available as "Clirist's Body" in this world.
In effect, we "offer our bodies as living sacrifices, holy and
pleasing to God�which is (our) spiritual worship" (Bom. 12:1).
The doxology expresses corporate praise to God as the Source of
every blessing and for accepting our offerings. This concludes
our season of prayer which actually began with the service of
infant baptism.
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THE MINISTRY OF MUSIC 'Calvary
Karl Ivers, Rhonda Munce, Patty Shorb, Hubert Shorb
Mustc is ultimately CJ-iristian prayer and Cliristian proclamation.
Tliose who minister musically participate in the action of Clirist
to the congregation and become a means of His Presence among the
people.^ Similar to the choir's function music "specialists" sing
our united praise to God. Tlie mixed quartet testifies on our be
half of forgiveness through Christ.
"\mm 377 rtjn Mighty Fortress Is Our God"
Congregational singing carries worshipers into deep unity with
each other. Music captivates our feelings and provides an effect
ive vehicle for spiritual worship. Free Methodists have a rich
herztage of congregational singing. Flie hymn selected today ex
presses joyful confidence that God accepts us. Our attention
turns to God's Living Word.
THE MINISTRY OF THE WORD Pastor Griffith
"Reality In Worship" Hebrews 12:14-29
Preaching is the Word in present tense giving it a "flesh and
blood" character. In James Wf-iite 's words, "Tlie preacher speaks
for God, from the scriptures , bij_ the authority of the church,
to the people. "
Preaching at its best, illuminates , proclaims, inspires ayid
demands a response. Sometimes the white heat of inspiration
fires the preacher- At other times, words and thoughts come
with difficulty . But always, the preacher attempts to speak
God's word faithfully . Thankfully, it is "'Not by might, nor
by power, but by my Spirit, ' says the Lord Almighty'" (Zech.
4:6). Through preaching grace is administered to faithful
hearers !
"HYMN 69 "Guide Me, 0 Tliou Great Jehovah"
Preaching calls for response. The hymn, while consisting of
corporate participation, provides opportunity for the in
dividual response of faith and determination to follow as
God leads us toward "Canaan! "
\Jhere the infant baptism service demonstrated salvation by grace.
Free Methodist preaching emphasizes the evangelistic note that
in order to be saved, all must make personal response to God's'
offer of grace through repentance and faith. Tims preaching
often concludes with an invitation to pray at the altar for
salvation. Free Methodist altars are always open for those who
desire to pray.
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BENEDICTION 164
TJ-ie beyiediction is a good word, a blessing. Tlie pastor looks the
people in the eye and says, "It's alright, folks. God is still in
charge." We are "sent forth" to do God's work in God's world. Tlie
first Free Methodist Book of Discipline instructed us to dismiss
public worship with the apostolic benediction. Tlie present
Discipline continues to recommend its use. We use a variety of
scripture and paraphrases of scripture for our benedictions.
ORGAN POSTLUDE
A moment of silent meditation during the postlude gives further
opportunity for personal response and preparation for service.
Also, the pastors and wives go to the doors to greet you.
Organist Marvelyn Gray
Pianist Marilyn Fields
Today
5:15 p.m. Sanctuary Choir
5:45 p.m. Music of the Masters Practice
6:30 p.m. Evening Worship. Special Offering for Renewal Songbooks .
Special Music: Arden and Beryl Gray. Love Feast.
7:30 p.m. Final Congregational Survey for Pastor Griffith's Doctor
of Ministry Program.
FELLOWSHIP OPPORTUNITIES
Monday
1:30 p.m. Ladies' Growth Group
Tuesday
7:30 p.m. Donkey Basketball, Central College Gym. Tickets available
at Central College Business Dept.
Wednesday
7:00 p.m. New Destiny, Joyful Noise and Junior Choir
7:00 p.m. Midweek Fellowship Hour
I^FI, Congregational Reflection Group, College Vespers, Senior
Teens, Young Teens, CYC, Joybells, Nursery.
Thursday
9:30 a.m. W.M.F.I. Work Day, Annex Basement
1:30 p.m. Ladies' Bible Study, 700 S. Maple
Friday
7:00 p.m. Agape Group, Fellowship Hall
Saturday
7:00 a.m. Men's Prayer Meeting, Dining Room
9:00 a.m. -3:00 p.m. Inspiring Teachers Seminar for Christian Ed.
personnel of the church
Sunday
9:15 a.m. Sunday School
10:30 a.m. Morning Worship
5:15 p.m. Sanctuary Choir
5:45 p.m. Music of the Masters Practice
6:30 p.m. Evening Worship
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A Love-Feast service was conducted at the McPherson Free Methodist
72 CLAES-MEETIXGS. Ch. ir,
6. In no � caso let there be instrumental mu
sic or choir singing in our public worship.-
SECTION nr.
Of Class-meetings,
,. 1. Let no person not a member of our
Church, be admitted to a class meeting, without
the consent of tlie Leader.
2. Let each Leader carefully inquire how
every soul of his class prospers:
not only how
each person observes the outward rules, but
how he grows in the knowledge and love of
God.
3. Let the [Leaders converse with those who
have the charge of their circuits.
4. Let improper Leaders be changed.
5. Let the Leaders frequently meet each oth
er's classes.
6. Let us observe which Leaders are the
most useful ; and let these meet the other
clas
ses as often as possible.
7. See that all the Leaders be not only men
of sound judgment, but men truly devoted to
God.
Quest. "What shall we do with those
mem
bers of our Church who wilfoUy and repeatedly
neglect to meet their' class 7
Ansto. 1. Let the Elder, Deacon, or one of
the preachers visit them, whenever it is practica
ble, and explain to them the consequence
if
they continue to neglect, namely, excluaon.
Sec. C. or LOVE-FEASTS.
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2. If they do not amend, lot them be brought
to trial for neglect of duty.
SECTION IVi
Of Love Feasts.
1. Let a Love-feast bo held on each circuit or
station, at least once in three months.
2. Let no person not a member of
our Church,
be admitted to our Love-feasts without
the
consent of the preacher bavins charge of the
same. . . , j
3. Let our Love-feasts bo held with closed
doors.
CHAPTER V.
OK DKESS AKD MAKRIACE.
SECTION I.
Of Dress.
Quest. Should we insist on the
rules coucem-
ine dress? . ^. ,
Answ. By all means. This is no
time to
give encouragement to superfluity
of appare
therefore, receive none into the Church tiU
they have left off aU superQuous ornaments
In
order to this : 1. Let every one
who has charge
or a circuit or station, read Mr. Wesley's
ABSTRACT
Patterns of Free Methodist Worship: Historic Freedoms is an
exploration of how a Free Methodist pastor can plan corporate worship
consistent with the spiritual meanings of the denomination's historic
freedoms. The context of the study was the McPherson Free Methodist
Church in McPherson, Kansas. This church, located across the street
from Central College, a Free Methodist Junior College, serves the
college and the growing McPherson community. The challenge of planning
authentic Free Methodist worship for this diverse congregation furnishes
the background for the study. The thesis of the study is that the
Church's historic freedoms influenced worship patterns of the denom
ination .
The author identifies the freedoms of the denomination as free
pews, freedom frora episcopal domination, freedom from slavery, freedom
from secret societies and freedom of the Spirit in worship. After
isolating biblical principles supporting the spiritual meanings of the
freedoms, and discovering how these freedoms influenced Free Methodist
worship, the author examines contemporary worship and discovers some
inconsistency with the spiritual meanings of the freedoms. Pastors are
encouraged to give deliberate attention to planning services which will
com-nunicate these founding principles to their congregations, and sug
gestions designed to assist them in such planning are offered.
 
 

